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Research and Development at Advani-Oerlikon is a continuous
process; its impact is felt in every engineering activity; it
paves the way to higher efficiency in various fields .
Run independently of production and quality control programmes,
these activities have triggered off the development of
technologies, which have been successfully put into commercial
use and for which avenues of export are now being opened.
Our dramatic developments in the field of welding consumables,
such as, special low-alloy electrodes for high-pressure, hightemperature pipes in tne power generation industry, and high-alloy,
abrasion-resistant electrodes for surfacing blast furnace bells
are well-known to the fabricating industry. Among the long list
of products born out of R & D work in other areas, may be
mentioned Petradyn-320 (petrol-driven welding generator),
M-6000 magnetic-crack detector, yoke welder, 30-ton pipe
rotator, high-voltage rectifier for electrostatic precipitator,
nucleonic weight controllers, digital timers, frequency_corwer~ors a rcrseR drives.,--- ~
However, the story of Advani-Oerlikon is much more ttian a story
of Research and Development. It is the story of men dedicated
to the nation and its people. Men striving to bring a brighter
future and to shape a whole new way of life.

Today's R & D ... Tomorrow's Reality

ADVANI•OERLIKDN LIMITED
Regd . Office: Radia House, 6 K. Dubhash Marg, Bombay-400 001
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Fer t~ priceyou'd pay going to a
hili station, take a holiday abroad._;
'

Now it's easier than-ever before to take
a holidily abroad. And it actually' costs
less than a holiday at a good
hill statio n in India.
'.!'he holiday of your dreams
Mauritius is an island paradise with giant
Least formalities to complete
flowers, beautiful wate rfalls and an
Even if you've been abroad
easygoing attitude to wards life.
during the past three years, you
,don't need a P form to go to
Mauritius. You don't even need
a passport endorsement or a
visa. And you can carry $ tOO
spending money without having
to go to the Reserve Bank
for it. Air-India
can process
the necessary
papers fo r you
lt offers you some of the loveliest
beaches in the world, where
directly.
you can sun-bathe, swim and
At a price that sounds too good to be truo
watch the bikinis go by.
During your holiday in Mauritius, you
can Jive in the most comfortable hJtels
Spend an afternoon in the shops,
or rent an entire cottage for yoursell
an evening in the casinos.
-and still pay less rent than for accom~
j\nd if you prefer outdoor
modation at a luxury hotel anywhere.
sports, you can sail. water-ski, play golf or go fishing for the
And if you're going in a group of four
world's biggest blue marlin.
or inore,. Air-India has a fabulous
discount for you. Air-India also offers
And depending on what
a special ExcursionTare-a large
time of the year you pick
percentage off- for individuals.
for your holid ay~ you 'II
Or you can ask your travel agent to
also be able to go horse
arrange an all-inclusive group
racing. deer hunting ar _
holiday for you.
deep sea diving.
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Systems
bring to the
construction
field a fresh
new approach
with the
diversity of
products like:

Column clamps
• Adaptable to various
column sizes • Ensures
squareness and rigidity
• Speedy erection and
dismantling • Cuts
labour costs and time

Adjustable Steel
Props
• Limitless life
• Infinite adjustment
• Erected in seconds

Floor Forms
• Perfect solution to the
problems of slab shuttering • Gives excellent
concrete finish

All Purpose
Scaffolding
• Maximum choice of
working heights
m Easy erection
!!l Absolute safety
Ill Unob.structed access

'~' Also tailor-made
formwork for Dams,
Tunnels, Precast units
etc., Designed and
Manufactured.
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spans the

construction

vvorld!
lightweight
Acrow Spans ...
• Rel iable, strong
and absolutely safe
• Light weight yet
very high load
carrying capacity

For

her details, contact :

ACROW INDIA LIMITED,
Sterling Centre, 5th Floor, 16/2, Dr. Anni e Besant Rd., Bombay-400 018
• Tel: 39 18 03 • 37 39 38 • Gram: 'ACROWIND' -JACOB CIRCLE
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Editorial
V!NOBA DISCIPLINED?

THE Sqlt Satyagraha of Mahatma Gandhi in April 1930 marks an important stage in the fight he led against the British for the freedom of India. At
the time he decided to launch this satyagraha, there were many who could
not see its significance. What, they asked, had the salt tax to do with the main
issue of freedom from British rule? The tax accounted for so small a part of
the revenue of the British Government in India, and sat so light on the
shoulders of the people, that to risk one's life and limb for its withdrawal
made little sense to those who went by -appearances. However, as subsequent
events were to show, Gandhi .:was right and his critics ·wrong. For the salt tax
was of universal incidence and a demand for its abolition was bound to appeal
tu every Indian, no matter how poor or uneducated he was. The Salt Satyagraha was to prove a highly successful means of mass mobilization in a society
which was not yet sufficiently political.
Acharya Vinoba Bhave seems to have hit upon a similar issue for what
in effect may develop into a peaceful confrontation with the successor of the
British Government in India. By declaring that 'if an announcement regarding the banning of cow-slaughter throughout the country is not made early,
I would commence my fast [unto death] from the ll th of September, which
is my birthday', he has placed the Government in an awkward fix. For if it
were to yield to Vinoba's ultimatum, not only would India's agricultural
economy be seriously disrupted; his own power to influence events in other
fields-for instance, the political-would be too greatly enhanced to suit even
a democratic government. On the other hand, if Vinoba were to be allowed
to die he would become a martyr, and a saintly martyr at that, whose ghost
Hould continue to haunt the Government in unforeseen ways.
The Government has all the greater cause to feel worried, for Vinoba
has so far consistently, even at the price of being· condemned as a Sarkari saint,
refused to say or do anything that might embarrass it in any way. On the
contrary, he has gone out of his way to dissociate himself from Mr Jayaprakash
Narayan. To wean him away from the path of confrontation with the Government Vinooa even broke his vow of silence in March 1975, and allowed
the Sarvodaya movement to split on that issue. :More important still, he has
chosen to remain a silent witness to the instigation, by some of his close
followers, of a campaign of calumny and character assassination against Mr
Narayan and the institutions with which he has been associated. Even a
confirmed Congressman in Vinoba's place could not have done more to help
the Government.
· With a background of this kind, Vinoba is not likely to undertake a
fast unto dea th with the simple aim of coercing the Government into banning
cow-slaughter all over t1"!_e country. For if that were the only or even the major
objective of the proposed fast, the best time for it would have been four years
ago. The Congress then had just been returned to power in the wake of a

successful war with Pakistan over the liberation of Bangladesh, the Government did not have any popular agitation on its hands and the next elections
were far too away for their outcome to be adversely affected even if it were to
stand firm against blackmail of this kind. Even now, it is true, the Congress
is in total control of the situation-indeed, its control over national life today
is more total than ever before. But it would be unrealistic to ignore the
alienation of the educated classes all over India, and even of others in certain
States, as a result of the developments of the past two years. The martyrdom
of a saint, whom the Congress for its own reasons has itself glorified in recent
months, over an issue like cow-slaughter in a situation of this kind can only
intensify this feeling of alienation and extend it to many others who till
now have stood by the Government.
For like Gandhi in 1930, Vinoba has seized upon an issue whose appeal
cuts across lines of political division, particularly in the Gujarati- and Hindispeaking areas north of the Vindhyas. Though an agitation like that of 1966,
when the Shankaracharya of Puri sought to force the hands of Mrs Gandl}i's
government on the same issue, is out of the question it would be naive to
expect that Vinoba's fast would have no unwelcome consequences for the
Congress party and its governments. They may not be noticed so long as the
present restrictions on the freedom of expression continue and the mandate
of the legislatures is repeatedly extended. But once the lid is off, these consequences are bound to manifest themselves. Even otherwise, unlike the
intellectuals-who can only speak or ·write and then keep quiet-the people
have at their disposal a variety of ways (apathy, for instance) to make their
displeasure felt by the Government.
_
A wise government would in such a situation adopt the only rational
course open to authority: it would permit a countrywide free debate in the
light of all relevant facts and expert opinion, and let the people judge. But
this is precisely what the Government of India seems to have forgotten how
to do. Otherwise, it would not have permitted the seizure of 4,200 copies of
the June issue of Maitri (a Hindi monthly published from Vinoba's ashram)
merely because it carried the announcement of his intended fast. We believe
that both Vinoba's demand and the method he has adopted to attain it are
economically ill-advised, politically undemocratic and against Mahatma
Gandhi's own stand on the issue of cow-slaughter. But that is no justification _
for seeking to discipline the prophet of the Anushasan Parva in the way the
Government of India has chosen to do-especially when he himself seems to .
have lost all interest in continuing to live in the India of today.

A. B.S.

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM IN INDIA
A SYMPOSIUM
A.B. Shah

The Issues
LIKE democracy, socialism too is a product
of Western thought. Even in the West,
it only took root in societies which had
undergone the liberating experience of a
social and cultural renaissance. In Eastern
Europe, including Russia, Marxian socialism
predictably degenerated into statism providing a modern garb for an indigenous authoritarian tradition. In \Vestern Europe (and
North America) , on the other hand, where
democracy was the culmination of a process
of social and cultural liberalisation, socialism sought to complement the gains of
political democracy by extending them to
the economic field.
With the exception of Manabendranath
Roy, leaders of the socialist movement in
India did not recognize the need for a liberal
social and cultural context for the growth of
a democratic socialist movement. While
social equality and cultural freedom could
be taken for granted by the spokesmen of
democratic socialism in the West, such an
assumption would not be valid for countries
of the Third World. But this is precisely
what happened in India, with the result that
the movement for democratic socialism remained weak and lop-sided. Since it did not
pay sufficient attention to the problem of
social inequalities inherent in the caste system, it could not attract any mass following
worth the name.
Another weakness of the democratic
socialist movement in India lies in its failure
to see the relationship between political

democracy and the economic structure. If
economic power were to be concentrated in
the hands of the state-which in a: parliamentary system means, in effect, the Prime
Minister or a few mandarins at the toppolitical democracy cannot survive for long.
Thus by neglecting the political implications
of economic policies, the democratic socialist movement in India is likely not only to
lose its fight for economic equality but also
contribute to the liquidation of political
democracy, in the absence of which even
social equality will be impossible in In(lia.
If democratic socialism is to be relevant
to a society like India's, it will have to reorientate itself so as to take account of the
specific features of the Indian situation. In
other words, it will have to formulate satisfactory answers to questions like the following:

1. If 'socialism is about equality', what
should equality mean in terms of a permissible range of income distribution (a) in the
long run, (b) in the short run (say, by the
year 1,990 A.D.) , starting from the distri·
bution obtaining at present?
2. Gross inequalities of income are found
to lead to two undesirable consequences:
(a) extreme poverty of a large proportionin present-day India, about 50 per cent-of
the population, and (b) concentration of
economic power in the hands of a small
minority, which thereby exercises undue influence on the decision-making process and
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tends to perpetuate its privileged position.
In the Indian context, which should receive
priority-the abolition of poverty or the
reduction of economic inequalities--during
the next 15 years? Or is it possible to devise
a strategy which would simultaneously
accomplish both these tasks without
seriously impairing the prospects of economic growth?
3. To what extent is the drive for economic equality necessary for, and to what
extent is it compatible with, the survival of
free institutions?
4. To what extent would (a) nationalisation, (b) co-operativisation, and (c ) mixed
economy be conducive to .the realisation of
the goal of democratic socialism-namely,
equality without the loss of liberty-in the
light of experience in India and abroad? Is
it possible to suggest a fourth pattem of
economic organization?
5. What kind of social structure and
cultural tradition does democratic socialism
presuppose, and imply, as its concomitant?
6. The caste sh·ucture ·of Hindu society
(with untouchability as its integral part)
and the authoritarian nature of the dominant
Hindu, Islamic and Christian traditions in
India are clearly incompatible with the
values of democratic socialism: they sanction inequalities based on caste, creed and
sex and inhibit the critical spirit. What kind
of programmes should be undertaken by
(a) govemment (b) institutions like schools,
colleges and mass media, and (c) voluntary
organizations . to promote the necessary
transformation of Indian society and cul-_
ture?
7. The complexities of a modem society
make it necessary that those who are responsible for its efficient functioning have a
high-order intellectual equipment. If such
societies are also to run on democratic
socialist lines, their elite shou_ld have the
right kind of va1ue-orientation and, at the
same time, every citizen should have free
access to the best education that society can
provide. This poses the problem of reconciling the democratisation of education with
the provision of quality education for the
would-be elite. In the democratic West, this
QUEST

A. B. Shah
is accomplished through a variety of educational institutions ranging from Ivy
, League to run-of-the-mill colleges and universities. There is a similar differentiation in
the Soviet Union too.
To what extent is such differentiation compatible with the values of democratic socialism, and what implications would it have
for the educational system-in India?
8. How is equal a~cess to education to be
ensured to groups which have been debarred
from it for centuries bv social discrimination
as well as poverty? Wl1at kind of remedial
measures should be adopted to enable traditionally backward groups to make up the
culture lag in a reasonably short time?
9. As recent studies in the USA have
shown, equality of educational opportunity
may not ensure equality of incomes though
it may lead to increasing social equality.
What would be the implications of this finding for educational planning and economic
policy?
10. In order to promote a growing
awareness and assimilation of the values of
democratic socialism-viz., liberty and equality-the content of education will have to be
radically changed. For instance, what
should be the quantum of information and
the orientation of text books from the standpoint of value- and attitude-formation?
What skills should be sought to be developed amon g the students as a result of formal
education at the school and college levels?
How should science be taught not only as a
theoretical construct for understanding the
world of man and nature, but also as a
cultural discipline which implies a certain
approach to the inherited culture-literature,
religion, social thought and institutions-of
the people? How should the student be
enabled to develop a sense of involvement
in real-life situations in rural as well as
urban areas?
11. What would be the structural and
functional changes in the educational system
if it is to be compatible with the values of
democratic socialism?
12. Students belonging to the Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tlibes have been
receiving certain concessions in education

l)em.ocrati(: Spc(alism

for more than two decades past. However,
neither the spread of education among these
groups nm the kind of elite that has emerged
from them as a result of these concessions
has proved adequate from the point of view
of promoting their rapid advancement and
participation in the national life. Should the
concessions be continued as before, should
they be changed in quantum and nature, or
should they be altogether abolished?
13. What should be the role of the state
in the field of education? The question
assumes special importance in view of the
recent trend of growing state control over
universities even in their day-to-day functioning such as examinations and promotions.
14. It is possible that the state will not
be willing to relax its grip on education
even though such relaxation would be indispensable for making education capable of
promoting the values of democratic socialism. \Vhat can the academic community-
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university authorities, school and college
managements, teachers' and students' associations-do to persuade or compel the state
to change its attitude?

JTonwasthesewithlines
a view to initiatin& an enquiry
that the Samaj Prabodhan
Sanstha convened, with the assistance of the
Indian Council of Social Science Research,
two seminars at Pune early this year. We
publish here the two papers prepared for the
seminar. The paper by Dr S..H. Deshpande ·
deals with some aspects of economic policy
from the standpoint of democratic socialism,
while that by'Professor M. P. Rege examines
the social and cultural preconditions of
democratic socialism in the Indian context.
NQ paper could be prepared on the questions (Nos. 7-14) dealing with education.
We shall be happy to consider contributions
on any of these issues and to continue the
debate.

SOME (MOSTLY NEGATIVE) THOUGHTS
ON ORTHODOX SOCIALISM
S. H. Deshpande
DOES the orthodox socialist positionbased on total or near-total socialization
of the means of production-still need to' be
contested in India? I think, Yes. The socalled 'democratic' socialists appear to
emphasise the means aspect of socialism
rather than the end aspect; that is, they
would adopt democratic and non-violent
methods to bring in a package of institutions
which is essentially Marxist. But methods,
however irreproachable, do not and need
not make any material difference to the
character and consequences of institutions
that they bring into being. This is insofar as
the political parties are concerned. Insofar
as non-Marxist intellectuals are concerned,
although they swear by political de_mocracy,
there are strong shades of collectivism in
their economic thinking. Then there are

groups which are avowedly revolutionary
and swear by the enthronement of social
property. The establishment of totalitarian
dictatorship in the Soviet Union and the
consequent negation of all the humane goals
of civilized society dimmed, it seemed, for
a time the enthusiasm for a Marxist kind of
socialism. But the rise of New China with
socialism's slightly less inhuman face has
once again led to a strong revival of orthodox _socialist attitudes.
Moreover, traditional Indian attitudes are
not uncongenial to the growth of socialist
ideas. In the first place, we have an ancient
cultural and institutional heritage which
curbed private initiative and freedom effectively-and private economic enterprise is
but one aspect of the general expression of
private creative initiative. In more recent
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times our political subjugation came via a
capitalist-imperialist power and with the
growth of nationalist feeling our inherited
prejudices about private economic initiative
and enterprise got only hardened.
On the whole, therefore, it is still relevant
to consider various facets of orthodox
socialism in the Indian context.

Socialism and Economic Equality
Socialists ascribe inequality exclusively to
private property and believe that equality
would follow from socialised property. The
logic behind this belief may b~ set down as
follows~ with continuance of private property equalitarian measures can only be
fiscal and fiscal methods come up against a
funda1pental dilemma. Taxes may not, in
fact, be paid; in which case there is hardly
any hope for equality. If, on the other hand,
they are paid they would dampen the
incentive for productive effort. This latter
means that equalitarian measures, if successful, would cripple the privae economy
and make it stagnant and lifeless. In
contrast, the socialized economy would
have the advantage that since all incomes
would be distributed by the state the pattern
of income distribution would be thoroughly
under state control. (In theory, there need
be no taxes and no problem of recovery of
amounts due.) Under these conditions
equality of incomes can be effectively inb·oduced. Also, the paradoxical situation of
allowing people to make as much money as
they can and then confiscating a portion of
it-a procedure which frustrates capitalist
incentive-does not arise.
This reasoning contains a fallacy of confusing possibility with certainty, or what is
at most a necessary condition with a sufficient condition. The correct inference to be
drawn from the above analysis is nat that
equality will be attained; the only correct
inference that can be drawn is that conditions necessary for a smooth accomplishment
of any desired distribution of incomes can
be created under socialism. It does not tell
us that the dish·ibution of incomes will be
necessarily just. If equality is desired, equalQVBST

S. H. Deshpande

ity can be carefully and neatly worked into
the economic system. But this also means
that if inequality is desired it too can be
equally neatly worked into it. For, what is
accomplished with socialization is a technical condition, an instrument. It provides no
guide as to how it shall he used. How it shall
be used depends on the balance of power in
a socialist society. And th~re is reason to
believe, on both general and empirical considerations, that the concentration of power in
the hands of the ruling group will be far
heavier than any witnessed in a capitalist
society.
In that case the issue is whether the
possession of such an enormous amount of
power is likely to keep its v,;ielders permanently above the temptation to exploit it for
their own selfish ends. This is ordinarily unlikely, considering the corruptibility of
-human nature. What will happen to equality
under these circumstances is, at best, a tossup-equality is as likely as not; at its worst,
and the likeliest, there will be less of it and
not more.

The Phenomenon of Power
This is precisely the point on which orthodox Marxist socialism is conspicuously silent.
It does not analyse the phenomenon of
povver in a socialist society and rather
simplistically believes that the act of socialisation simultaneously brings in both a
heightened public spirit and the means to
use it effectively.
If an analysis of power under socialism is
contemplated the following kinds of questions become relevant: Can one visualize
any checks on state power -in a thoroughgoing socialist system? Are there any economic and political compulsions making the
socialist rulers bend their energies towards
the creation of a more just society? In other
words, are there any practical limits to the
theoretically unbounded powers of the ruling junta? Can it be said (considering the
examples of China, Cuba, etc.) that more
recent socialist dictatorships have been more
sensitive to problems of poverty and inequality than their Stalinist predecessor? If

Orthodox Socialism

yes, can this be taken as an established
feature of dictatorships present and yet to
come? I would tend to answer all these
questions generally in the negative; there is
however little doubt that these are the
questions that need to be raised for a proper
understanding and appraisal of . socialism.
For, everything hinges on how we answer
them.

Equality and Private Property
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those who occupy the seats of power. All
this means democracy in the largest and
deepest sense of the word.
These basic political freedoms cannot be
separated from economic freedom, i.e., the
freedom to dispose of or acquire resources
and services in a free market. In fact, the
former are rooted in the latter. This vital
connection between the two is generally lost
sight of even by the so-called democratic
socialists and they make an artificial dichotomy between political and economic freedoms, scarcely realising that the real substance and meaning to political freedoms is
given by economic freedom whi<:h is made
possible by the right of private property.
Private property, apart from its economic
role, has political importance as the only
safeguard of independence. Democratic
socialists must, therefore, pay respect to the
.right of private property. Stated in this
mar_mer, the socialists might consider this
an unacceptable paradox, or even worse, a
heresy. But there is no escape from the basic
logic of the situation.
This, of course, does not mean laissezfaire. There must exist restrictions on the
use and distribution of private property
which can only be exercised by the state.
In theory the structure of a democratic
socialist society can be stated sill!ply: it is
a network of powers which exercise checks
on one another. Power, therefore, must have
a multiplicity of foci. A democratic socialist
ought, in essence, to be a pluralist. He must
understand that genuine social justice is
possible only within ·a democratic framework. In this sense democracy is a more inclusive, and value-wise superior, concept
than socialism. For democracy alone can
make possible, and hold the promise of,
equality.

Since I have assailed the orthodox socialist
position let me advance my own, to be
assailed in turn.
I would, first, make the proposition that a
once-over act of socialization does not
ensure equality for all time to come. This
would be so even if one grants that the first
generation of socialist rulers have all equality uppermost in their mind and on their
economic agenda. For they may give equality, but their actions may be reversed by
their successors. In other words, it is not as
if somebody gives you equality on a platter
and then it js yours until the end of time. To
believe that it is so is to share the romanticism of orthodox socialism. Equality has to
be always fought for. (In this context it is
well to remember that even if one believes
socialization to be proof against deliberafe
misuse of power, it is not proof against
human folly. People can always continue to
have bad policies which end up in poverty
or inequality-a hell paved with good intentions.) Eternal vigilance is the price not
only of liberty, but of equality as well.
If then equality (in fact, every kind of
justice) is to be constantly fought for, there
should always be built-in facilities within
society to organize the forces on behalf of
equality and justice. There should exist in
society conditions in which the waging of
this fight is rendered possible. The view on Democratic Socialism in India
behalf of the underdog must be formulated,
I have hinted above that democratic
it must be propagated, opinion must be
organized around it. All these actions pre- socialists in India have not discarded socialsuppose freedom-freedom to think, freedom ization. What they have discarded is
to acquire knowledge, freedom to speak, violence and unconstitutional means. They
freedom to organise, freedom to elect your . believe in the ballot box as a means to bring
representativ€::s and through them infl.u~nce in .socialism, which is fine. But to stop at
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that and to remain unconcerned about the
functioning of the orthodox variety of socialism is a token of costly intellectual lethargy.
T~ey should also be properly worried about
the possible- democratic and equalitarian
content of socialist institutions in addition
to worrying about how they are brought
into existence.
Lethargy may be one explanation of this
seemingly inexplicable attitude. Such lethargy is induced by the fact that while in
opposition, the socialists can always blame
the failures of policy on the cussedness of
the ruling party and need not analyse the
structure of institutions. But there may be
another explanation. There are many dedicated persons , in th~ democratic socialist
movement in India genuinely ·interested in
the uplift of the underdog. Politicians that
they are, they will always Utke a short-run
dew and tell the electorate in effect: 'You
know we are good people, we have worked
for you. If you put us in power we shall,
of course, use it for just purposes. Be sure
. we shall keep democracy alive. How can we
do anything improper?'. I am not b eing
sarcastic; I believe many socialists are good.
My plea is that they should take a longterm view. The structure that they bring
into being may be inherited by a generation
who are not as good as they are.
Another, and a little harsher, thing. Let
them also consider the possibility that they
may themselves undergo a change. And
people have changed-so intoxicating is
power. Let me quote the author of the
Manusmriti, slightly out of context : 'Temptations ( animal desires ) are so powerful that
even the wise may b e ensnared by them'
(Balavan indriyagriimah, vidvansamapi
karshati).

.S. F(.l)eshpqnd~
Gennany, it is said, ceased to be the Germany of Goethe, Schiller, Heine, the composers and the lyricists.) The world has perhaps paid a cultural and human price for
greater material welfare. However, there is
one thing for which historians usually give
credit to the acquisitive instinct and the
search for profits. 'Efficiency' became an
important value and replaced ascriptive
status by status based on utility in the economic sphere. Thus although economic inequalities continued or even worsened,
irrational social inequality got steadily
eroded.
In the Indian context, this thought leaves
me a little perturbed because social rigidities exist here in a much stronger form than
anywhere else. Efficiency was never a value
\vith us before, it was the ascriptive status
attaching to caste that held sway. Nor does
socialism, since it removes the spur to private
profit, lay much store by efficiency. We have
had only a short · period between the two
eras in which only a weak capitalism grew
and never had the chance to break the
medieval social barriers .
On the contrary, it may be 'feared that
power alignments under socialism may proceed along caste alignments. Caste has always been useful as a tool of power and
there seems little reason to believe that it
will shed this role under a regime which
enhances the power of the state above everything else. If this happens, worse may be
feared-a further ossification of caste and
greater dominance of certain castes over
others, now that they get a political and.
economic backing in addition to the old religious sanction. From the frying pan into
the fire indeed!

Minorities
Social Aspects
The historical role of capitalism in dissolving social rigidities cannot be ignored.
Capitalism, one could say, has commercialised all values and it legitimately deserves
criticism on that score from a cultural angle.
In the heyday of capitalism material gain
constituted the chief value. (Industrialised
QUEST

A concrete expression of the above tendency would be the possible fate of minorities, which would get a raw deal in economic life since the distribution of economic
opportunities (for all practical purposes
'jobs', under socialism) would be a political
decision. In tllis respect our situation is far
more complex than elsewhere because we
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have religious, linguistic, tribal and caste
minorities, there being many of them in' almost evmy part of the country although the
minority-mix is not the same everywhere.
In fact, it appears there may be a relatively
greater guarantee of equality in a 'bourgeois'
democracy based on private property than
under socialism (in the Marxist sense). This
is so for two reasons. One, the underprivileged, because of thefreedom of expression
and organization_ wliich they enjoy, can
fl.ght for their rights; two, they can seek their
economic salvation by acquiring and organizing means of production which are private
property and therefore available on the
market. The following slightly longish extract on· the Jevvs in America seems justified
as illustrative of the above propositions.
A report to the American Jewish Com.nittee _by the Executive Vice-President,
Dr Johan Slawson, on October 28, 1960
stated that· discriminatmy hiring practices in An,crican Corporations have excluded nurllerous Jews from top executive positious. Jews constitute less than
one-half per cent of the total executive
personnel in leading American industrial
companies, although they are 8 per cent
of the college-trained population from
which the managerial staffs are chosen.
Discrimination is, of course, unjust, unfair and un-American, but it exists. However, two mitigating circumstances are
present here that cannot be found in the
Soviet Union. In the United States Jews
can fl.ght back; they can publicly demand
their equality of oppmtunity, they can
expose the evil and exert pressure for its
elimination. Here, too, Jews can organize
their own corporations, and have their
own outlets for their executive talents
and energy. In the Soviet Union this is
impossible. There is no private enter. prise affording the escape, and there is
no possibility· of contending with the
discriminatory •authority which is the
state."
"B. Z. Goldberg, The Jewish Problem in the
Soviet Union: Analysis and Solution, Crown Publishers Inc., New York '!961, pp. ·322-23. ·

.

.

'

How one would wish the Dalit Panthers
took note of this!
The point basically is that in the ultimate
analysis the cultivation of a liberal attitude
and tolerance is the only guarantee against
social - injustice and orthodox socialism
would, by and large, be immune to liberal
pressures.

Socialism: Scientific, Utopian and
Democratic
Let us finally face a fundamental questiori. I described earlier as 'simplistic' the
orthodox socialist belief that equality comes
with socialization. This needs elaboration
and from this elaboration certain important
points follow.
Basic to the Marxist philosophy is materialism, which postulates (to use simple
words) that man is the creation of his
environment. Therefore, if the environment
is altered, hum.an beings will change. So,
remove the competitive environment and
you have a new man who is cooperative
and full of fellow-feeling. You have the
analogy with the family, wherein wealth is
enjoyed in common and there ah·eady is in
operation the ultimate principle of equality
-'from each according to his ability, to each
according to his need'. Both Scientifl.c and
Utopian socialists share this belief.
However-another paradox!-the Utopians seem to be more scientific and thoroughgoing in tlJ.is respect and also more successful than their Soviet counterparts. I have
p articularly in mind .the Israeli Kibbutzim,
which have wrought ·a miracle in human
attitudes. Yotl have there more fellowfeeling, more cooperation and the ultimate
degree of equality. (Incidentally, they
practised this communism in poverty, i.e.
without the Marxist precondition of
'abundance'.) By contnst, after fl.fty-eight
years of socialism there is no 'New Soviet
.Man' in sight.
The kibbutz socialism as a living entity
seems to be due to several factors such as
residence in a small community-Gemeinschaft' as the sociologists call it, a radically
transfonried 'family systeni ai1d the system
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of collective education under which from of cmtain very special circumstances and
their first day on the earth children are as soop as these circumstances changed with
brought up communally and are taught co- the inauguration of the State of Israel, the
operation in every field of activity. The glamour of the kibbutz slowly began to
result has been the long-dreamt-of ideal of wane.
communism becoming a daily reality. By
One great limitation of the kibbutz
contrast, although the Soviets have eliminat- experiment is that its kind of democracy
ed private property, competitive elements and equality can be practised only within
still exist in a slightly subdued form in the confines of a small face-to-face comeconomic life and operate quite vigorously munity. And such experiments might proin political life. More especially the kibbutz- bably remain in the nature of socialist
like nurturing of children in their most islands. For large countries, which- means
impressionable years in genuinely collective for most countries including Israel, equality
ways of doing things is totally absent from has to come via moral and political pressures
the Soviet scene. The kibbutz experience rather than through a transformation of
d.emonstrates quite clearly that if a change human nature in the kibbutz fashion.
Thus for countries like India a political
of human heart is the only ultimate guarantee of socialistic brotherhood, the world and economic framework is needed which
makes possible a continuous exertion of
may perhaps have to go the kibbutz way.
However, I personally feel that if the moral and political pressures on behalf of
kibbutizim are the harbingers of the future .the underdog. Such a framework is never
that future is going to take a long time to perfect, as we all vety well know. But as
come. Even within Israel kibbutzim today someone said: 'Democracy is the worsdonn
are facing a crisis. Their growth has virtually of Government; only, the other fmms are
stopped. They came into existence as a result even worse!'

DEMOCRATIC _SOCIALISM
The Social and Cultural Aspect

M.P.Rege

WE may prefer democracy to other possible political arrangements from the
utilitarian point of view-for instance,
because it enables us better than any other
system to achieve certain desirable social
goals like preventing misuse of political
power by rulers and ensuring a smooth transition from one regime to another. The case
for democracy then will have to be decided
by comparing its . advantages and disadvantages with those of other possible
political arrangements. Or w~ may consider
democracy as the only form of political
oganisation compatible with and entailed
by the basic moral value of the dignity of the
individual. Democracy then becomes 'a way
of life' and democratic political institutions
QUEST

an essential ingredient in this way of life.
The value of the 'dignity of the individhal'
is based on the notion of man as one who
can (a) fmm a conception of his well-being
and act in order to attain it, and therefore
recognize 'o ther men as possessing the same
capacities, (b) formulate universal rules
of conduct which he regards as equally
binding on himself and others, and (c)
critically appraise these rules from the point
of view of their consequences as they
impinge on his own interests as well as on
those of others, suggest modifications in
them; or even their replacement by others.
Thus the value of the dignity of the individual rests on the conception of the individual
as a11 end in himself, as an autonomous moral
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agent and a rational being. These are interconnected concepts. It is possible t0 hold
that any form of political organization other
than democracy does violence to this conception of man as a moral agent and has to
be ruled out regardless of the benefits itmay
confer on the individual within its jurisdiction.
The conception of the individual as an
autonomous moral agent presupposes that
the individual has emerged from the tribe,
the caste and similar parochial groups, and
can think of himself as an individual. But
he must also think of himself as a member
of a community of individuals, 'a kingdom
of ends.' To think of oneself merely or
primarily as a member of a tribe or a caste
is to accept the customs and taboos of the
tribe or the caste as binding on oneself. Such
an individual is not an autonomous moral
agent. A society which does not look upon
itself as primarily a kingdom of ends may
find many forms of political organization
more advantageous than democracy.
The notion of an individual as an
autonomous moral agent can arise in a community only if it has a tradition of critical
thinking. This means that a belief is not
accepted merely because it is promulgated
by an authority but because the balance of
evidence supports it; which means that if
on reconsideration, the evidence is found to
be tilted against it, it is discarded. Similarly,
a iule of conduct is not accepted as binding
because it is customary but because there
are relevant reasons why it should be
accepted as binding-reasons which have to
do with the well-being of the persons
affected by it, such as faimess and similar
other considerations.
The Indian cultural b·adition militates
against habits of critical thinking. One may
distinguish here the high cultural tradition
from the popular tradition. The high cultural tradition has always been authoritarian. Truth is revealed in the scriptures once
and for all. The function of thought is to
explicate and systematise it and preserve its
purity. This, for instance, is brought out in
the fom1 our philosophical tradition has
taken. TI1e job of~the philosopher is to com-
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menton scriptures or quasi-scriptural works
like the sutras. His job is not to present his
personal views for the consideration of
fellow-seekers after truth. The notion that
philosophy or even science is a co-operative
enterprise in which the findings of oneself
and others are criticised, amended, improved upon in the interest of reaching truth is
lacking. (This is the main character of our
tradition though there is evidence to suggest
that the critical and innovating spirit was
not altogether absent.) One may contrast
with this the Greek tradition best represented by the Socratic dialogues in which the
views put forth by every participant are dispassionately and critically examined and yet
the spirit inspiring this critical examination
is constructive. The search for buth is never
given up and every discarded hypothesis
paves the way to the formulation of a more
satisfactory hypothesis.
The Indian tradition makes for authoritarianism in another sense too. There is a
radical difference of status between those
who are in possession of the truth and those
who have to receive it ( Adhikarbhed). The
mark of truth is not that it is seen to satisfy
any rational criteria; it is, rather, that it
emanates from authority. The proper attitude to truth is not that of critical scrutiny
and hope that it will stand up to the
scrutiny; the proper attitude is to submit to
truth. It is not truth which has to submit to
our tests, it is we who have to submit to the
test of truth. We must so transform ourselves
that we become worthy and willing receptacles of truth. This explains the prevalence
of the institution of guru.
By and large, the educated community in
India has not shed this traditional attitude
of passive receptivity to truth. The style of
teaching in India is authoritarian. Ancient
rishis have been exchanged for modern
Western authorities . A scrutiny of the
question-papers set to students will bear
this out. This may at least partially account
for the lack of creativity of Indian intellectu;:tls.
The authoritarian principle sets a pattern
which determines the relations between
leaders and followers in all spheres of life.
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The leader is not the first among equals;
there is no- give-and-take between the
leader and the followers; the leader is
marked off from the followers not by his
function but by his status. The only possible attitude to the leader is that of loyal
acceptance or cynical acquiescence. A
leader can only be toppled or replaced by
another leader. 'Vhere there are equals, the
first who emerges is the first among equals.
If none emerges as the first, someone takes
over the functions of the first. Where there
is a radical difference in status between the
leader and the rest, unless there is a leader
the group disintegrates.
Hindu boys and girls are not brought up
with the idea that when they become adults
they will, as a matter of oomse, take personal decisions regarding even the most
intimate matters like the choice of career
and marriage. The attitude of the parents
and the elders generally is protective and
possessive. They are not trained to assume
responsibility, to own their actions and all
the consequences which follow from them.
They therefore always need a father figure,
a guru, a leader. Young men and women
either fall in line, or feel frustrated or revolt
and feel guilty. The third possible course
is to pretend to fall in line and cover up
one's traces. This situation is not conducive
to an integrated, vigorous personality.
The high cultmal tradition lent sanction
to the caste system. The essential function
of · the caste system is to regulate the
lives of the members of each caste in
such a way that there is minimum possible
interference in its affairs from outside agencies and also minimum possible friction
between different castes. Thus each caste
has a craft allotted to it which members of
no other caste may ply. Such a social
organization makes for stability, security
and cohesion within a small social group,
but- it militates against the emergence of
individual responsibility, the notion of the
vocation of the individual as such. The way
of life permissible to an individual is
detenrtined in ·its totality for the individual.
The choice before him is either to conform
or t6 fall. If he falls he is placed beyond the
QUEST
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social pale, turns into a vagrant sannyasi or
what not. Thus there is no dissent permitted
within society, which can clash with the
received ideas. So also the excitement of
great individual enterprise evoked by an
extreme situation which stretches the moral
and intellectual resources of a person to
their limits, the ecstacy of triumph, the
tragedy of disaster-experiences which
enhance a person's sense of individualitycan have no place within this social framework. As crafts become a part of a way of
life handed down to one from time immemorial, technological innovation is discouraged. The achievement of the individual craftsman is assessed by considering how
closely he conforms to b·aditional models.
It is not measured in terms of the distinctiveness and worthwhileness of his individual contribution, the worthiness to be assessed
by rational critetia like more economical use
of resources, greater productivity or the
superior elegance of his products.
Lastly, the caste system also inculcates a
certain indifference to the quality of
secular life. There is no conception of a way
of life which makes for human fulfilment.
There is only a way of life permissible and
obligatory for "the individual as a member
of a caste. Therefore only the basic biological or psychological needs were recognised
as essential human needs.

S0 far as the political sphere is concerned,
because of the caste system there was
no compelling need to forge a political centre which would wield the sovereign power
of the ·society. So long as the sovereign refrained from interfering with the autonomy
of the caste, who he was and what he did
was a matter of indifference. Thus India has
no traditional governipg class with political
experience, charged in its own eyes and in
the eyes of the people with responsibility
for the condition of the people. There is perhaP, a class of courtiers, functionaries, etc.
but no governing class. It is not as though
by transforming a:n inherited elitist structure
into a democratic structure we can usher in
political democracy: there is no structure
to transform. We have to start from scratch.

Democratic Socialism
Religion which endows every individual
with an immortal soul can be a powerful
instrument in inculcating the belief that
eve y individual is an end in himself, having
essentially the same worth as any other individual. But this belief can work in two ways.
One may Iiold that all individuals, in spite
of all the differences in their secular condition, have the same intrinsic worth as
participants in the supernatural drama of
salvation. Or one may hold that because all
ir!.dividuals are essentially of equal w'orth,
their secular condition also ought to be
equal. But the Christian tradition contains
two further elements. One, the belief that
every individual has only one life to live in
this world which settles for good hi.s destiny
after death; as the prologue to the drama
of eternity this one life bas infinite importance. Two, there is the notion of the Christian community which is enjoined to have
a concern for the condition of every soul,
and the office of the clergy who on behalf
of the church have to minister to the spiritual needs of every soul. This office can be
extended to the ministration of other needs
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also of the soul. Thus the concept of spiritual
equality can be transformed into the concept
of social equality. For a Hindu, salvation
comes after an infinite number of lives. The
sufferings in this life, being a well-merited
and inescapable punishment for past evil
deeds, have to be borne p atiently so that
the past deeds can be wiped away and the
soul purified. The way to improve one's lot
is to do good actions, i.e. actions obligatory
fo r one as a member of a given caste. The
Hindu religion therefore makes for resignation and passive courage, not for determined
social action.
Socialism can be conceived as an extension to the economic sphere of the democratic ideal. The basic principles, underlying socialism are ( i) as every person is an
'end in himself' he must be given the
necessary material means to fulfil himself;
and ( ii) all individuals must share in a fair
man ner the burden and fruits of production.
In India the battle for socialism is really a
battle for democra cy and it is essentially a
battle for the minds of men.

A year ago the Communists stormed into the Cambodian capital of Phnom
Penh. Their aim was to make Cambodia into 'a land fiiled with genuine happiness,
equalit~r, fairness and democracy'; and now, a year later, they claim that they have
done this.
What a mockery! For tl·e purges and massacres which have taken place in the
cmmh·yside of Cambodia have had few parallels in Asian history-except in China
in the early years of the Communist regime there . ...
The main achievement of the Cambodian Communists was the one which
they started within hours of occupying Phnom Penh-the reduction of the capital's
population from three million to lOO,C{)O. This was done in an extraordinary brutal
way, and many thousands of completely innocent people-v.rhose only hope in life
during the previous months had been the approach of peace-were murdered.
The repercussions of this mass expulsion of people from the city to the countqslde have been felt ~n over Cambodia duriDg the last year, and whatever organisation has taken place has been patchy, to say the least. The will of the Khmer Rouge
has been imposed on the people by killing: not, however, th e careful sifting out
of those re~p ons ibl e for anti-regime activities, but random killing, which has often
taken place before opposition had time to come to the surface, to make sure it
never would.
-Swiss Press Review, 19 April 1976

Anand Mahindra
CREMATION
Spark
Sparked and caught,
Lit the wood-pack crackling
With ghee and fire-fuel;
Then slowly, tickling the shroud,
Tasting death, it slipped upwards
Irrevocably orange and black; corpse
Of a woman not mine nor her relatives
Who tried to own her with their wailA single sound corroding grief with
A timelessness that gave her up to
The-orange and black now 1ising higher, curling
Back violently, its smoke pushing us back'
Further
Than- we had imagined, the body receding
Into asphyxiating perspective.
Priest, wave your tongue.
Flame-licked litany lovers sul'l'ound you,
Support you and your kind who bind us close
In a claustrophobic metaphysic, so close
That the orange and black is suddenly cold
Impotent ash that has taken away
Nothing
Except the terrifying scent. of funeral-flower
And a hundred pounds of wood.

Malathi Rao
POETRY-MAKING
After a night of wild excitement with words
that slipped and slid at my touch
and had to be wooed
with all the cunning in the world.
A night of drunken revehT
spent in the solitude of my room
and poetry the liquor
that warmed my blood.
I who had so little to give
felt generous as a King
ready to give away largesse
to the rich and the poor.
QUEST
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GEORGE ORW'ELL'S INDIAN INVOL VEMEiiT

GEORGE ORWELL did not love India
as much as Kipling did, nor did he
respect it as much as E. M. Forster did, but
he was more just to it.
Kipling and Orwell were both born in
India but the thirty-eight years that elapsed
between their births made a great deal of
difference in their respective attitudes.
Kipling grew up in a period of England's
self-£ufficiency. Though he was touched by
both Russian and French literature, he
retained the English insular attitude which
had grown up with English prosperity after
the Industrial Revolution . This insularity
was punctured by England's involvement
in World War I and by the time Orwell had
grown up the English literary intelligentsia
was making a rediscovery of Europe.
It was natur al for OnNei!, who decided
early in his childhood to be a writer, that
he should study Kipling who wa~ a klnd of
household god in Anglo-Indian families. His
four favourite boyhood authors included
two born in India-Thackeray and Kipling.
The difference between .the outlooks of
Kipling and Forster and Orwell illustrates
a facet of the process of decolonisation which
has so far been ignored.
Orwell thought that much of Kipling's
development was traceable to his having
been born in India and his having left school
early. 'iVhen Orwell passed this judgment on
Kipling he was probably having a mental
reservation that he himself had escaped
such determinism. Surely he made an effort
but one cannot be sure of the results.
Orwell's childhood in India was shorter by
two years than Kipling's, he having b een

taken to England at four and Kipling at
six, .but Kipling as an infant had once been
taken to England and that was before the
Suez route had been opened. India seems
to have made less of an impact on the child
Orwell's imagination than on Kipling'sthough Orwell recalled his Indian childhood years as Kipling did. One reason for
this might be that Orwell, unlike Kipling,
did not write his autobiography. On the
other hand, Onvell expressed the wish that
nobody should write his biography. We are
not aware of the psychological reasons for
such a wish, but can associate the wish with
some facts of his life. For example, his adoption of a pseudonym-his own name was
Eric Blair-and his sliding for a few years
into the anonymity of the world of tramps.
By contrast, Kipling seems a simple person who had been denied entry into the
closed society of native India as a child, and
as an adult exiled by Anglo-India to Britain,
the USA and South Africa as a punishment
for re-seeking entry into the criminal f1inge
of that closed society. He appears a martyr,
but a rather shy martyr who hid the fact
of his martyrdom by cove1ing it with literary success. The camouflage was so successful that one hardly notices the martyrdom
except in the hitter self-commiseration of
Mowgli (Jungle Books), the 'I wish it had
happened to me' dreams in Kim and the
voiced protest: 'they won't let me live where
I 'Vvant to live-Bombay'.
Orwell wore his martyrdom more ostensibly for he had a strong masochist trait in
bis character, and it is the story of his life
which becomes more prominent than his
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work. Kipling provides a contrast against
which it is easier to understand Orwell and
hence a few more details of their respective
lives. Kipling returned to India at 17 to
become a journalist, which enabled him to '
write, and he had written himself out by
1902-three years before he won the Nobel
prize at the age of 42. Nobody yet has won
the award for literature at a younger age.
Orwell returned to India, Burma was part
of India till1934, at 18 to become a policeman, which prevented him from writing till
he was 26 and away from India. Orwell's
point about Kipling's leaving school early
needs to be clarified, for Orwell did think
himself superior in education to Kipling, not
only on the strength of a year more spent at
school but having been for four years at
Eton, whose chief merit in Orwell's opinion
was its 'atmosphere of literary scholarship',
which was absent from the cheaper public
schools like Kipling's United Services College, only four years old when Kipling
joined it.
On the strength of Eton, Orwell considered himself civilized, while he accused
Kipling of being 'coarse' enough to keep his
mouth shut in Anglo-Indian clubs. His own
situation-and Kipling's too without the
name being mentioned-is examined by
Orwell in five or six pages of his first novel,
Burmese Days ( 1934). The diagnostic
remark is: 'It is one of the tragedies of the
half-educated that they develop late, when
they are already committed to some wrong
way of life.' Kipling \Vas committed to the
middle class and Anglo-India; Orwell to the
'dirty work' of the Empire-'living a lie the
whole time, the lie that we're here to uplift our poor black brothers instead of to
rob them', the 'ever bitterer hatred of the
atmosphere of imperialism in which he
lived' poisoning everything. One commitment was ideological, the other merely
professional. Orwell could resign his job as
he did in 1928 but the escape for Kipling
was in the company of outcastes and halfcastes of Lahore, through the Gate of
Hundred Sorrows. It was the same escape
which 01well also sought by turning a
tramp-the tramp of Down and Out in Paris
QUEST
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and London ( 1933), a tramp in Europe
rather than India. Yet Orwell met Iridian
tramps in Britain and spoke to one of them
in 'bad Urdu' and was in reply addressed as
tum-'a thing to make one shudder, if it had
been in India'. And he also met an old
Etonian who 'began to quaver out the Eton
boating-song' but not the 'Song of the Bower'
which Jellaludin Mcintosh recited to Kipling
(filed for reference in Plain Tales from the

Hills).
I am not trying to prove Orwell was a
fraud. He had a respect for truth which few
have, but Kipling was very much in his
sub-conscious, and Orwell had to break
loose from Kipling, to defy him, and to lay
his ghost in two essays on Kiping-one after
Kipling's death in 1936 and another on the
appearance of Eliot's Choice of Kipling's
V ersc in 1942. In the earlier essay Orwell
admitted that he 'worshipped Kipling at
thirteen, loathed him at seventeen, enjoyed
him at twenty, despised him at twenty-five,
and now again rather admire. him'. Orwell
was 33 when he made the above recollection of his varying attitudes to Kipling-at
13 he was in school, at 17 he was preparing
to come to India, at 20 he was policing in
India, at 25 he had resigned from the Indian
Police and at 33 he was a Leftist author.
For an India-born there was no other
author to turn to, for as 01we1l noticed
Kipling's was not only the best but the only
literary picture of 19th-century India and
that he had 'put on record an immense
amount of stuff that one could otherwise
only gather from verbal tradition'. E.M.
Forster's A Passage to India had appeared
in 1924 but the earliest reference to it in
Orwell's writings is in 1936-at about the
same time that he had resolved his conflicts
about Kipling and had settled down to a
qualified admiration. Orwell thought of the
Passage as 'not the perfect novel about
India, but it is the best we have ever had
and the best we m·e likely to get, for it is
only by some improbable accident that anyone capable of w1iting a decent novel can
be got to stay in India long enough to absorb
the atmosphere'. This chance remark
introduces us to an important item in the

01'tvell's Indian In oolvement
Orwellian eschatology. He firmly believed
that civilized men did not readily move
away from centres of civilization and that
few able · men went east of Suez. He had
also argued that it was · an error to imagine
that George Moore, or Gissing, or Thomas
Hardy would have written better novels
about 19th-century India if they had had
Kipling's opportunities. 'That is the kind of
accident that cannot happen', said Orwell.
JT was not only repugnance at doing the
dirty work of Empire that induced Orwell
to resign from th e I ndian Police. It was a
belief that he was civilized (while Kipling
was coarse) and had to be in the centres of
civilization, London and Paris, even if down
and out. In Burmese Days two ways of life
are contrasted: sitting in Paris cafes with
foreign art students, drinking white wine
and talking Marcel Proust or being in an
Anglo-Indian club with whisky and Edgar
Wallace. One was civilized and the other
coarse. It wou1d be possible to argue that
high rating for white wine and Marcel
Proust was part of the contemporary r.ediscovery of Europe by the British literary
intelligentsia. But there might be more
intimate reasons. Orwell's mother came from
a French family which had been in the timber trade at Mandnlay. That fact had pmbably determined the choice of Burma as th ~
province of India where Orwell went as a
police officer though he had been born at
Motihari in Bihar and his father had served
as an opium officer in the Bihar districts of
what had been Bengal tilll912. Orwell did
not like his father and saw little of him till
he was eight. His favourite aunt was his
mother's sister, Nellie Limouzin, who emphasized her French descent by staying in
Paris, and the admiring nephew followed
her there. It was a British dilemma, rather
more prominent in our own times, whether
to be part of the Commonwedth or of the
European community.
Orwell chose the European community;
he wanted to disown the Raj. That was the
post-World War I trend with international
communism providing the theoretical basis
for anti-imperialism (Lenin, the prophet of
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anti-imperialism had died only in 1924), for
pointing out that 'the Indian Empire is a
despotism-benevolent, no doubt, but still
a despotism with theft as its final object'.
In Burma Orwell had 'no tie with Europe,
except the tie of books' and grew as lonely
readers grow 'all the while knowing that
somewhere within one there is a possibility
of a decent human being'. These are quotations from Burmese Days. He had to speak
out but that was not possible in AngloIndian society; Kipling had found that out,
for he had been exiled even though he had
only written and not spoken. Orwell too
discovered it. In Burma free speech was unthinkable though all other kinds of freedom
were permitted-to be an idler a coward a
brrckbiter, a fornicator.
'
'
If one would not read anti-communism
in Orwell's last novel1984 published a year
before his death in 1950, as many have done,
one can see that Orwell's first novel Burmese
Days anticipates it. There is a genetic continuity between the two: the European
bureaucracy is despotic like the Party, the
titled Verral is like a member of the Inner
Party, the lounge suit is like the blue overalls, th e Chineseshop is Charrington's junk
shop, Flory is unable to speak his mind out,
the pukka sahib's code is the ideology, th e
sexual act successfully performed is a
rebellion and Flory, like Smith, is ruined
through li::tison with a woman who denounces him. The only hope in Kyauktada or
Oceania's Airstrip Number I is a revolt by
.the ruled, the natives and the proles who,
like animals, are free. Even the morning
jerks of Macgregor, the district magistmle
of Kyauktada, and of Winston Smith of
1984,' have some resemblance.
The central issues of the two books are the
same: freedom of thought under collectivization, and hysteria. 'When men are different from one another and do not live alone,
as in the Club at Kyauktada or in Airstrip ·
Number I, there is little freedom of thought.
Gregariousness implies orthodoxy, for orthodoxy means not thinking and what is worse
not needin g to think. The enemy of the
moment represented absolute evil and it
followed that any past or future agreement
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with him was not possible. The native hazar
and the Chestnut Tree Cafe are both our
of bounds though there was no law, not
even an unwritten law against frequenting
them, yet the places were somehow illomened.
In both the places 'it was not by making
yourself heard but staying sane that you
carried on the human heritage' though 'the
secrecy of your revolt poisoned you like a
secret disease'. Such is the consistency of
Orwell's work that the first quotation is from
1984 and the second from Burmese Days.
Flory did not stay sane, and Smith was
broken by torture.
In his first novel Orwell made a European
declare that the natives were becoming as
insolent as the working classes at home.
Orwell believed that imperialism and class
domination were related, and he thought
Kipling became 'a sort of imperialist' because he looked at .the working class from
the viewpoint of the upper classes. Both
Kipling and Orwell were unhappy at the
first schools in England they went too-vide
'Ba, Baa Black Sheep' and 'Such, Such Were
the Joys'. Kipling was looked down upon because of his Indianness, Orwell because of
his parents not being rich. The Road to
Wigan Pier ( 1937) tells us of how lower
middle-class children used to pine for jobs
in India where it was possible to play rich
without being actually rich. Orwell detested
his association with this make-believe, and
allied himself with the working classes .
In 1937 he went to fight in the Spanish
Civil War and retumed hateful of Stalinism
and intemational communism. He had already fallen out with the elitist British Left
for the moral masochist in him demanded
of him to be watchful of the attitudes of
t hose with whom ·he identified himself. He
was continually probing the psychology of
the groups he worked with-the English
bureaucracy in India, the British elitist Left,
th e Stalinists-and had to pay the price in
loneliness. He could not be gregarious, for
that meant surrendering his individuality.
an opportunity to retum to India
H Ein had
1938 when the Pioneer offered him
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a post as a leader-writer. It was a paper on
which Kipling had worked and Orwell this
time could write instead of supervising the
torture of suspects and hanging of a condemned man as he had done in his first job.
Orwell accepted the offer but ill-health
prevented him from coming. L. H. Myers,
chiefly remembered for his novel The Near
and the Far set in Mughal India, made it
p ossible for him to go for rest in Morocco.
A new and different kind of Anglo-India
was claiming him-of :Malcolm Muggeridge
who had worked on the Statesman, Lawrence Brander and Rushbrooke-Williams
who had taught here and E. M. F orster who
had written critically about India, and
J. B. S. Haldane who later sought Indian
citizenship. Between 1941 and 1943 Orwell
was in the BBC's Indian section and as he
observed in a manuscript notebook, 'a little
bit of India had been transplanted in
Britain'.
The context of the observation was not
complimentary to India, fo r a certain Indian
employee of th e BBC had sneaked to him
about another Indian. Orwell had not much
respect for the Indian character and agreed
-vvith Forster that 'maniacal suspiciousness
is the besetting Indian vice as hypoct:isy is
the British vice'. Orwell came in touch with
Mu lk Raj Anand and Ahmed Ali; he was
anxious to encourage the Indian intellectuals and was canvassing the Partisan
R eview to publish articles by them. It was
a very active period, for he was engaged in
anti-Fascist broadcast campaigning and ·in
advocating immediate Dominion Status for
India with power to secede when the war
was over. As he put it in The Lion and the
Unicorn ( 1944) , without the right to secede
there could be no equality of partnership.
What India needs is the power to work
out its own constitution without British
interference .. . . This is unthinkable until
there is a Socialist government in
England .... The moment tbat England
ceased to stand towards India in the
relation of exploiter, the balance of forces
would be altered. No need then for the
British to flatter the ridiculous Indian
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princes, to prevent the growth of Indian
trade unions, to play off Moslem against
Hindu, to protect the \<vorthless life of
the moneylender, to prefer the halfbarbarous Gurkha to the educated
Bengali. Once check that stream of dividends that flows from the bodies of Indian
coolies to the banking accounts of old
ladies in Cheltenham, and the whole
sahib-native nexus, with its haughty
ignorance on one side and servility on
the other, can come to an end.
When the Cripps Mission came to India
in 1942 Orwell noted that the secrecy surrounding the mission destroyed the hope of
full independence being offered to India.
Then on 10 August 1942 he notecf: 'Nehru,
Gandhi, Azad and many bthers in jail. . ..
Ghastly speech of Amery speaking of Nehm
and Co. as "wicked men" . ... It is strange,
but quite truly the way the British Government is now behaving upsets me more them
a military defeat.'
August 14: 'Horrabin was broadcasting
today, and as always we introduced him as
the man who drew maps for 'iVells's Outline of Histo1·y and Nehru's Glimpses of
'~' orld I-list01·y. Today the reference to
Nehru was cut out from the announcement
-:-Nehru being in prison and therefore
having become bad.'
September 15: 'Ghastly feeling of impotence over the India business, Churchill's
speeches, the evident intention of the
Blimps to have one more try at being what
they consider tough, and the impudent way
in which the newspapers can misrepresent
the whole issue, well knowing that the
public will never know enough or take
enough interest to verify the facts. This last
is the worst symptom of all-though actually our own apathy about India is not worse
than the non-interest of Indian intellectuals
in the struggle against Fascism in Europe.'
When two Indians were accused early in
1947-several months before Independence
-of having collabor?.ted with the Fascist
powers by broadcasting on their radios,
Orwell entered a defence for them. 'What
right have we to describe the Indians who

broadcast on the German radio as "collaborators"? They were citizens of an occupied
country, hitting back at the occupying
power in the way that seemed best to them.'
That was fourte.en months before he began
1984 but much of the intervening period
was wasted away in sickness. Orwell's last
novel drew a great deal on his experience of
loss of liberty in World War II and his
work with Forster and others on the Defence
of Freedom League. He also foresaw the
parcelling out of the world among three
superpowers, and he thought it was necessary to warn the public, to drive home the
moral of his own life-time that all despotisms and all oligarchies-of bureaucracies in
dependent countries, of the aristocracy in
independent countries and of parties in
totalitarian countries-were bad.

HE however never liked what he called
'the cow and spinning wheel paradise'
of Indian revivalism. In a review of Lionel
Fielden's Beggar My Neighbour he thought
the former chief of All India Radio had
made a plea for 'spirituality' against 'materialism'. 'On i.he one hand an uncritical
preference for everything oriental', wrote
Orwell, 'on the other a hatred of the West
generally, and of Britain in p articular,
hatred of science and the machine, suspicion
of Russia, contempt for the working class
conception of Socialism. The whole adds
up to Parlour Anarchism-a plea for the
simple life, based on dividends.'
The above quotation shows Orwell as a
kind of Marxist but what follows would
place him as a Freudian too-and it was this
combination, abhorrent to both the Marxist
and Freudian orthodoxies, especially the
Communist Party of Great Britain led by
R. Palme Dutt, which distinguished Orwell
from most other Leftists. He wrote later in
the same review:
In the last twenty years western civilization has given the intellectual security
without responsibility, and in England,
in particular, it has educated him in
scepticism while anchoring him immovably in the privileged class. He has been
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in the position of a young man living
on an allowance from a father whom he
hates. The result is a deep feeling of
guilt and resentment, not combined with
any genuine desire to escape. But some
psychological escape, some form of selfjustification there must be, and one of
the most satisfactory is transferred
nationalism. ... If you throw in a touch
of oriental mysticism and Buchmanite
raptures over Gandhi, you have everything that a disaffected intellectual needs.
The life of an English gentleman and the
moral attitude of. a saint can be enjoyed
simultaneously .... The actual facts don't
matter very much. The fact that the eastern nations have shown themselves at
least as warlike and bloodthirsty as the
western ones, that so far from rejecting
industrialism, the East is adopting it as
swiftly as it can-this is irrelevant, since
what is wanted is the mythos of the peaceful, religious and patriarchal East to set
against the greedy and materialist West.
As soon as you have 'rejected' industrialism, and hence Socialism, you are in that
strange no man's land where the Fascist
and the pacifist join forces. There is indeed a sort of apocalytic truth in the
statement of the German radio that the
teachings of Hitler and Gandhi are the
same. One realizes this when one sees
Middleton Murry praising the Japanese
invasion of China and Gerald Heard proposing to institute the Hindu caste system
in Europe .... We shall be hearing a lot
about the superiority of eastern civilization in the next few years.
Orwell was opposed to pacifism and sainthood and one of his last essays was devoted
to Reflections on Gandhi ( 1949). He had
read the openings of Gandhi's autobiography while in Burma and had been
favourably impressed. H e had not liked
Gandhi but conceded that 'even Gandhi's
worst enemies would admit that he was an
interesting and unusual man who enriched
the world simply by being alive'. Orwell's
main criticism of Gandhi's teachings was
that th ey could not 'be squared with the
QUEST

belief that man is th e measure of all things,
and that our job is to make life worth living
on this earLh, which is the only earth we
have. They make sense only on the assumption that God exists and the world of solid
objects is an illusion to be escaped from'.
He argued:
And finally-this is the cardinal pointfor the seeker after goodness there must
be no close friendships, and no exclusive
loves whatever. Close friendships, Gandhi
says, are dangerous, because 'friends react
on one another' and through loyalty to a
friend one can be led into wrong-doing.
This is unquestionably tme. Moreover, if
one is to love God, or to love humanity
as a whole, one cannot give one's preference to any individual person. This
again is true, and it marks the point at
which the humanistic and religious attitudes cease to be reconciliable. To an
ordinary human being, love means
nothing if it does not mean loving some
people more than others.
Orwell continued:
The essence of being human is that
one does not seek perfection, that one is
sometimes willing to commit sins for th e
sake of loyalty, that one does not push
asceticism to the point where it makes
friendly intercourse impossible, and that
one is prepared in the end to be defeated
and broken up by life, which is the inevitable price of fastening one's love upon
other human individuals. No doubt
alcohol, tobacco and so forth are things
that a saint must avoid, but sainthood is
also a thing that human beings must
avoid.
Later he said: 'But it is not necessary here
to argue whether the other-worldly or the
humanistic ideal is "higher". The point is
that they are inco1npatible. One must chqose
between God and Man, and all "radicals"
and "progressives" from the mildest Liberal
to the most extreme Anarchist, have in effect
chosen Man.'
The essay on Gandhi stated very simply
what Orwell stood for both in Burmese Days
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as well as 1984 and in Animal Farm ( 1945 )
and his other writings and the ideals responsible for the way he lived and lived out his
social protests.
But Orwell was a writer and before we
conclude this study of him we l'nust emphasize the respect he had for truth.
He thought of A Passage to India as a
truthful book and was not dismayed when
during vVorld War II the Nazis broadcast a
shortened version of it. 'So far as I know
they didn't even have to resort to dishonest
quotation.· Just because the book was essentially truthful, it could be made to serve the
purposes of Fascist propaganda .... Indeed,
anyone who has ever written in defence of
unpopular causes or been the witness of
events which are likely to cause controversy, knows the fearful temptation to distort
or suppress the facts, simply because any
honest statement will contain revelations
vvhich can be made use of by unscrupulous
opponents. But what one has to consider
are long-term effects. In the long run, can
the cause of progress be served by lies, or
can it not?'
QRWELL welcomed the emergence of
an 'English-language Indian literature'
which he thought 'will have its effect on the
post-war world .... How much of the special
atmosphere of English-language Indian
literature is due to its subject matter is uncertain, but in reading Mr [Mulk Raj]

Anand's work, or that of Ahmed Ali and
several others, it is difficult not to feel that
by this time another dialect, comparable to
Irish-English, has grown up'. He thought
both Anand and Ahmed Ali to be 'much
better writers than the average run of
English novelists' and in saying that he was
deflating the pukka sahib whose code of
conduct called for derision of Babu English.
In fact, a hatred of all English-educated
Indians for they demanded equality which
the pukka sahib could ill afford, fo r all his
privileges :would tumble down.
But Orwell's enthusiasm for Indo-Anglian
writing was not in consonance vj th th e view
he had held that civilized persons rarely
left the centres of civilization and that was
why there was a dearth of good colonial
literature in all languages. Dr Susanne
Howe, author of Nove ls of E1npire would
agree with Orwell for at least English,
French and German. Was Orwell admitting
the existence of a native civilization? Probably he did for the time being, putting away
his ideals of Progress which he believed in
fervently, only wanting that Progress should
be achieved in a humane manner and that
there should be a civilized respect for literature and the arts.
Orwell believed in democratic socialism;
Kipling was a sort of imperialist. Between
them stood India and civilization and in
regard to these they agreed and differed as
any two persons who have seen much, undergone much and thought much would.
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THE CITY OF STEEL
The architect's imagination gathers
dust. From across the street, Nature
and Steel fool each other, hardened
into dispassionate figures, curled
like parasites, around each other.
A ped({strian twisted in shapes
of steel, is bent under his breath
His sweat smells of iron.

Gopi Krishna

CUTTING TOMATOES
they slip away from my hands
like love, and get lost
underneath the water like forgotten yellow 'n' red
dreams. I take them out, halve them
feeling the texture of safe nakedness soft
in my hands. There's again that silly feeling
that I'm somehow cutting hearts
and not mere tomatoes . Things go on as usual
each one trying desperately to leave lllnoticed
on the knife
its oozy share of seeded remembrances.
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MOHAMMED IQBAL

IQBAL is a product of the Islamic renaissance of nineteenth-century India, of
which Zakaullah, Sir Syed, Ameer Ali
Chiragh Ali, Khuda Baksh and Shibli were
the authentic spokesmen. Under the sway
of this renaissance Iqhal became the poet
of Islamic reawakening in India. What is
interesting is that Iqbal forms a synthesis of
two important schools of thought, existing
side by side but never coming together,
represented by religious fanatics like the
Wahhabis and modernists like Sir Syed. In
Iqhal one finds elements of political
obscurantism as well as of vague religious
modernism. He shows strange ambivalence
when he makes common cause with the
liberals as also with the orthodox who rejected \Vestern civilization outright.
Iqbal's main weakness was due to the
inspiration that he drew from the romantic
view of history which his predecessors had
been propounding; he lacked a correct
understanding . of history and historical
forces. He stood for going ahead with the
Quran and the revival of the Islamic polity
without realizing how the simple polity of
earlier Islam was incompatible with the
complexity of modern civilization. This lack
of historical understanding led him to combine religion with politics and to support
theocracy and the medieval concept of
Muslim solidarity. It is in this context that
the various ideas of Iqbal should be examined.
IQBAL is regarded as a great watershed
in the evolution of Muslim thought in
modern India. He attempted to provide a

systematic Islamic base to the socio-political ideas of Indian Muslims. The major
strand of Iqbal's philosophy was Islam. His
concept of Islam was romantic, apologetic
and traditional. He believed that it was a
perfect system, an 'ever vitalisi..ng idea', 'a
society. . . a civic church' and capable of
fulfilling all the spiritual and material needs
of modern man. Although critical of the
conflicting influence of the medieval fancies
of the theologians, legists and mystics,
he was for the emancipation of Islam and
Islamic· law, which had eternal relevance
for any human society.
Tne society (and the state) which Iqbal
visualized was based upon his view of
Islam. It would be established by the Muslims, chosen people of the God, the deputies
of God on earth. A Muslim was 'the embodiment of good to all the world'. He
possessed the qualities of justice and benevolence and was capable of 'Divine' viceregency. This society would be different from
the existing one, which had created institutions which enslave the individual. It undermined not only religion but all the ethical
principles. This was a result of the imitation
of the West and the adoption of its civilization. The West symbolised the values of
materialism. It was the neganon of all the
noble values of spirituality and religiosity.
The vVest stood for reason and discarded
love which was the basis of Eastern civilization. A materialist civilization produces
a capitalist society. Iqbal believed that it
could not secure the good of the people. Its
basis was the profit of the few. Everything
was subordinated to the interests of a ruling
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elite; science, philosophy, democracy, the
constitution and the fundamental rights of
equality and liberty were subservient to the
exploiting class. The achievements of such
a society were want and unemployment.
It was determined by steam and electricity.
The machine had crushed humanity. The
hours of the labouring class were gruelling
and it was condemned to eternal slavery.1
Man had lost his individuality, and was
living in open conflict with his self in the
domain of thought and open conflict with
others in the domain of economic and
political life. He was no more the master but
had b ecome the slave of the system.
The ingredients of this system are: democracy, nationalism, secularism and socialism.
Iqbal believes that modern democracy is
opposed to Islamic democracy. The two are
poles apart. Democracy upholds the principle of the sovereignty of the people and
the values of equality and liberty, while
according to Iqbal Islamic democracy gives
sovereign authority to God and God alone.
Iqbal was critical of the modern democratic
system because, he said, therein liberty is
a sham. Rights are given to the people but
they cannot exercise these rights as economic power is in the hands of a few persons.
It believes in equality but its notion of
equality is misleading. It does not take into
account the differences in the inherent
capacities and endowments of individuals.
The heads are counted, not weighted. 2
Wisdom is not accorded due consideration
in democracy. It is governed by the principle of majority rule and the majority need
not always be right.3 Therefore, democracy
as a rule of the people by the people cannot
be a reality. In the garb of democracy Iqbal
found the demon of autocracy. He held
that democracy was only a continuation of
the old authoritarian rule of the past. It is
a fraud on the people who are given the
semblance of power and denied its sub. stance. Thus it is not at all better than other
forms of government. Iqbal believed that
dero.ocracy was not at all an ideal form of
polity. It 'lets loose all sorts of aspirations
and grievances which were suppressed and
unrealized in autocracy. It arouses hopes
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and ambitions often quite unp,ractical and
relies not on authority but argument or controversy on the platform for the acceptance
of solution which may not be ideal but
w·hich is the only practical one in the circumstances of the time.'4 Iqbal viewed
·western democracy as imperfect and undesirab-le because it lacked spiritual content.
The alternative he offered was that of
Islamic democracy. According to him it did
not grow 'out of extension of economic
opportunity; it is a spiritual principle based
on the assumption that every human being
is a centre of latent power, the possibilities
of which can be developed by cultivating
a certain type of character. Out of the
plebeian material Islam has found man of
noblest type of life and power'. 5 Thus in
Iqbal's Islamic democracy the emphasis is
more on moral considerations. Unlike
Nietzsche, he does not abhor the herd
and unlike lVIarx he does not overstress
the economic fac tor. vVhat matters to him
is righteousness. It \Viii be based on the
concept of unity of God which will ensure
stability in the system. The cardinal principle of Islamic democracy will be 'obedience
to law', tolerance and universalism. Democracy is not suitable to India not because
the Indian Muslims are not opposed to the
democratic ideals but they have reason 'to
be afraid of communal oligarchy in the garb
of democracy in India.' 6
-IQBAL considered nationalism a Western
idea, a product of peculiar socio-religious
and politically 'iVestern setting. No corresp onding situation existecl in India. Hence .
the imitation and adoption of this political
doctrine was morally wrong and politically
unsound. Nationalism in the 'iVest provided
a psychological and political justification for
the existence of the nation state. It is a concept based on the consideration of territory.
Iqbal believed that nationalism was a
divisive doctrine and failed to unite people .
Whatever unity India had would be shattered if religion were replaced by nationalism.
Iqhal saw in the growth of nationalism the
nefarious game of imperialism for the continued exploitation of the Indian people.
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Iqbal felt that the sentiment of nationalism
would invoke conflicting responses from the
various sections of Indian society. India,
Iqbal held, suffered social disunity which
made the idea of _united nationhood an unrealisable ideal. The caste system, the evil
of untouchability, the prejudice against
Muslims and the absence of inter-dining and
inter-marriage were some of the obstacles.
But Iqbal also believed that this should not
result in the disintegration of the country.
He said, 'a united India would have to be
built on the foundation of concrete facts,
i.e. the distinct existence of more than one
people in the country. The sooner Indian
leaders forget the idea of united India, a
nation based on something like a biologicat
fusion of the communities, the better fOr
all concerned.' 7 Here Iqbal clearly sh·essed
the need of maintaining the distinct identity
of the ¥uslim community in the country.
Besides, Iqbal saw a conflict between
Islam and nationalism which is inevitable.
Like democracy, nationalism negates all the
high values of spirituality. Nationalism as a
political concept claims to be a principle of
human solidarity and demands that Islam
should recede to tbe background as a mere
private opinion. 8 TI1e Quran states very
clearly that all believers are brethren ( 49:
10). If the principle of nationalism is
accepted, Islam ceases to be a living factor.
The result would be irreligiousness and
corruption. Iqb:ctl, therefore, termed nationalism the greatest danger to modern humanity as he saw in it the germs of atheistic
materialism. 9
Iqbal also realized that nationalism would
destroy the religious un~ty of Islam. It would
make Muslims indifferent to the Islamic
ideals b.ecause it arro~ates to itself the role
of regulating human faffairs. In this sense
nationalism is a confusing and chaotic
element in politics. Moreover, cultural
identity and political solidarity would be
adversely affected if this principle were to
be accepted. To Iqbal, political consensus
is more important than religious unity. 'T11e
sectional bickerings in religion do not do
such harm to our solidarity. T11ey at least
indicate an interest in what makes the sole
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principles of our structure as ; people ...
but diversity in political action at a moment
when concerted action is needed in the best
interest of the very life of our people, may
prove fatal. 10 Iqbal thought that nationalism was of no help in achieving the goal of
~ the brotherhood of man. It is not a durable
force. Its success depends on doing away
with degraded imperialism and wiping out
racial distinctions.
IQBAL offers similar criticism of the
. doctrine of secularism and its application
to the Indian situation. He believed that
secularism became strong in the 'Nest because of the existence of a powerful non, religious tradition. Such a thing could never
happen within an Islamic framework.
Strictly speaking, Islam is more than a mere
form of religion. It is a law, a programme,
a culture and a way of life. It does not
recognize any distinction between the
spiritual and the temporal. Since it is divineJy ordained it is comprehensive and perfect.
'A Muslim who regards Islam as a private
affair or as a determinant of the relationship between God and man alone ceases to
be a true Muslim. The acceptance of secularism would necessarily lead to irreligiousness, religious scepticism and economic
conflict. 11 Secularism is irrelevant to the
Muslims because Islam does not bifurcate
the unity of man into the duality of spirit
and matter, chntch and state. They are
organically related · to each other. The
Rejection of the religious ideals of Islam
involves the rejection of the Islamic social
ordet, and vice versa. In Islam, Iqbal said,
it was the same reality which appeared as
church looked at from one point of view
and as state from another. 12 Iqbal's apprehension was that separation of religion from
the state would make it subordinate and
subservient to the temporal authority,
which was the most undesirable arrange'ment. Its logical outcome would be not
onlv the reduction to insignificance but the
extinction of religion itself.
Iqbal suggested that secularism was a
negative force. It is mechanical, bereft of
institution as well as an awareness of varie-
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ties of religious experience. It is the 'atheistic
hm·se' to subvert the faith of the people. In
Iqbal's eyes the ideal of Islam (faith, culture and historical tradition) is worth living
am,l dying for.
Iqbal also believed that secularism would
'de-Islamise' Muslims and it would be a
great obstacle in the emergence of a great
nation.
was also critical of socialist deveI QBAL
lopments in the West. In some of his
poems he praises Marx and even the Soviet
Union. He shared with Marx the criticism
of bourgeois philosophy and society. In the
Russian revolution he saw 'the dawn of the
age of common man' and a realization of
the dream of the underdog. Islam itself was
viewed as a form of socialism which \V~-ls
not made use of by the Muslims. But at the
same time, Iqbal perceived a sharp conflict
between Islam and socialism. Iqbal felt that
socialism was wholly concerned with matter
and ignored the spirit. He also rejected the
materialist interpretation of history. The
denial of God and spiritual values is a basic
defect of socialism. He describes Marxian
historiography as the unhealthy and dark
side of socialism which is in conflict with
the spirit of the Quran. Moreover, Iqbal
never accepted the notion of a classless
society where the state could wither away.
He believed that socialism could make
government satanic and lead to disunity.
QBAL'S exposition of the ideal society
was guided by the urge to provide a
spiritual interpretation of the universe and
the spiritual emancipation of the individual.
He, therefore, visualized an ideal society
based on Islamic spirituality. In his poems,
Mysteries of Selflessness (translated by
A. J. Arberry, London, 1953) he advocated
complete harmony between individual and
society. The highest ·aim of the individual
is to achieve union with society. Society
should control all the actions of the individual. He owes his body and soul to it. It is in
society that his individuality achieves filmness and stability and unity in multiplicity.
TI1e interests of the individual and society
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are not antagonistic; they are complementary. Iqbal believed that this arrangement
would not mean the death of the individual's
self. Islam recognizes the worth and the
uniqueness of the individual and disciplines
him to give all to the service of God and
man. Uncontrolled ego or individualism
leads to anarchy. The individual as well as
society should be guided by the concept of
unity of God which delivers people from the
chains of earthly things. It leads to the unity
of man. The faith in the finalitv of the
Prophet is vital to the existence and survival
of society. The mission of the Prophet is to
found freedom, equality and brotherhood
among all mankind. The Prophet assigned
rights to the people. He shattered every
ancient privilege. ·
Such a society does not recognize geographical distinction. It does not follow human
law but the clivine law propounded by the
Quran. The Quran is a living book whose
wisdom is etemal and uncreated. Strict conformity to the divine law will give stability
and t~·anquility. The visible focus of such an
Islamic community will be Mecca. Such a
focus will be their bond and order and keep
the people's soul alive. Iqbal sounded a note
of 'Naming to the Muslims that the people
of Moses met a tragic fate when they scattered from their home.
foregoing discussion of Iqbal's exT HE
position goes to suggest that Iqbal's
mind was basically medieval. He attempted to reinterpret a~d revitalize some of the
tenets of Islam without much success.
Gibb's claim that Iqbal was the exponent
of the most sweeping modernist reformulation of the Islamic doctrine seems to be far
from true. Like all other obscurantist interpreters of Islam, Iqbal mounted criticism
ag-ainst all the forces of socio-political and
h~tellectual modernization. His view of
democracy is a negation of modem democratic ideas. He had an appreciation for
monarchy and stressed obedience to the
perfect man. His notion of democracy is
nothing but a combination of monarchy and
democracy. His emphasis on government by
the perfect man may be constmed as a pre-
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ference for monarchy, 13 and the emphasis
on equality as a preference for democracy.
He was for liberty but liberty in democracy,
he thought, would lead to licence. Such
liberty is pmilous and destructive for those
who do not have an aptitude for original
thinking and independent views. Liberty,
therefore, can be sustained by power. Iqbal
had nothing but admiration · for those who
attempted to achieve power. He praised
Mussolini for this reason. According to him,
Islam is anxious to retain power to act freely
and constantly.
Iqhal made a distinction between Western
and Islamic democracy. He thought that
Islamic democracy would be free from the
evils of modern democracy. But will Islamic
democracy be democracy in the modern
democratic sense and acceptable to modern
man? Iqbal does not consider this question.
The question of sovereignty is of vital
relevance here. The concept of ijma
(consensus) in Islam excludes the common man. Thus Islamic democracy is not
democracy of the common man but of a
select group. It will be presided over by the
most perfect individual possible on this
earth .14 It is surprising that he approved the
growth of the republican spirit and appreciated the adoption of democratic institutions in Muslim countries. But he was keen
that it should be in conformity with the
basic principles of Islam. In fact, he was
afraid of the logical conclusion of the spirit
of liberalism in the Muslim countries.
Iqbal's view that democracy is possible
only in an Islamic community is debatable.
The predominantly religious basis of Islamic
society precludes the possibility of the
formation of a party with a conllicting ideology or even an alternative programme.
Iqbal was not also in favour of elections,
without which obviously there could be no
democracy. The system of elections is, according to him, absolutely undesirable because
it only counts heads. Thus in Iqbal's ideal
society there would be an aristocracy of
talent rather than democratic government
based on the consent of the people. A related
feature of his svstem is that all authmity
would ~e conce~trated in a small group, i.e.,
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the aristocracy of talent which dominates
the community.
Secondly, his opposition to nationalism
also appears to be unwarranted. It is true
that he opposed Indian nationalism for deeper emotional and spiritual reasons. But he
failed to comprehend the true ethos of the
nationalist sentiment and the nationalist
movement in India. He wrongly thought
that Indian nationalism was a dividing force and religion, a uniting force. In
fact, nationalism was the greatest factor
working for the political unity of the Indian
people. Indian nationalism never attempted
to obliterate the cultural peculiarities of the
various minorities; let alone the liberals,
even the extremists displayed a great sense
of tolerance towards the cultural variety of
the many segments of the Indian population.
In no wav did it aim to de-Islamise Indian
Muslims . .Iqbal's idea of nationalism in relation to the Muslim minority clearly underlines a communal approach to the national
problem. His premiss that India was not a
nation simply because Muslims were in
a minority betrays a superficial appreciation of the realities of the country.
He thought that in India Islam and nationalism were not identical, while in other
countries, where the Muslims are in a
majority, Islam accommodated nationalism. 15 This was queer logic. If nationalism
was good in Muslim-majority countries it
should be the same for India also. But his
conclusion that nationalism was racialising
the outlook of the Muslims in India was not
applicable to the Muslims who were in a
majority in other countries. This inconsistency is to be understood in order to understand the working of his mind. He exaggerated the social barriers and their impact on
the political programme of the country. It is
also to be noted that Iqbal had no altematiJe
to offer for the liberation of the country if
nationalism were inadequate. Nor could h~
perceive that Indian nationalism was not
parochial, negating internationalism or th~
brotherhood of man. It is interesting that
Iqbal's opposition to Indian nationalism gave
an impetus to the separatist MusliD'1
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nationalism in India which constituted the
basis for the demand for Pakistan.
Thirdly, Iqbafs attitude towards secularism also did untold harm to the Muslims as
well as to India. He never took any note of
the tolerance, understanding and faith in
diversity implied in the concept of secularism. Iqbal's emphasis on the cultural role of
Islam and Muslim communal identity lacked 'spiritual' motives. He was more concerned with political solidarity, which in practice
mear;t separate electorates and organization; ·it . ruled out any possibility of joint
political participation. This led to political
communalism, Muslim nationalism and,
ultimately, th e partition of the count1y.
Iqbal's interpreta tion of Islam and the Islamic tradition was completely unsecular. But
it caught the imagination of the common
Muslims who had no education in secularism
and modernization. One of the serious implications of Iqbal's notion of secularism
would have been the establishment of a
'communal sta te' in the country. For if
religion becomes the basis of political solidarity, the religion of the majority community will get the upper hand. It is doubtful if
such a state can protect the interests of
the various minorities.
Fourthly, Iqbal's understanding of socialism was inadequate and there is great truth
in Smith's claim that Iqbal 'never knew what
sociaiism was'. 16 His attempt ·to integrate
Islam was not at all successful. The role of
religion as understood by socialists was not
acceptable to Iqbal. And he was constrainE-d
to discard the whole concept of socialism.

Lastly, Iqbal's position on the ideal Isla~
mic community and society is akin to the
metaphysical theory of the state in the West:
it is totalitarian and closed in character.
There is no scope for dissent and for th e
exercise of individual freedom. His emphasis
has always been on identifying the self with
the communal objectives.
Iqbal also speaks not only of the self of
the individual but also of the self of the
nation or community, which is analogous to
the Hegelian notion of 'the personaiity of
the State'. It also indicates the totalitarian
character of his th ought. In this context one
should note Iqbal's belief that obedience is
the highest virtue. Iqbal was also opposed to
what is called free speculation. He regarded it as an 'invention of Satan'. Iqbal's
au thorita;oian leanings are clear from his
concept of law as divine and of rights as the
product of the needs of the individu als.
above criticism of Iqbal's fundaT HE
mental ideas shows that he faced the
dilemma of choice between the old and the
new. He did not have sufficient courage to
break with traditional Islam completely and
accept the spirit of modern science and
socialism. His thought is replete with
parado_ es and w::tvers between modernity
and antiquarianism. He failed to assimilate
liberal tl~ought and could I;tot completely
free himself from the moorings of tradition.
His inconsistencies and contradictions make
it difficult to regard him as a systematic
thinker or a consistent philosopher.
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POVIER AND PERSONALITY

THE nature of the link between a leader's
personality and some of his crucial
decisions which have an impact on his
nation's history has always aroused great
interest and speculation, b oth among his
contemporaries and among the later generations of biographers and historians. Thus
Plutarch makes a psychological character
assessment when he informs us of young
Alexander's reactions to the battlefield
victories of his father-'Instead of rejoicing
at it altogether, he would tell his companions
that his father would anticipate everything,
and leave him and them no oppmtunities
of performing great and illusb·ious actions.
For being more bent upon action and glory
than either upon pleasure or riches, he
esteemed all that he should receive from
his father as a diminution and prevention
of his own future achievements' -or assesses
Pericles as admirable 'not only for his equit-.
able and mild temper. .. but .also for the
high spirit and feelings which made him
regai'd it the noblest of all his honours that
in the exercise of such immense power he
never had gratified his envy or passion.'
The interes t in the personality of powerful leaders not only serves theoretical and
scholarly purposes but can also be diCtated
by eminently practical considerations. For
example, consider the speech of Yasuhiro
Nakasone, Japan's Minister of International
Trade and •I ndustry, as reported in the New
York Tim.es of 19 February 1973: 'Japan
has not tried hard enough to understand
President Nixon's hopes and pattern of
behaviour. .. . Mr Nixon is an energetic,
ambitious; and practical man who believes

jn experience and traditional American
values. \Ve must analyse the personality and
pattern of behaviour of the American President, leader of the strongest country in
the world, in order to plan for the future.'
Similar considerations also applied during
World War II when the American Office
of Strategic Services commissioned a
psycho-analyst, Dr Walter Langer, to
undertake. a psychological study of Adolf
Hitler (which correctly predicted his suicide) that would help in anticipating some
of his actions.
I have mentioned above that the interest
in the personalities of those who exercise
power in the political arena has been a
persistent phenomenon throughout history.
As a subject of serious study, however, it
has had its ups and downs in the changing
fashions of academia. After having its heyday in the work of Carlyle, the interest in
man as an actor on: the political stage steadily waned during the first half of this
century as social scientists interpreted
events in which the forces of history were
· examined macroscopically in terms of class,
property, religion, nation, and so on. Yet
with the emergence of such leaders as
Gandhi, Nehru, Hitler, Mussolini, de Gaulle,
Mao or even Idi Amin and Lumumha, the
nagging doubt persisted whether the personalities of these leaders were really so
insignificant for the historical events they
initiated and the policies they helped to
shape as the academics would have us
believe. TI1e problem remains unresolved in
the sense that we are still far away from
developing a theory of history or a political
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science which does neither more nor less
justice to the individual on the stage of
history than his presence demands.
Perhaps one of the chief reasons for the
neglect of the leader's personality in the
analysis of his actions has been the fact
_that psychologists have been of little help
in this domain. Much of modem, 'scientific' psychology eschews the problem of
motives and subjective meaning of action
altogether. And simply postulating a power
motive of greater and lesser intensity among
human beings, as in the work of such psychologists as David McClleland and Henry
:Mmray, only stops the discussion and tells
us little about the different ways people
·acquire and use power. To deal with a leader's personality is essentially to deal with
his orientation to power and psychologists
have generally shared in the avoidance of
this topic that has characterised all intellectuals. The result has been that historians
and other social scientists have gone their
own way, using home-spun, commonsense
psychological interpretations when absolutely unavoidable but mainly concentrating
their analyses on social and historical forces
with which they are much more comfortable.
The psychologies which focus on human
motivation-psycho-analysis and it~ offshoots-which could make a major contribution to the study of power and personality have still not -found widespread favour.
This is mainly due to two reasons. The first
reason is our tendency to believe that man
is divisible into two separate individiuals:
( i ) a rational person who can operate logically, deal with facts and reach purely objective conclusions, and (ii) an emotional person
who is irrational and operates according to
his biases. All of us prefer to deal with the
former 'person' and to exclude the influence
of the latter. For an individual, the ability
to make this separation, it is assumed, rests
in part on his education and intellectual
skills but primarily on the exercise of will
power and the conscious intention to be
rational. This ability is believed to be particularly characteristic of 'the few' whom we
elevate to positions of leadership. Yet if we
accept the evidence of clinical psychology,
QUEST
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we know that emotions will influence thinkjug, reasoning and decision-making ~hen
ever they are aroused. We also know that
the greater the importance of a problem or
issue for the individual, the greater is the
likelihood of emotional factors coming into
play. Many of these emotional factors lie
in the individual's past, particularly in his
childhood, have been mpressed and now
operate unconsciously.
It is to the influence of these latter, unconscious factors that the i10ted historian
Barbara Tuchman referred, when in a
speech in Februa1y 1973 she remarked:
'Proving his manhood was, I imagine, a factor pushing President Nasser of Egypt into
provoking war with Israel in 1967 so that
he could not be accused of weakness and
appear less militant than the Syrians. One
senses it was a factor in the personalities of
Johnson and Nixon in regard to withdrawing from Vietnam; there was that horrible
doubt, "Shall I look soft?" It was clearly
present in Kennedy too; on the other hand
it does nof seem to have bothered Eisenhower, Truman or FDR.' This example also
brings us to the second reason why psychoanalytic approaches to leadership and power
have still to find general acceptance. The
reason is that the validity of these approaches is yet to be establislied. For al- .
though we know from clinical practice that
many men, who have unconscious fears of
being emasculated, who have a nagging
doubt of not being men enough, act with
exaggerated expressions of masculinity, displays of activism, aggresiveness and belligerence, is there comparable evidence in
the lives of leaders whom Mrs Tuchman
mentions that they shared a similar unconscious anxiety? Students of political science
who hold competing theolies and intelligent laymen who test theories against commonsense and intuition will demand explanations which are more simple and economical, are capable of being disproved
and, above all, explanations which assume
rational behaviour on the part of the political actor. The burden of proof squarely lies
on those who advance the psychological explanation. But the kind of evidence psycho-
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logists can offer is based on empathic intuition and theories which are still widely misunderstood although they might have gained a common intellectual currency. I am of
course referring here to Freudian psychoanalysis and some of its offshoots.
Let me illustrate this by considering
President Nixon's Christmas bombing of
Hanoi in 1973. The rational position would
be that the decision to bomb was based on
the use of force to shift the stalemate in the
Paris negotiations, i.e. it was designed as a
tactic in a rational approach to bargaining.
One may also argue that the decision was
due to domestic political considerations, as
a communication to the right-wing sentiment and as a pre-emptive move to block
conservatives who would assert that the
USA had sold out South Vietnam. Anyone
who .would also see the bombing as a part
of Nixon's personality pattern, with an unresolved conflict between active masculine
and passive feminine wishes arising out of
his childhood experiences would naturally
challenge the sceptic in all of us. In contrast
to the first two approaches, where we might
be satisfied with the minimum in the way
of" evidence, the third approach requires a
degree and kind of proof which goes far
beyond accepted cannons. And it may still
leave most people unconvinced-unless, of
course, they could directly experience such
issues through observation of their own
mental life, i.e. through an introspective
effort.
aside the unresolved problem
L EAVING
of t~e validity of psychological explanations of power and leadership, let me turn to
the different models which have been so far
used in such studies. The first model, which
is probably familiar to most of us, is the
compensatory model of Alfred Adler who
was a disciple of Freud but later broke
away from the psycho-analytic movement.
Adler's model of man seeking power to
compensate for his deficiencies and sense
of infeliority has of course been familiar to
poets. Consider, for example, the opening
scene of Shakespeare's Richard III, where
Richard of Gloucester declaims:

35
But I-that am not shap'd for sportive
hicks,
Nor made to court an amorous lookingglass· l-that am rudely stamp'd, and want
love's majesty
To stru t before a wanton ambling
nymph! -that am curtail' d of this fair proportion,
Cheated of f~ature by dissembling
nature,
Deform'd, unfinished, sent before my
time
Into this breathing world, scarce half
made up,
And that so lamely and unfashionable
That dogs bark at me as I halt by them'VVhy, I, in this weak piping time of peace_,
Have no delight to pass away the time,
Unless to see my shadow in the sun
And descant on mine own deformity.
And therefore, since I cannot prove a
lover
To entertain these fair well-spoken days,
I am determined to prove a villain .. . .
According to Adler, it is not only the
physical hut also the psychological deficiencies, arising through neglect or excessive
pampering during childhood which the
individual tries to compensate for in his
acquisition and use of power. In other
words, in the unconscious, a grievance once
felt remains as a potential claim against
others, and, conceivably, drives men to seek
power and revenge for slights suffered. Unmastered situations which one passively
endured during the early years have to be
actively repeated, in forms suitable to
adulthood, as individuals seek ' to master
their unresolved tensions and conflicts.
The Adlerian approach found its most
brilliant spokesman in Harold Lasswell. In
his books Psyclwpathology and Politics and
Power and Personality, Lasswell presents a
number of case histories showing the displacement of an individual's private conflicts onto public affairs. He also set up a
typology-agitators, bureaucrats and theorists-according to the kinds of deprivations
in different peliods of childhood, which
lead to one or the other orientation toward
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power. Perhaps one of the most successful cularly strong. Erikson's balance is difficult
efforts of the compensatory school is the to achieve for those for whom leaders take
study of Woodrow Wilson by Alexander on an emotional importance, independent
and Juliette George. Starting from Wilson's of any realistic evaluation of their performneed to have one enemy in all the institu- ance and their actuality as imperfect human
·
tions he worked in or later headed, with beings.
disastrous consequences for the canying
Both the Lasswellian and Eriksonian
out of important policies, the Georges trace models, however, have one serious defihis desire for power, his need to create and ciency. They deal with larger-than-life
overcome an enemy, and his over-reactions figures , the tragic heroes, the charismatic
in this process, to his unconscious need to leaders or whatever one might choose to
restore self-esteem so sh·ongly damaged in call them. The application of their models
his relationship with his father. This defi- can give us some insight into the Nehrus
ciency or 'illness' model has also been and Kennedys but may have little to say
applied, with more or less success, to the about the Shastris and the Nixons. If any
study · of other notable leaders such as question can be raised about the psyches of
Napoleon, Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin and so such leaders it may have to do with their
being too normal and well-adjusted, almost
on.
The sickness model of power, however, to the point of denying conflict. Their credo
does not always seem convincing. Two is getting things done through people and
brilliant studies by Erik Erikson, Young the less introspection there is, the better.
Man Luther and Gandhi's Truth, have Many of them rise to the top by the psychoturned this model on its head. Erikson's logy of deference. They cannot be too
point of departure is still the inchvidual humble, too serving, too responsive to the
leader's conflict, rooted in his life history, wishes of others. Ask me to open a conbut the resolution of this conflict is no longer .Jerence, and I shall be there. Present me
its simple displacement onto the public with petitions and I am alert and sympaarena. He does not imply that a leader's thetic. Tell me to appear in a television disactions serve defensive functions against cussion, and I shall look sincere and comhis inner conflict and reflect his pathological pliant. Some of them can be even called the
symptoms. In Erikson's model, the conflict Uriah Heeps of power, 'your 'umble servant',
serves to create a new reality in the forn1 who ingratiate and even demean themselves
of some vision Df a new order which also while climbling the peaks of power. Having
meets a pressing psychological need of his once reached the top, however, they can
potential followers. Pathology, whether in easily shift from deferring to demanding
Luther's depressive reactions, sadism and deference. What are the dynamics ·and
masturbatory guilt or in Gandhi's experi- structure of their personalities, as compared ments with sexuality, ·which might be called to the charismatic leaders with whom we are
a perversion in the clinical context, becomes more familiar? In their recent book, Power
subordinated to the creation of something and the Corporate Mind, Zalezmik and
Kets de Vries have taken the first steps tonew, to the act of genius.
For those without Erikson's sensitive wards providing an answer. Their typology
gifts, the risk of applying his model lie in distinguishes between the personalities ·and
the temptation to detach genius from human orientation to power of the consensus and
experience or idealise it beyond recognition. charismatic leaders whom they call the
It is especially seductive in the Indian con- 'minimum' and the 'maximum' man respecttext where the unconscious need to bestow ively.
mana on our leaders in order to partake of
the mana ourselves and thus attempt to QN a primary emotional level, the Tninimum man is concerned with the opinion
restore the perfection of infancy ('You are
perfect but I am a palt of you') , is parti- of his peers . He does not lead public
QUEST
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opinion, but follows it. He often appears as that is unethical. His consensus style, by its
bland and opaque, functioning like a radar, nature, would commit him to the pragmatic,
picking up opinions, ideas, impressions. self-serving choice, ethical or not.
This scanning approach results in adroit
vVe can think of many effective leaders
flexibility but seldom in conviction. Intel- of the minimum man type (Shastri? Harold
lectually and emotionally, it is like living vVilson? Eisenhower? ) and they typically
out of a suitcase, allo,ving the person to rise to the top when the need of the times
avoid investments and, consequently, losses. is for flexibility and not innovation, stabilThe minimum man is a survivor, one who ity and not ideology, consensus and not
clutches power and holds on to it despite brilliance.
major shifts in goals and directions. He
In contrast to the minimum man, people
keeps his attention fixed on parental author- are drawn to the maximum man by the
ities to~vard whom he remains passive, but p c·wer of his convictions and visions of
he actively manipulates his peers, over reality. He is a great innovator, but not alwhom he seeks control.
ways a gocd leader- he will have little use
The childhood relationships of minimum for subordinates who have different opinions
man to his parents do not show any evidence -and his extremely high self-esteem may
of severe trauma. Instead, we find a kind create problems.
of emotional rieutrality on the part of the
The maximum man is the chosen one in
parents, especially the father, who often childhood, either because he is the only
appears weak and passive in comparison to child, or because he has a special attachthe mother. This produces a confusion of ment to his parents which is the bedrock
internal images-who am I? how doe s a for his sense of self-esteem. In the minimum
man behave?- that are so vital later in de- man the images of what is right or desirfining an adult self. Instead of finding able are weak and confused; in the maxistrength in his internal self-images, the mum man, the images are strong. Their
minimum man as a child seeks it from strong presence diminishes his d ependence
attachment to persons and events outside on others, making him self-sufficient. Mania,
himself. The minimum man has many paranoia, and depression await the maxiacquaintances but few friends, many sexual mum man if he loses his balance, as does
experiences but no deep attachment. In his depersonalization-the feeling of being unless successful version, the adaptibility real-await the minimum man if he loses
which makes him an effective consensus his balance. Short of these severe forms we
leader can become a weird promiscuity in are certain to find narcissism-the indiwhich friends and lovers, opinions and vidual's reserving of his most intense love
ideas are adopted and discarded with equal for himself-in every maximum man. ·with
the help of self-love, the maximum man
ease.
The minimum man devotes his energy to achieves independence from people in tl1e
questions of procedure rather than sub- real world. Such narcisstic independence
stance. Questions of substance make c~ear can be very dangerous, as in the case of
all dimensions of a power struggle, requir- Hitler, because there is nothing to guarantee
ing a man to take a firm stand. Procedure, a clear view of people and the world. In its
on the other hand, tends to be neutral and benevolent fonn, as in de Gaulle, narcissism
to include everybody, so long as people be- frees the maximum man to lead, rather than
lieve the procedure is fair to all "and every follow, the consensus. A love affair with his
point of view. In the realm of ethics, the inner audience, consisting primarily of his
1ninimum man, constantly scanning with his parental images, allows him to act accordradar for opinions and somces of power in ing to higher principles, ideologies, and
•
others, tending by the very structure of his causes.
11aximum men are deeply committed to
personality not to have an integrated set
of commitments, may be led into a decision their internal standards, with all the strength
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of high self-esteem, and they resist adaptation on other people's terms. This strength
of conviction and sense of command is the
basis of the his emotional appeal. It may
also be the source of disaster for an organisation or a country when the maximmn man
refuses to bend or flex, and leads his followers to defy reality.
The maximum man or the chmismatic
leader- may be worshipped by his subordinates, but he is also likely to be mistrusted because he holds finn convictions
about right and wrong courses of action
while he is inconsistent with people. He
may lead his nation to heights of prosperity
and power through the strength of his vision
and persistence, but he is anathema in consensus situations because he can neither
delegate nor be delegated to (except, perhaps by God or 'Motherland'), n9r can he
wait for initiatives to rise from below.
In summary, Zaleznik maintains, doggedness, narcissism and the sense of being special or displaced-these characterise the
maximum man. The scanning of reactions,
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the desire to fit in, the capacity to adapt
oneself to the environment and to live
flexibly-these characterise the minimum
man. Both sets of characteristics can be
understood as outgrowths of personality
structure erected early in life, and changed
only slowly, if at all, during one's lifetime.
The models of personality and power I
have described above may be called first
approximations to the complexity of leadership. Yet this does not diminish their crucial
importance for further studies. For the unresolved conflicts and power orientations of
leaders are not played out in relative
privacy, affecting only close friends and
family members, as is the case with most
men, .but have a much larger stage for their
setting. They have the power to drag whole
nations in their wake and to affect, for better
or for worse, the lives of millions. For our
own protection, with an ever-present danger
of a critical stance towards leaders · being
swept away in a flood of archaic feelings,
we certainly need all the understanding we
can get.
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ON PUBLISHING TRANSLATIONS*

GEORGE STEINER has suggested in his
latest book (After Babel, OUP, 1975)
that all human communication participates
in the process of translation. If that be so,
then translations have a much larger role
in any culture than what publishers may
want to bestow upon them. Let us, however, limit our consideration here to the
simplest and most obvious form of translation-namely, the transference of material
from one language to another-and make
note of its presence in the publishing of a
developing country like India.
AS part of growing up, I read my Greek
legends and Roman myths first in Bengali, the world's classics like Don Quixote
or Robinson Crusoe first in Bengali translation, even a modern novel like Forster's A
Passage to India in Bengali from the translated version which was serialised in the
Parichaya magazine. This kind of access to
a larger world through the printed word of
translation. must be true of other regions in
India where the regional language acts as
the bridge between one language culture
and another. Almost every one of the
new Indo-Aryan languages which emerged between the tenth and fifteenth
centmies tested its new-found prowess at
a crucial stage of its development by translating the Mahabhamta or the Ramayana.
Since then, translation has occupied as
This article is based on a paper presented at a
seminar on publishing organised by the -National
Book Trust at New Delhi in January 1976.
1 See later for a full citation of th e source of th e
article by Datus Smith.
0

natural a place in our literary writing as it
has in our everyday speech. Inevitably,
when printing and publishing became
naturalized in Indian culture, the publication of translations assumed due importance
and magnitude.
The Indian linguistic situation may not
be found in other developing areas of the
world. There the role of translations is somewhat different but not unknown to India.
In a small country like Ghana, for example,
it is possible to find as many as twelve
written tongues while Swahili continues to
be the oral lingua franca. None of these
languages commands what Datus Smith has
called a 'critical mass'1 -that is, a large
enough number of users of any given
language to make it economically feasible
for publishing to take place in that language.
In such a situation, the developing country
concerned will continue to use English or
French, the languages in which government
and business and education of this area used
to be conducted when it was an annexure
of some developed country. ·when one
particular indigenous language of the
country is consciously developed and utilised, translation is bound to take place from
English or French into this language for
publication. Such translation is a familiar
aspect of the Indian situation, apart from
other orientations of the translation situation in publishing.
Translations published in a developing
country are therefore of three k~nds. In
India, where the full spectrum of the translation situation is available, the three kinds
would be:
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( 1) Something translated from a foreign
language (most often English ) into an
Indian language-for example, the plays
of Shakespeare into Bengali or War and
Peace into Malayalam.
( 2 ) Something translated from one
Indian language into another Indi an
language. The commonest example
would be the translations from Sanskrit;
but a good modem instance of intralingual movement is the play Evam
Indmfit (Bengali ) or Tu.ghla.q (Kannacl a)
or Shantata ( Marathi ), each of which
has been translated (and performed; I
am not sure if publication has taken place
as well) into other Indian languages.
( 3 ) Something translated from an Indian
language into English (or some other
foreign language ) . Again, classical texts
in Sanskrit or Tamil would provide
obvious examples. More recently th ere
is the instance of Irawati Karve' s work
in Marathi, Yuganta, which was later
translated into English. And, increasingly, paperback publishers in India are
coming out with English versions of
Indian-language novels.
Each categ01y of published translation is
attended by different sets of terms and conditions, which need to be discussed further.
Before we do that, let us note that neither
Philip Altbach in his recent book (Publishing in India: An Analysis, Delhi, OUP,
1975) nor Datus C. Smith in a recent article
('The Bright Promise of Publishing in Developing Countries', in a special issue of The
A nnals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, September 1975,
pp. 130-139 ), has pursued the implications
Gf the fact that a great deal of publishing
in a developing country like India consists of
titles in translation. 2 Altbach mentions the
:! From a random sampling of one issue of th e
po;m lar Bengali weekly Desh, I find that of about
J G'5 t;tles advertised here, 19 are translations. The
ori ginal works are in English ( 7) , Sanshit ( 4) ,
German ( 2), French ( 2 ) and one each in Hindi,
Urdu , Hussian. The rough estimate of translations
forming 10 p er cent of the total number of books
published annually may well be a valid figure .
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publishing of tnfnslations only while discussing the copyright situation ( sec pp. 5356), and he obviously has in mind only the
issue of p ublishing material translated from
a foreign into an Indian language. Datus
Smith refers to translation only where he
is recommending the economy of joint print
runs, especially of illus h·ative material in
colour ( as in books for juveniles), for areas
Jike India where readers are available in
more than one language. The pictures can
remain the same in all language versions,
bu t the text-space left blank while printing
the illustrations will be printed over later
by translated texts in each language.
Datus Smith, incidentally, makes two
interes ting observations in citing an article
by Clarence Maloney ( 'The Real Language
Problem in South Asia', Asian Affairs, MayJune 1974, pp. 319-331 ) while discussing
the prohiem of 'critical mass' in the languages to be used as publishing vehicles in
developing countries: 'In that connection,
Clarence J\;faloney points out the presumption of E uropeans who talk about South
Asia's language problem (meaning linguistic fragmentation ), while Europe, with
about the same population, uses 28 major
literary languages as compared with South
Asia's 23. The real issue, of course, is how
many readers there are in a language, and
in developing countries it is certain that the
number of readers will continue to grow.
The potential number of readers of Chinese,
Arabic, Urdu, Hincli, Indonesian, Bengali,
Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Gujarati
and Malayalam is much · greater than that
of the Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Greek,
Romanian, Hunga rian, Czech, Finnish and
Bulgarian' ( p. 132) . Both points made here
by Datus Smith. are an uncomfortable reminder of the fact that publishing, whether
of translations or of original writing, depends ultimately upon the economic health
of the area in question. Factors such as the
state of development of a language or the
number of readers available in that language
are secondary to the issue of economic self. sufficiency. Danish or Swedish can afford
publications of an order that Hindi or Ben-
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gali or Tamil or other languages of a developing country cabnot.
The situation may not be the same in the
pu biishing of technical or non-literary translations, where the felt need for some specific
material may be possible to establish. Yet I
have the impression that in developed as
well as in the developing countries, technical material in translation is published more
often by research institutions or government agencies than by commercial publishing houses. Obviously such material cannot
await commercial consideration and has to
he made available for reasons other than
those which operate in the purely publishing sphere.
Incidentally, one more distinction must
now be made while discussing the publishing of translations-namely, the distinction
between literary material and technical
material. The factors that govern their publication are quite different from each other,
and must therefore be given separate
attention.
Finally, the educational market d(;termines the nature and volum e of publishing
in developed as well as in developing countries. Why this should be so in developing
countries is easy to understand. Modern
education is a relatively recent acquisition
in developing areas of the world and its
coverage is as yet relatively small. The uneducated person-or, more strictly, the illiterate person-neither needs nor can use
printed material, hence the growth of literacy and education has a direct relationship
to the growth of publishing in such areas.
But a similar correlation exists in one of
the most well~developed countries of the
world. Phillip Whitten has stated in a recent
article: 'Two-thirds of all the books purchased each year in the United States are
bought in an educational context. . . . The
demand for education is a major reason for
the existence of books.' ('College Textbook
Publishing in the 1970s', in The Annals of
the Anwrican Academy of Political and
Social Science, op. cit., p. 57 ). The demand
for educational books is in direct proportion
to enrolment, hence more books are published for popular courses of study. This fact
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becomes relevant to the publishing of translations when translated material becomes
relevant to a popular course of study.

ALL these factors will have to be weighed
and balanced against one another if we
are to understand comprehensively the role
of translations in the publishing of the developing world. I do not propose to attempt
to provide any such understanding- I do not
have the facts and figures and I am ·not sure
if such statistics are available at all. Instead,
I should like to hazard a few general observations on the subjec t in extension of the
points that have already been made, and
with reference mainly to India.
1. The most common and commercially
most viable publishing of translations in
India has been of foreign literary textsthat is, poetry, drama and fiction, mainly
of European origin-translated into the
Indian languages.
The range of such translations may be
wider in Bengali (where, side by side with
versions of Shakespeare and Goethe, it is
possible to find translations, published in
1975, of Edgar Wallace and Ian Fleming
and James Hadley Chase) than, say in
Punjabi or Telugu. But it would be safe to
presume that readers in any of the more
energetic Indian languages have access to
the major vvorks of world literature in translation.
2. This is no small achievement because
such translations are published commercially, and obviously command a readership that can support such a tradition. It is
a natural outcome of English education as
instituted in India in the nineteenth century.
Even those who did not learn English were
motivated to read these translations and enlarge their literary equipment.
That even popular-and perhaps inferior
-material like spy stories and crime thrillers should be read in translation suggests
that such readers not only will never learn
English, but they represent a class who are
unlikely to read the so-called classics in their
own language. That is, a wholly new class
of readers has come into existence who read
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translations not out of any self-impro~ement fied as soon as possible. The volume of
impulses but for sheer entertainment.
translation from one Indian language into
3. In rendering Eui·opean classics into another is large enough to merit monitoring
Indian languages, our translatiors have by an authoritative body. Perhaps the
generally gone to English originals or Eng- Sahitya Akademi at New Delhi, which conlish versions of non-English originals. Very cerns itself with all the Indian languages,
rarely does one hear of an Indian translation ought to take upon itself the responsibility
done from the original French or German of regulating the publication of translations.
or Russian. Unlike English-knowing Indians, ·
6. Some law of natural selection seems to
Indians who know French or German or operate in publishing translations o{ literary
Russian· well enough to undertake transla- material from one language into another.
tions from these languages are still quite Saratchandra Chattopadhyay, the Bengali
rare. Those who are qualified for such novelist, got translated into nearly all other
undertakings tend to aspire to higher Indian languages without any centenary
honours than those available to a translator impetus or governmental backing. Obviousin India.
ly his work was ready to be received in the
4. Translations from one Indian language other languages, and all that was ·needed
into another tend to flow from high poten- W<lS an enterprising publisher. The same
tial to low potential-that is, through trans- cannot be said of Rabindranath Tagore,
lations certain languages give far more than undoubtedly a much bigger name. The
they receive, while other languages receive translation of his works has received much
more than they give. As a result, a language state support, but the translated works have
like Bengali suffers from a kind of superior- not been received as readily as Saratity complex inasmuch as while Bengali chandra' s works were. It seems that literary
translates from foreign languages, other material in translation cannot be forced upIndian languages translate from Bengali.
on the public. It has to find its own public.
As in the case of translations from a
This phenomenon has been proved by
foreign into ail Indian language, literary the schemes of the Sahitya Akademi and the
material outweighs by far non-literary National Book Trust under which a literary
material translated from one Indian lang- work in one language is translated for pubuage into another.. This is especially true of lication in all other recognised languages
fiction, both novels and short stories, and of the country. The low sale of such titles
it has happened because of the insatiable suggests that the initiative for translation
need for magazines to provide stories in ought to come from the language in which
every issue. A work in one language may the work is to be rendered rather than be
pass into half a dozen other · Indian langu- centrally imposed upon every other langages through the medium of periodical uage. That is, given a major work in
publication. Again, as ·in the case of trans- Kannada, if there is a likely market for it in
lations of foreign material, here too the Hindi translation, some Hindi publisher
original may not always be the material be- · ought to publish it and not any government
ing translated. Another language version of agency. There is ample justification for the
the original may be the material being Governments' getting the Constitution
translated for publication in all the national
translated into a third language.
5. Publishing ~thics is violated quite languages of India. There is no such justificoften in the matter of publishing translations ation for many language versions of novels
of modem writing from one Indian lang- or travelogues or biographies, regardless of
uage into another. Far from receiving any how eminent the writer of the original work
royalties, the author or the publisher of the was.
7. The publication of translations into
original work sometimes does not . even
come to know that a translation has been English from an Indian text used to be a
published. This situation should be recti- British or American preoccupation, especialQUEST
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ly when the text was a Sanskrit work. When a translation-getting permissiOn from the
Indians turned to this activity, their motiv- copyright-holder, finding a competent
ation was coloured chiefly by the desire translator, printing the book at a reasonable
to inform (also, perhaps, educate and im- cost, and so on. The real explanation propress) British and American readers about bably is that a scholar-wiiter in any Indian
Indian -literary achievements. As transla- language can speak to his reader on much
tions these efforts are not particularly merit- more equal and familiar terms than a foreorious, and these were published in India. ign specialist translated into an Indian
Very rarely has an Indian's translation into language can. Even in the objective context
English been found acceptable by a British of an author expounding economics or hisor American publisher. There have been tory or politics, an Indian author writing in
several cases when a UNESCO-sponsored an Indian language seems to convey more
translation of an Indian work by an Indian than a foreign author translated into an
could not find a publisher outside India.
Indian langua-ge. It may be different in the
Recently there has been an outcrop of physical sciences, but here too one does not
English versions of modern Indian literary see many translations in popular use. Indianworks being published in paperback edi- language authorship keeps growing in both
tions in India. This is one of the most healthy the physical and the social sciences, and the
developments in Indian publishing because future may see transl~tions from one Indian
these piJblications are aimed primarily at language into another rather than from
the Indian market and because their avail- foreign languages.
An area where state enterprise is really
ability at reasonable prices has made it
possible for the common reader in India to necessary in India is in making material
get some idea of the literature being com- like data compilations, bibliographical inposed in Indian languages other than his formation, reference volumes, etc. available
own. The possibility of a truly national in every Indian language. This is the kind
literary culture has at last come very close of publication which a commercial house
to being a reality. This is perhaps the most cannot afford, while it is well_within a welsignificant aspect of the role of translations fare state's juiisdiction to keep all its citizens
on the publishing scene in India.
properly informed.
8. There is much scope in India for the
10. The importance to developing counpublication of non-literary texts in transla- tries of publishing translated material cantion. I am thinking particularly of our not be over-stressed. To obtain the fullest
educational system at college level wherein benefit from the use of translation, we need
each course of study rests upon a few properly trained translators. We Jo have
standard works in the subject. Since English professional translators in India, but most
was the universal medium of instruction, of them have been trained on the job. Since
these works were in English. English may the Government is the largest employer of
have ceased to be the invariable medium
translators, it should set up rigorous b·ainof instruction, but the nature of courses of
ing
courses in every state, perhaps in the
study has remained more or less the same,
language
faculties at each university in the
so that the same kind of books are required.
state.
In
these
courses, each student's aptiThe utility of the English miginals has
tude
for
a
particular
kind of translation (for
dimi_nished in direct ratio to the competence
example,
literary
or
technical, poetry or
of our students in English. Theoretically,
therefore, there is ample scope for Indian- drama, social science or physical science)
language versions of the well-entrenched ought to be established, and this predilection given special attention during the
textbooks in every subject in English.
course
in order to train the student into not
In actual practice, the scope has been
found to be much less than estimated. Part just a translator but into a particular kind
of the reason are the problems of producing of translator.
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EDUCATION AND IDEOLOGY IN THE USSR

BOLSHEVIK and other radical educationalists used to attack the prerevolutionary Russian educational system
on account of its class nature, its strictly
hierarchical system, with full subordination
of the shldent to the teacher, and its elitism.
They also claimed that the tsarist school.
system was artificially isolated from real
life and that, therefore, its graduates were
unprepared for real life and applied work.
The school programme was, they said, . too
theoretical and academic. 1
From 1918 onwards, there was much experimentation with new methods. The role
of the teacher was reduced and much ·
emphasis was placed on self-government by
students, applied work in school and the
'sandwiching' of school work with real productive labour. One of the leading early
Soviet educational theorists, P. P. Blonsky,
prophesied the final withering away of the
school and the teacher altogether, arid he
was not alone in supporting this theory.
The laws of the early Soviet republic
aimed at breaking up the old elite classes
by banning entrance to universities for
children of the 'exploiting classes' and
through creating the 'Workers Faculties'
(crash courses for preparing politically
reliable but barely literate workers for the
universities), which facilitated entrance to
the universities for the proletariat.
The poor result of the experimental
schools and the workers' faculties-which, as
a rule, created technicians, but not intellect~
uals-brought about in the thirties a complete reversal of these educational policies.
Traditional grade schools of several types

were introduced in which• examinations,
grading and 'authoritarianism'. played an
important role. The reforms of the 1930s
gradually introduced a new class segregation into general education. In this field ,
three basic types of schoolwere introduced:
primary, with four fmms; the seven-year
school which included the four vears of
primary school and three years at s~condary
level; and the complete secondary with 10year education. But as the percentage of
places reserved in the 10-year school for
the seven-year and four-year school graduates did not correspond to the total number
of graduates of these schools, it soon became
obvious that the majority of graduates of the
two lower-level schools could not and did
not enter the complete secondary school at
the right level. The four-year school was at
first the main type of rural school; the sevenyear school predominated in the industrial
workers' settlements an<} small factmy and
mining townships. Gradually, however, the
four-year rural school was transformed into
a seven-year school, and by the end of the
1950s the latter became the typical rural
school. The creation of several types of
vocational schools, some with a seven-year
general education, others with four, as the
prerequisite for entry, made it usual for the
gi·aduates of these general schools to go to
vocational schools, rather than to aim at
complete secondary and university education. The 1936 Constitution lifted alllimita·tions from children of the 'exploiting
classes,' and in 1940 tuition fees for grades
8 to 10 of the secondary school and for
higher education were introduced, while
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the students of the vocational schools not
only continued to enjoy free education but
were automatically paid a stipend and
received free food and lodgings.~ This

helped further to stratify the educational
system. The following table illustrates the
progressive class stratification of the Soviet
school:

University Students by Class Origin in the USSR
(In pe1·centages) a
Parents

1933

1937

1966 (Rostov

1966 ( Sverdlovsk

only)

White collar
Urban workers
Rmal workers
and peasants
0

42"'
34

48

57.7
38t

21

only)

40.4

54.4t

4.3t

7.2t

White collar workers made up 17 per cent of the total population in 1937.

t TI1is refers to peasants only, not workers on state farms .

t This presumably

also includes woi·kers on state farms.

The following table, while showing the
same charactetistics and referring only to
the 1960s, compares the hopes of graduating high-school students as to their future

education and the rates of the realization
of these hopes in relation to students' social
origins 4 :

1966, City of
Gorky (%)
Youngsters
entered
higher educational
establishments

Urban white collar
Rural white collar
Urban industrial workers

61

Employees of service indushies
Rural workers and peasants

10

Furthermore, between 1965 and 1968
throughout the Soviet Union 'the proportion of intellectuals and their children
attending day courses at higher educational
establishments rose from 41 to 45 per cent
(of the total body of day students ), while
that of collective farm background dropped
from 19 to 16 per cent.'5
Khrushchev, with his working-class distrust of the intellectual and his hopes for
the swift construction of communism,6
instituted in 1958 the educational reform
which was finalised in 1959 in the law On
Strengthening the Ties between School and
QUEST

82

1964, City of
Novosibirsk (%)
Wanted
Were
to enter
accepted at
higher educational
establishments

93
76
81
( all workers )

82
58
58

46

76

10

Life. Because of falling standards resulting
from the reform, specialized schools began
to be set up, of which the best kno\\-'11 are
the Schools of Physics and Mathematics,
attached to several of the best universities
of the country and intended primarily for
brilliant children from rural and distant
provincial areas. The pioneer in this field
was the Siberian Affiliate of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR at Akademgorodok
near Novosibirsk, which was followed by
Moscow, Leningrad and Kiev universities
and, more recently, by those of Kharkov,
Vilnius, Erevan and others. In order to
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enter these schools, students are required to
sit three sets of selective competitive examinations in mathematics, physics and other
subjects, and to spend part of one summer
in an 'Olympiad' camp organized by the
relevant university. The lucky few who pass
spend their last two high-school years in
these prestigious institutions and are taught
by first-rate university professors. 7

J{ HRUSHCHEV placed emphasis on parttime education, not only at university,
but also at high-school level. Educationalists, especially after his removal, began to
criticize this, saying that no evening or
correspondence teaching could replace fulltime study. 8 Furthennore, in practice, workers often do not take advantage of parttime study opportunities, even where they
exist. Such an admission was published by
Pravda.n. The article complained that industrial workers were avoiding educationextension courses. The factory discussed in
the article had over 1,500 workers; of these
over 300 were below 35 years of age and
had less than eight years' general educaTotal no. of students
Full-time
Evening and correspondence
Numerical prevalence of the
latter over the full-tim e
category

Total no. of students
(a) Full-time ·
(b ) Evening and
correspondence
Numerical prevalence. of
category (b) over (c)

tion. In the last few years 'only twenty to
twenty-five workers attended evening
classes, that is, at a factory where the
management encourages their study and
where there is room for sixty more babies
in the nurseries.' The article stated that this
was not an exceptional case. It had recently"
become more difficult to recruit workers to
evening schools; many of those recruited
leave, and the level of education of those
who attend 'leaves much to be desired':
'attendance at schools of rural and working
youth [part-time general] has become
notoriously bad.' As the earnings of teachers
depend on the quantity and success of
students, they go out of their way to recruit
them and give them much higher marks than
they deserve.
Though there has been much criticism of
Khrushchev's emphasis on part-time education (an emphasis that is partly traditional), ·
in practice, this sector of education, especially at university level, remains very important. The following table shows the
tremendous growth of evening and parttime university study after Khrushchev's reform of 1959:

1950-51

1959-60

1965-66

1967-68

1,247,000
818,0(}0
429,000

2,267,000
1,145,000
1,121,000

3,861,000
1,584,000
2,277,000

4,311,000
1,887,000

-389,000

-25,000

693,000

537,000

1970-71

1971-72

4,581,000
2,241,000

4,597,000
2,309,000

2,340,000

2,288,000

99,000

-11,000

Here we see a definite and rapid growth
of the evening and correspondence sectors
of hig0.er education until the post-Khrushchev school reform in 1966 and a gradual
reversal of the process after the reform,

2,424,000

when the part-time sector begins to decline
somewhere between 1968 and 1970. The
tot2J number of first year-students in the
academic year 1968-69 was about 900,000,
of whom 416,000 were going to be day
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students, that is, almost a half of the total
number of available places in establishments
further decreasing the number of part~ of higher education.U In this situation, it is
timers. 10
difficult to see how the problem raised by
This second failure of the combination of Kolmogorov could be solved.
·
school with labour is another blow to
orthodox Marxism in the Soviet Union, with
1966 school reform is likelv to inits theory of the all-round communist, capcrease stratification.12 One of its aims
able of doing many types of work. The first
was to provide for a general secondary eduattempt to apply the labour-productive
cation, 'in the main,' for the whole populaprinciple to education was made in the
tion by 1975. However, th~? difference in the
1920s and was given up in the thirties.
quality of education between the big city,
Khrushchev tried again in the fifties, and the
small town and rural schools was at the time
attempt was quietly abandoned under the
great and has increased with the rapid expressure of the intellectuals and the techno- pansion of secondary _education in such a
crats in the second half of the sixties.
short peliod of time. P. A. Kashutin, rector
The specialized high-schools which came of the Lenin Pedagogical Institute in Mosthrough the back door of Khrushchev's re- cow, complained about the great contrast
form to ensure the continuation ·of scientific in the quality of the various pedagogical
progress are another blow to the basic ideo- institutes, and said that irrespective of the
logical tenet of the obligation to give every- quality of the institutes, insufficient numbers
one equal educational opportm1ity. How- of teacher-candidates were graduating from
ever, just like the Blitish 11-plus system, them, as Gosplan cut clown every year on
the Soviet system of selecting children the numbers of first-year sh1dents planned
for the best schools at the age of 1.5 is by the education ministries for the day secnow occasionally being criticized. Andrei tors of these institutes. He said that there
:f(olmogorov, Academician of Physics and was a continuing overproduction of engii'vlathematics, writes: 'I th~nk that the neers, who consequently often performed
network of such schools will continue the jobs of technicians, but, at the same time,
to expand gradually with profit for our not enough university-educated teachers
science and technology. But it must be were being produced even to cater for
remembered that to count on'ly on the · current needs, let alone for the 1970s, when
early selection at the age of 15 would be needs would multiply with the introduction
wrong. In this way we can deprive science of general10-year education throughout the _
of very talented and greatly needed people. country. 13 In 1961, over 90 per cent of all
Moreover, we should think over whether it future primary school teachers (the fouris right that the question of a young man or year schools) of the country were studying
a girl entering university or not is being de- in secondary teachers' schools; that is,
cided at the age of 17.' Kolmogorov quotes teachers' college with three to four years of
examples of scientists who had been very specialized studies after a seven- or eightaverage stu dents and whose talents emerged year prima1y and secondary education. In
only much later. This article confirms that the school year 1955-56, of those teaching
attendance of special schools is becoming in grades five to seven, 29 per cent had not
more and more a decisive factor in whether attended the now defunct teachers' instia candidate is sele'cted, that is, would pass tutes, which provided for two years of furthe competitive entrance exams with the ther studv after completion of the 10-year
highest marks for university, particularly for general education. Even in grades 8 to 10,
full-time day study, which alone provides 2.3 per cent of teachers of the main subjects
a really satisfactmy level of higher educa- did not possess full higher pedagogical edution. This tendency is likely to increase with cation (pedagogical institutes and univerthe growing disproportion between the sity faculties with four to five years of
number of high-school graduates and the study), not counting the teachers of music,
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mechanical drawing and gymnastics, who
often have only a secondary specialized
- education. 14 This was prior to Khrushchev's
introduction of eight-year obligatory education and the I9eS reform introducing com·
pulsory full secondary education. The training of teachers has not kept up with demand. In 1965, 93 per cent of all primary
schools were in rural areas, while 'students
graduating · from the rural primaty school,
having entered grade 5, are not always capable of following the programme successfully.'15 As most of the incomplete secondary
schools are also to be · found in rural areas
and as teachers usually only go to rural
schools if they cannot find jobs in the towns,
the gap continues and increa<>es at the higher level of education, especially since, in
many cases, the growth in the number of incomplete and complete secondary schools
in rural areas results in the up-grading of
village teachers with insufficient training to
teach in these schools. All this results in a
very low proportion of peasants' children
at the universities. 16
To alleviate this situation, many universities have been running special correspondence and even residence courses to prepare
graduates of the rural schools for university
entrance examinations. In 1969, it was decided to bring in a decree of the Central
Committee and the Cotmcil of Ministers, On
the Organisation of Preparatory Sections
Attached to Higher Educational Institutions, which ordered the setting up of such
courses, of 8-10 months in duration (the
former for full-timers, the latter for parttimers). Only demobilized soldiers and
children of peasants and workers would be
admittted to these courses. The political
context of this measure becomes clear
in the section which declares that the
local trade union, komsomol and Party
organizations will decide who is to be sent
on such courses. It is well known that the
bulk of the dissidents in the Soviet Union
are members of the intelligentsi.a, who have
been brought up in an atmosphere of greater
leisure and in a tradition of more independent and critical thinking than the children
of workers and peasants. The most trusted
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university students, especia~)y those who' are
university komsomol activists, are, as a rule,
children of the humblest families, parti- .
cularly from the rural areas, who tend to
be grateful for educational opportunities.
The authorities hope to assure for themselves at least a minimum of loyal supporters
among the student and future professional
bodies by granting special privileges to
those peasants' and workers' sons who are
recommended by the Party and its affiliate
bodies. Most probably, the main criterion
for the selection of candidates for these
courses is not their academic ability, but
their political reliability, as had been the
case with the Workers' Faculties' of the
twenties and thirties. That these courses
would place those attending them in a more
privileged position than that of the children
of the intelligentsia is shown by the decree
itself, for it provided that graduates of these
courses be accepted by the universities without the competitive entrance exam, which
remains in force foi: those entering university straight from high-school. Furthermore,
the latter are not f ully prepared for the
university by their high-schools either; a recent study has shown that 85 per cent of
the Moscow University first-year entrants
had to hire private tutors on fil)ishing highschool in order to prepare themselves for
the university- entrance exams. 11 The inadequacy of the 10-year primary and secondary school course is further demonstrated
by official reports a year after the institution of the preparatory courses. These state
that at practically all the 191 in~titutions
of higher learning where the preparatory
courses were established, children of white
collar workers and intellectuals have been
accepted. At least one Western researcher
interprets this as a sign that there have not
been enough sufficiently literate workers'
and peasants' children to fill all the vacancies on the courses and that to fulfil the
student plan, the administrators were forced
to accept children of intellectuals and white
collar workers. 18 Children of peasants made
u p a total of about 20 per cent of the student
body attending the courses; i.e. about 4,000
persons (out of a total of 20,000) across the
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whole USSR. There are at least three reasons
for the failure to recruit peasant children:
( 1) the shortage of young people in collective farms; ( 2) the reluctance of collective
farm administrators to let their serf peasant
children leave the farms, lest they never
return; ( 3) the extremely low standard of
rural education.
On .the other hand, the readiness of the
childTen of intellectuals and .white collar
workers to volunteer for the p1:eparatory
courses provides more evidence of the inadequacy of the Soviet high-school education. It is more probable than not that it
was precisely the sons and daughters of
Party and government functionaries for
whom exceptions were made and who found
their way to the courses. Thus the principle
of making education harder to obtain for
members of the tntditional non-Party intelligentsia was probably being followed;
hence the lack of visible reprimands to the
administrators of the courses for ignoring
the original stipulations on acceptance of
students.

THE cramming of the four-year primary
school course into three years, in accordance with the latest school programme has
already proved unsatisfactory and has resulted in higher rates of failure in the primary school years. All these complaints
suggest that the attempts to cram full general education, in th e present circumstances
of the greatly increasing scope of the
sciences, into a mere 10-year period is
utopianism. 'Vith the 8-10 month preparatory pre-university course, or its replacement by private tutorship, plus the attempt
to telescope primary education, the actual
duration of general education comes to
nearly 12 years, a figure equivalent to that
Average W nge"
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of most Western countries. If we add to
this the fact that the length of basic university study is one year longer than in most
Western countries (two yeaTs longer than in
Britain), that the school and university week
is six days instead of five as in most other
countries and that the academic year is
longer and vacations shorter than in the
West, it is obvious that the productive efficiency of Soviet education is considerably
lower than that of the West.
One of the reasons for this is to be found,
again, in the basic general education and in
the quality of teachers, which is usually low,
even with those who have had higher training. Teachers' pay has been very low and a
high proportion of teachers have to stay in
small towns and rural areas, an unattractive
prospect since the standard of living is so
low. Furthermore, teachers are overloaded
by such 'voluntary' duties as giving political lectures and running workers' clubs.
Only the poorest students, who have failed
entrance exams to other faculties, go to the
institutes of education. Two Soviet authors
cite some striking figures: in the last 20
years, in the RSFSR alone, 1,505 persons
received Ph.D.s in education, but there are
only 27 Ph.D.s among the teachers of the
Republic's general education schools. 19 The
situation has improved somewhat since
teachers' salaries were raised by an average
of 26 per cent in January 1965. Rural
teachers' pay was increased even more to
offset in part their particular living hardships. Nevertheless, with the emphasis of
the Soviet economy on heavy industry, with
its classification of teaching, services and
medicine as 'non-productive' work, the pay
of teachers and of the medical profession
continues to lag behind the national average
wage, and the gap is still increasing.
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It is for this reason that teaching, the
medical profession and the services are
completely dominated by women, who have
been squeezed out of the other, better paid,
university-trained professions by men. It is
not only the teaching profession which is:
dominated by women; pioneers' leaders,
librarians, and social club cultural organizers are also predominantly women. As a
result ·a£ this domination of education bv
women, articles have appeared in the Sovi~t
press about the 'feminization of man,' which
goes hand in hand with the growing rudeness of boys and lack of chivalry. The
articles put forward the theory that boys
need men as senior colleagues and teachers,
as, at a certain stage of grmvth, only men
will appeal to them as a moral authority.
Deprived of the leadership of men, they
despise th e moral authority of the female
instructor, in fear of being branded as
'sissies' and 'mummy's boys.' To prove their
masculinity, they begin to behave arrogantly
and rudely. At the same time, having been
brought up by women, they lack masculine
courage, strength of will-power and perseverance, thus falling easy prey (through heroWorship ) to the older boys from the neighbourhood. Consequently, say the articles,
the new generation of boys tends to combine female weaknesses and im!naturity
with brutality-potential qualities for entering upon the road to delinquency. Some
Soviet authors explain the growing incidence
of hooliganism, petty crime and alcoholism
among teenagers and youths in thisway. 21
The low standards of the average teacher,
the poor equipment of many-particularly
rural-schools, 'a nd the lack of opportunities
for rural school graduates to go on to university-all these factors are responsible for the
already high and increasing rate of school
failures in the Soviet Union. The failure rate
increased sharply after the implementation
of Khrushchev's reform in 1959, with
students spending too little time on education and too much on vocational training
or production work. In the school year
1964-65, there were 900,000 failures at the
summer examination~ in the Russian Federal Republic alone; this republic contained
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55 per cent of all the primary and secondary
school students in 1965. In 1968, it was reported that in the whole of the USSR two
million sh~dents failed the examinations and
had to repeat the year. It should be noted
that the total number of primary and secondary school students remained practically
static between 1965 and 1967-68, with an
actual drop of 60,000 students in the RSFSR ,
that is, a 'weight' drop of the RSFSR student
body to 54 per cent. 22
One of the factors in high-school failure
is called by the Soviet press the 'psychological barrier,' namely, inertia created by
the feelin g that one has no chance of going
to university anyway. This is particularly
true of the rural schools. If, in the rural areas,
the lack of educational perspectives results
in a high rate of failure , in th e urban areas,
most high-school graduates who, having
failed the university-entrance exams, are
forced to go to work, look upon these jobs
'as a forced and temporary brake on th e
road to nniv e rsity.'~n
The greatest fault · of the Soviet educational system is, ironically, regarded as the
fact that schools are too exclusively geared
to the pursuit of intellectual professions. 'In
our country an adolescent ... is readily condemned for offering his services for pay . . ..
Even badly paid unmarried mothers carry
the full burden of all the material care for
their studying children. Before Revolution
... both university and high-school students,
even of very well-to-do families, as a rule,
used to earn pocket money by tutoring or'
helping in Zemstvo work. Abroad, adolescents from different social strata normally
earn on the side by working as porters,
salesmen, dishwashers, repair workers, and
so on . . .. It is no wonder, then, that Soviet
students, not used to any of this work, whether they be the children of industrial workers or intellectuals, 'decide that they are
made only for intellectual professions ....
And wh{m life forces them to become in- ·
dustrial workers, this is taken by them as an
insult, even as a failure of their whole lives.'
The author of these words, V. Kantorovich,
accuses the Soviet propaganda machine and
writers and journalists of having created
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over the decades of the Soviet regime a false cation and the remainder training their
scale of job values, whereby 'almost the students to be highly skilled workers. This,
whole mass of would-be high-school gradu- he writes, would even out the chances of
ates are preparing themselves _to become higher education for the representatives of
electronic engineers, pilots, radio engineers. all socia-l groups, which is not the-case now.
. . . At the same time, a great number of In fact, his findings in 1967 in Ufa and
professions ... do not enjoy any prestige in Orenburg in the Urals revealed that whereas
the eyes of the senior high-school students, tb,e average education of (urban) workers
as well as the whole of our society. This is and employees who were the children of
first of all the service industry, including peasants consisted of 7.31 years of schooling,
commerce .... The tem1 'a service employee' that of workers' children was 7.613 years,
has become, not without help from journal- and that of the children of other employees
ists, ahnost a synonym for extraction of was 12.22 (i.e. full secondary plus over two
tips .... "To trade" has become almost to years of university education). The sociomean "to cheat," "to steaL" Manual labour is logical findings of the Novosibirsk scholars
treated with contempt by the Leningrad referred to by Kantorovich, showed that
'. ·.. . the children of the urban intelligentsia
senior Pigh-school students.' 24
Some Soviet sociologists, concerned by predominantly go to the universities ... the
the apparent 'overproduction' of high-school road towards intellectual professions has
graduates, carried out su rveys of employers' been facilitated for the hereditary intellectpreferences as to the educational level of uals ... .'2 G In this context, it does not follow
workers. 75 per cent of the employers who that Aitov's prescription would in any way
were asked said they prefened workers with provide for a greater equality of the chances
eight or less years of general education; 25 of higher education for all classes. ~1Iost
per cent preferred those with a full 10-year probably the children of intellectuals will
education. When asked how many years of again, on the strength of their general culteducation they thought a worker should ure and background, make up the absolute
have, 7 per cent of employers gave a figure majority of the ninth and tenth school forms
of 10 years, 30 per cent eight years, while geared to higher education, while the ,
58 per cent believed that seven or less were 'masses' will provide the other two-thirds
sufficient. Their reasons were that high- preparing for a career as an industrial
school graduates looked upon factory work worker.
as an enforced temporary delay in education, were thus not interested in their work JT is interesting to note that the opponel).ts
of general full secondary education for
and took the very first opportunity to leave
· for an educational establishment. The socio- all operate on the basis of the Marxist ideologists conclude that general education was logical premise that consciousness must be
an obstacle to becoming a skilled worker determined by the environment and by the
and an 'enemy' of vocational training and laws of economic necessity: 'The premature
transition to such forms of education which
factory work. 25
Other authors totally disagreed with this are not warranted in life by the real needs
position. I have already quoted Kantorovich of the national economy leads only towards
who criticized the Soviet school for its ab- a delay in the youth's entry into independent
stract intellectual trend and the propaganda life, gives knowledge which is unnecessary,
machinery for praising some professions and awakens interests which society is inwhile treating others, such as trade and com- capable of satisfying.' 2 7
The arguments of the supporters of full
'merce, with contempt. N. Aitov suggests
that there should be a differentiation of em- secondary education are completely 'idealphasis in the last two years of high-school, istic,' to use the Soviet terminology; the
with about 33 per cent of schools geared to- basic position that 'spiritual needs should
wards preparing students for university edu- not be ahead of the real possibilities of their
QUE5;T
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satisfaction ... ' is, according to Kantorovich,
wrong. His main argument iu favom of general secondmy education is its role as a factor in building up a cultivated human being
( vospitanie). He reveals another fact of
social stratification in Soviet education: only
fom per cent of all the students of incomplete secondary factory schools ( FZU:
Fabrichno-zavodskie uchilishcha-vocationai training schools) have highly skilled
parents, while 43 per cent of the parents
of regular senior high-school students are
either highly skilled workers or (educated)
employees. Many of the FZU students come
from broken homes and they tend ' to fonn
gangs. Many 'difficult cases' also have their
roots in these factmy schools. An article replying to the claim that higher levels of education increase labour turnover quotes another sociological finding : 78.8 per cent of
alcoholics arrested by the militia in Gorky
had less than seven year's education, 'and
although 50 per cent [of all the arrested
drunkards] were below 30 years of age, none
of them was studying. Statistics sho\v that
the rate of crime is radically lower among
those who possess a full secondary education.'28 Both Kantorovich and the latter article refer to the experience of the United
States to justify their defence of full secondary education. Contradicting the claims of
official Soviet propaganda, that with the
achievement of the full general secondary
education the Soviet Union will be ahead
of the whole world, it is stated that 'the
length of obligatory education in our time
is 10 years in the United States, Engl&nd

the same standpoint: 'The contemporary
[Soviet] school ... serves as a stepping stone
to university ... overloads the students with
the knowledge which is necessary for the
university entrance examinations ... but has
no time to ... awaken, strengthen, stimulate
in the senior students those cultural interests
which would be independent of their future
professions .... The school does not develop
tastes in the arts and literature; often, it
does the opposite, repels the students from
literature, particularly from the works covered by tl1e school programme.'29 An interesting point is that this view of education was
supported by the then RSFSR l\ilinister of
Higher and Specialized Education, V. N.
Stolerov, now the President of the USSR
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences. He stated
that the / aim of Soviet societv is to allow
such a 'gradual broadening ~f the higher
education that anyone willing should be
able to receive it.' In that era, he continues,
there will be more graduates than openings
which correspond strictly to the type of education received. Then the enterprise managers will have the opportunity to select th e
best specialists from among the graduates,
rather than being forced to take someone
with a diploma simply_ because he has a

and France, and nine years in West Ger-

possible.Ro It is significant that a senior state

many and Japan.' To support their criticism
of the university and' profession-oriented
Soviet 'polytechnical' (i.e. emphasis on
mathematics and physics ) school, the author
again. refers to the American example:
'Formerly pragmatic and utilitarian, [the
American high-school educational approach] has now become purely educational.
The aim of the school, they now say in the
USA, is to give knowledge, to develop abilities, not simply to prepare the graduate ...
for one or another professional activity.'
Kantorovich criticizes Soviet schools from

bureaucrat should have been influenced by
the ideas of Russia's leading educationalists
and sociologists, thus initiating a major
break with the traditional Soviet utilitarian
concept of education.
These authors come close to recognizing
the merits of. Western education, that is, its
ideology, for in the Soviet context, 'school
means politics .. . . The Soviet school . .. is
responsible for graduating politically literate, ideologically convinced fighters for
communism .. .. ':n Yet it is here, namely in
the sphere of ideological education, that the

diploma . He maintains that if a university

graduate does not work in the field in which
he qualified, it should not be considered a
tragedy and that the prevailing view that
the state loses money invested in the student
in such cases is fallacious, for the nation
as such gains in having as high a percentage of educated and cultivated citizens as
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Soviet school is having its greatest difficulties. The 23rd Party congress stressed the
necessity of raising the ideological level of
· university students. The new school programmes have introduced the compulsory
study of 'scientific atheism' at establishments
of higher education in addition to the study
of Marxism-Leninism and the elements of
dialectical materialism, which is obligatory
in all faculties . Nevertheless, some students
do not pay as much attention to th e 'social
sciences' (in other words, ideologicophilcsophical studies) as they do to technical subjects. 'In the higher educational establishments one often sees half-empty classrooms where the social sciences are taught.'
The teachers' newspaper, Uchitelskaya
gazeta, 3 ~ reported on a case where a university teacher of Party history came to the
Komsomol to complain th at her students
had completely ceased to study· the history
of the Party. Cases have been reported
where a student graduating from university
passed all the examinations with top marks,
but fail ed 'scientific communism.' In the
Ukraine, 'various theoretical sections of
!viarxism-Leninism are superficially treated
by the teachers; . . . the lessons of some
pedagogues, because of their low ideological, theoretical level ... do not awake independent thinking in the students.':}:J In
many regions of the Republic, 40 per cent
of secondary school students have bad the
lowest pass mark in history and social studies
( obshchestvovedenie). A secretary of the
Komsomol Central Committee, Torsuev,
complained about the lack of ideological
vigilance of the students as well as about
the low standards of teachers of the main
ideological subjects: 'Young people should
understand how acute is the ideological
struggle ... around the key issues of philosophy.. . . . Two philosophic currents ...
have attracted the particular interest of
a certain section of our youth in the last
few years: neo-positivism and existentialism ... many students who demonstrate
an active interest in. philosophical problems are at the same time dissatisfied
with the teaching of social sciences. Over
two-thirds of the students investigated by
QUEST
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sociologists in Moscow stated that the main
clefects of the teaching of social sciences at ·
the higher learning establishments are its
lack of relevance to the real pr.oblems of
modern life, and the unwillingness of teachers to reply to pointed questions.' 34 Almost
one year later, Academician A. Alexandrov
stated that it was unfair to criticize the
students for lack of interest in ideological
studies . In fact 'they are not interested in
bad teaching,' and some teachers lack broad
erudition, independence of thought and do
not dare to give answers to the so-called
'pointed questions.'35 This comment came
nearly two years after the 23rd Party congress resolution calling for the expansion of
ideological studies at school, and a year and
a half after the decree of the Soviet Government, On the Measures for the Improvement of Preparation of Specialists and for
the Improvement of Conduct of the Higher
and Specialised Secondary Education,
which called fpr the intensification of the
study of the theories of Marxism-Leninism.3 6

THE poor state of ideological studies has
haunted Soviet schools ever since .the
original revolutionary zeal vanished. Some
recognition of this on the official level has
been pointed out. In last-ditch attempts to
improv·e the ideological situation, several
measures have been taken by the authorities,
including a number of decisions on the improvement of the teaching of social sciences
in high school and at the universities, desire
to increase the numbers of children of
humble origins at the higher educational
establishments, and the like. One of the
latest measures of this kind was the development of a five-year plan of ideological instruction at the centres of higher learning.
An instruction to this effect was issued in
1971 with a detailed programme for the
introduction of obligatory ideological studies
in all faculties of educational establishments.
This was a follow-up to the decisions of the
24th Party congress of JVIarch-April 1971:
'The whole effort of education and bringing
up of youth must serve the purpose of the
forming of communist convictions and
morals, of limitless devotion to the socialist
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fatherland in the new generation.'37 This is
only one of numerous attempts to revive
the dead ideology by means of bureaucratic
coercion--all of which have so far failed,
harming young minds on the way, and
going counter to all the proposals of educationalists and other leading Russian .intellectuals dealing with the problems of education. As Peter Kapitsa has emphasized:
'The school ... must by all means ' avoid all
forms of coercion of the natural inclinations
of individual students . .. the creative process manifests itself in man . .. w hen he is
doing smnething without an exact instruction, but has to decide on his own how to
act.'
For genuine sociologists and educationalists who are just paying lip-service to the
official ideology a much graver problem is
the progressive limitation of opportunities
for Soviet high-school graduates to enter
university, and the meritocratic character
o£ Soviet life and education. Their dilemma
is how to overcome the prejudice against
menial jobs, so that Soviet graduates unable
to continue their university education would
not feel as frustrated as they do today. As
we have shown, these writers have admitted that in North America, for instance,
students and other young people from educated families readily engage in such jobs
without any contempt for them. They could
not, however, because of censorship, objectively analyse this paradoxical phenomenon:
in the 'proletarian, classless' Soviet Union
manual and semi-skilled (or even highlyskilled factory work) labour is treated with
contempt, while in the 'capitalist class
society' of the USA no jobs are b eneath consideration. Neither could they describe in
detail the much higher social mobility both
ways in the USA as compared to the USSR,
as a result of which incomplete education
is no tragedy for an American, while it is for
a Soviet citizen-certainly socially, and very
often materially. as

THE main line of criticism directed by
leading Soviet intellectuals against the
Soviet school system has been that it is too
authoritarian and that it does not sufficiently

develop the personality, that it instructs
rather than educates (to use the French
connotation of the word, or the Russian
vospitanie). Some scientists have even
established a connection between Soviet
education and the problem of the new type
of industrial manager, a man with considerable initiative and daring. They claimed
that the authoritarianism and dogmatic
narrowness of the school precluded the
development of such a personality, which is
an essential prerequisite for industrial progress. Academician Peter Kapitsa, the
famous Soviet physicist, advocated that the
appreciation of modern art, which expands
man's creative initiative-an essential qualic
ty of the modern administrator-should he
a part of the modern educational process.
He stated that the school should include in
its programme the development of artistic
and cultural tastes and interests in students
and be undogmatic in its approach.39
A recent sam:izdat document sheds some
- light on the background to the Kapitsa
interview.
The document is the disturbing autobiography of a 42-year-old Soviet political
prisoner, Mikhail Makarenko ( Hershkovich ), who was arrested in 1969 and sentenced to eight years' imprisonment plus a fine
of 25,000 rubles shared with his friend, Slava
Rodionov, who received a milder sentence
of three years. Their guilt was in founding
in 1965, at the Novosibirsk Academic City,
a private gallery of modern art. This was the
first instance, at least since the late twenties,
of an art gallery being organized privately
in the Soviet Union, financed entirely out
of the personal funds of founding members,
who received a meagre salary of 40 to 72
rubles per month for their efforts from the
Siberian Section of the Academy of Sciences
only after having run the gallery for six
months, whereupon they also received
apartments in faculty housing. To sustain
the gallery and to purchase and borrow
collections for exhibition, Makarenko donated a part of his private collection (which
included a Rembrandt and many other precious paintings) to the gallery, selling the rest
of his collection for a total of 34,000 rubles
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and spending the entire sum on the gallery.
The fees they charged for visiting the gallery
were all paid into the State Bank towards
a fund for the eventual construction of a
large-scale gallery at the Academic City. By
1968, enough money had been collected to
build such a gallery, an architectural model
was made, a site was selected, and local
newspapers announced the plans to go
ahead. It was then that the KGB caught up
with the work, closed the gallery, confiscated
all the collections, and had its two chief
activists arrested and sentenced on fa ls<'
evidence.
Not only was· the element of private
initiative in this venture impermissible from
the Soviet point of view, but the gallery was
also specializing in modern art, particularly
in Russian modern art, an mt which has
been banned in the Soviet Union since the
late twenties and most of whose early
representatives had either been forced to
emigrate, or died in Soviet concentration
camps. Makarenko's gallery became famous
in the Soviet Union, although it had hardly
ever been mentioned in the Soviet press.
It was visited by General de Gaulle and
received praise from world-famous foreign
and Soviet museums and galleries. Marc
Chagall was invited to visit it and was
willing to present, as a personal gift, his
whole private collection of art to the gallery
and to the Soviet Union as a whole. It was
precisely on the eve of Chagall's exhibition
and his hoped-for visit that the gallery was
shut and its founders arrested.
Their aim, writes :tvlakarenko, was to
resurrect the genuine modern Russian art,
1mll it out from the underground, and
<lesthetically re-educate the masses. The
gallery, situated in a town of 15,000 inhabitants, was always full and rarely closed on
weekends before 1 or 2 a.m. It was very
often frequented by visiting groups of school
children from areas hundreds of miles away.
The aesthetic education of children was
particularly in Makarenko's mind, and he
was surprised how Soviet youngsters,
completely ignorant of modern and abstract
art before visiting the gallery, were really
thrilled, and how readily they listened with
QUEST

deep interest and attention to the lectures
on modern art given by him and his seven
assistants. 4 0 But even Kapitsa's statements
in defence of modern art saved neither the
Novosibirsk gallery nor Makarenko and his
friends, despite the fact that the Soviet press
is full of articles by pedagogues sounding
the alarm that the Soviet school ignores the
issues of aesthetic education and the development of cultural tastes and independence
of mind in students, all of which results in
infantile minds and generations of semieducated people who do not know what to
do with their leisure time or how to make
decisions. This reflects negatively on their
behaviour both at work and at home and
makes poor managers out of them, which is
detrimental to the progress of the modern
scientific-technological revolution, while
making private and social life uninteresting
and empty. 41
THE well-known Soviet writer, Veniamin
Kaverin, recalled with nostalgia in his
reminiscences 42 the educational methods in
Soviet nniversities in the twenties, when
students had been free to attend any lectures in any facu lty as long as they £nally
passed their examinations. This freedom of
choice and decision, he wrote, had made
the students mature and responsible much
earlier than students today. In his 0\'111 case,
this practice allowed him to be registered
at two different faculties at the same time
and to receive simultaneously diplomas in
two different subjects. This system also
forced the lecturers to present their lectures
as inte1·estingly as possible; for students
simply did not attend boring lectures, and
overcrowded the auditoria where a popular
lecturer was teaching. As far as literature
is concerned, Kaverin remembers that at
his high-school in Pskov, where he studied
before the revolution and in the very first
years of Soviet rule, the teaching was much
more exciting than it is now. There was
more variety in textbooks and more originality. His teacher of literature understood that
it was necessa1y 'not to study literature, but
[to study] by means of literature.'
A leading Soviet educational theorist,
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Professor Alexei Leontiev, has discussed
similar problems concerning the independence of the mind. This is becoming particularly necessary, because every few years
scientific progress makes obsolete the knowledge acquired at university. 'The main aim
of education,' he said, 'must be not the remembering of ready-made formulae, but the
assimilation of the habit of the independent
acquisition of knowledge, which will allow
every individual [specialist] to move ahead
together with the ever-accelerating scientific-technological progress.' To achieve this,
he says, the whole educational system must
be> overhauledY
HOWEVER, from the vantage point of
Hrf5, it can now be said that despite
the relative frankness of the criticism of
some of the basic policy premises of Soviet
education on the pages of the official press,
the practical application of these criticisms
has been bordering on nil. The demand for
more scope and broadness in the teaching
of literature has resulted in the inclusion at
last of Dostoev· sky in the syllabus as from
1967. The new Russian literature programme for 1968 i11cluded one work by Dostoevsky: Crime and Punishment. 44 But in the
· principles of education nothing has improved. In fact there are signs of a certain
deterioration, at least at secondary school
level. At least two out of fom of the original
and most famous physical-mathematical
schools have been badly affected by the
purges of the dissidents between 1968 and
1972. The pioneer of these schools, the one
at the Novosibirsk Academic City, was badly
hit in the course of 1968 when many of its
leading teachers actively participated in
protests against the trial of Galanskov, Ginzburg et al., as well as against the invasion
of Czechoslovakia. Most of these teachers
were sacked: The section of Mathematical
Linguistics at the Novosibirsk University
was closed for the same reasons. Owing to
purges, the continued existence of the Philology and the Northern Siberian Languages
Sections also came into question. 45
The Physical-Mathematical School No. 2
in Moscow, which was the second one to
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be founded after Novosibirsk, had practically ceased to exist by September 1972, after
eight years of fame. Just as in Novosibirsk,
the students of this school, besides attending regular classes where they were taught
by brilliant teachers, hand-picked by the
School Principal, also attended special lectures given regularly by the most popular
professors of :Moscow University and other
centres of higher learning in Moscow, as
well as by full members of the USSR Academy of Sciences. These scholars received
no extra pay for these lectures. It was not
only in mathematics that the graduates of
lhis school excelled at the universities, but
also in literature, art, history and other subjects. The teachers, enjoying relative creative freedom (unusual for Soviet conditions)
enhanced in their students love for literature, creativity and an 'acute interest in
social problems.'
Information on the 'free spirit' of the
school was, however, gradually being ac·
cumulated on the desks of officials until the
early part of 1971, when a fom1er teacher
there, I. Kh. Sivashinsky, applied for an exit
visa for Israel, and his daughter, a tenth
grade student, applied to be released from
the Komsomol. Then the trouble started:
commissions visited the school; the principal was sacked, some of the best teachers
resigned in solidarity with him. Professors
stopped delivering their lectures. Students
who had been commuting from distant parts
of Moscow and the suburbs resigned and
switched to local schools. In February 1972,
the purge went into full swing: all history
teachers but one, and all language and literature teachers were sacked. New teachers
were appointed by the District Party Committee, instead of this being the perogative
of the school principal, as was formerly the
case. Even the Minister of Education, Proko:Gev, could not stop the purge, although he
tried. Now, the report adds, the school
differs in no way from any other standard
Soviet school and has fewer students than
places, whereas before there were several
candidates for each student vacancy. 4 G
We have seen that several Soviet scholars
criticized the principle of elitist secondary
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education, of hand-picking gifted students
and sending them to special schools. What
they meant, however, was giving the regular
schools the same facilities and creativelyfree programmes as those enjoyed by the
few special schools, not equalizing the special schools downward to the drab average!
But apparently this is one of the constant
laws of a centralized bureaucracy: situations
it tries to improve, it in fact makes worse.
Police measures have apparently lowered
the quality of the elitist schools without
markedly improving the regular schools.
They have succeeded in silencing criticism
of the educational system as well as constructive suggestions by intellectuals on how
to improve it. They effectively stamp out
idealistic private initiative to raise the cultural level and intellectual curiosity of
students, but are incapable of offering any-

thing satisfactory in exchange. Cor~sequent
ly, free discussion of education, like so many
other subjects, is forced to move into
samizdat.41 The inwardly insecure and cowardly bureaucracy, fearing all fr esh ideas
lest there be something 'subversive' in them,
thus artificially creates anothei· sphere of
criminal activity. It presents otherwise loyal
and apolitical individuals concerned with
the problems of education and willing to
devote their time and money to education in
the widest sense of the word, with the choice
of becoming totally silent or carrying on in
the illegal field of samizdat and thus becoming subject to criminal persecution.
Neither of these is conducive to educational
progress or national development. The resulting outwardly stagnant society, given the
presence of intellectually dynamic elements,
becomes pregnant with conflict.
-Courtesy: Survey
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was the minstrel, half-Russian, half-Korean, Yuli
Kim, Peter Fakir's son-in-law. IIe was sacked in
1968 for signing various petitions of protest against
political trials (Chronicle, No. 2, Posev spec. ed.,
No. 1 ( 1969 ), p. 16). Another one was Ilya Gabai, ·
also a popular minstrel, who, after spending three
years in a concentration camp for defending the
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gorny (Moscow, · 19 Mar. 1970): · As 360, ·p. ' 9;
Sakharov's Memorandum to Brezhnev ( 5 Mar.
1971); AS 1136, p. 9; "Ushcherbnoe obshchestov'
('Defective Society'), Sakharov's Interview on
Swedish Radio, Posev, 8 (1973), p. 7.
Solzhenitsyn's criticism of some aspects of Soviet
education, or more correctly of the principles of
the upbringing of new generations, can be seen
in his short story 'For tbe good of the cause', which
is a factual account of an event that happened in
the city of Ryazan whore he lived and taught at
the secondary school, which is the subject of the
story. In Solzhenitsyn's story, as in real life, tl1e
students were asked to work without · pay on the
construction of a new school 'building. When the
building was completed however, the local city
.administration confiscated it for its own needs, forcing the cheated children who received no payment
for their work, to remain in the cramped, dilapidated old building. The detrimental results of
atheistic education have also been discussed by
Solzhenitsyn in his 'Easter Procession' and in his
Lenten message to Patriarch Pimen. The neoSlavophile samizdat review, Veche, No. 2 ( 19 May
1971) (AS 1020), pp. 103-4, published a le tter by
an orthqdox priest who blamed the ·amoral, despiritualized, materialistic and morally relativist
Soviet education for the mass alcoholism and immorality of modern Soviet youth. He contrasted it
with the Christian minority (mostly neophytes)
among the young people who are stated to be sober,
moral, responsible and good patriots. He called for
the reintroduction of religious instruction in
schools, at least on a voluntary basis and then 'in
ten years we won't recognize ourselves.' There is a
very personal samizdat account of Soviet education by Andrei Dubrov: 'Tak my uchimsya' ('That's
How We Learn'); (Aug. 1972), AS 1178; it is an
account of how he was persecuted at school and
college for his dissident views and connections, and
how his 'academic records' were made dep:mdent
on his political behaviour. A more interesting recent
account of the .Soviet school system is by a Soviet
teacher who recently arrived in the West in the
wave of the Israeli campaign. See: T. Valinov,
'Antishkola' ('The Anti-School'), Posev, No. 11
(Nov. 1973), pp. 41-45.

THE COMMUNITY
FARES WELL
ATTATAS
Community welfare is a soci al responsibility
voluntarily accepted by Tatas many years
ago. It was this sense of responsibility that
prompted Sir Ratan Tata to finance studies
into the causes of poverty in 1912, and the
Tata Trusts to establish institutions like the
Tata Memorial Hospital for Cancer Research
and treatment and the Tata Institute of
Social Sciences.
In fact, Tatas have gone so far as t o turn
the entire town of Jamshedpur into a model
in communi ty living. There are wide roads,
tree-lined ave nues, hospitals and famil y
clinics, and schools which any community
would be proud of.

TATA ENTERPRISES

Comment

REMAKING THE CONSTITUTION

THE

Swaran Singh Committee's, repmt
on the proposed amendments to the
Constitution makes strange reading. While
some of the proposals such as those concerning the disqualification for membership
and centre-state co-ordination are of an
essentially technical nature, others are of
doubtful value and would need thorough
discussion at all levels before any decision
is taken on them. The Prime Minister has
reportedly expressed the view that there
should be a free and frank debate on this
question. Unfortunately, however, so long
as the press does not feel free to publish
views critical of the official policy and important opposition leaders are in jail, it is
futile t9 expect any but a command performance in th e name of debate. All that is
possible is for periodicals like Quest to raise
certain issues and hope that their voice will
reach the ears of those who have arrogated
to themselves the right to decide the fate
of democracy in this country.
vVe shall only comment on some proposals
of the Swaran Singh Committee dealing
with the basic structure of the constitution.
Regardless of what Mr Swaran Singh and
]vir Siddhartha Shankar Ray said to the contrary at the recent meeting of the' AICC at
New Delhi, it is obvious that every constitution has a certain basic structure around
which its detailed provisions are framed.
Every constitution has to serve two major
functions. It must define the dish·ibution of
powers and functions of different organs of
the state-such as the legislature, the judiciary and the executive, and prescribe -the

mutual relationships of the units of the polity
at different levels.
Secondly, the constitution has to define
the rights of the citizen which the state is
obliged to respect and the circumstances in
which these rights may legitimately be curtailed or suspended for a limited period of
time. (Anything else that a constitution lays
down is supererogatory; it may as well be
the subject matter of statute 1aw as in the
United States of America.) The parts of the
constitution which deal with the fundamental rights of tho citizen and distribution of
powers and functions between the organs
of the state would together constitute its
basic structure. Unlike Mr Swaran Singh,
Mr Siddhartha Shankar Ray is a lawyer by
professional training, and it is amazing that
this simple matter should have escaped his
attention. Otherwise, he would not have declared in the AICC meeting that 'there was
nothing called basic structure in any constitution and nobody knew about it'.
The recommendations of the Swaran
Sirigh Committee as modified by the AICC
have to be judged in the light of this conception of the basic structure of the constitution of India. One has also to keep in mind
the fact that the constitution sought to express certain basic convictions of the people
of India as they had grown over a period of
decades during the struggle for freedom from British rule.
The formulation of the fundamental rights
of the citizen is as old as the Motilal Nehru
Committee's report of 1928, and the demand
for them is even older than that. Any temper-

s.
ing with the fundamental rights enunciated
in the constitution of 195{) would therefore
be unjustified except after a comprehensive
review of the working of this part of the
constitution during the past 26 years. Whatever the thinking that might have gone into
the Swaran Singh Committee's report, the
report itsel£ provides very little justification
in support of its recommendations on this
score. For instance, the committee recommends that the 'scope of the present article
31 (C) should be widened so- as to cover
legislation for implementation of all or any
of the directive principles enumerated in
part IV of the constitution, and that such
legislation should not be called in questimi
on the ground of infringement of any of the
fundamental rights contained in part III'.
At the same tim e, the committee provides
an exception to the operation of this recommendation. It says that 'the special safeguards or rights conferred on the minorities
or the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes
or other backward classes under the Constitution should not be affected by any law
framed under the protection of the amended
article 31( C)'. Now this raises two major
issues. The directive principles enumerated
in part IV of the constitution comprehend
a number of policy guidelines whose implementation is contingent on certain extrapolitical conditions such as the level of economic development, the availability of
natural resources and trained manpower,
and the like. Some of the directive principles
- for example, those about cow-slaughter
and prohibition-are essentially expressions
of a religious attitude to what are social and
economic problems. The approach to these
problems would differ from period to period
and what the directive principles recommend is, as a matter of fact , likely to conflict
with the proposed secular thrust of some of
the other amendments. To make the fundamental rights of the citizen such as freedom
of expression and the right of peaceful
assembly subordinate to part IV of the constitution is to betray ignorance of an important distinction between positive rights and
moral rights.
The positive rights of the cittzen are those
QUEST

rig.l-tts which inhere in him merely by virtue
of the fact that he is a citizen of a democratic
state and their realisation does not presuppose any particular stage of economic
development. All that is necessary is the
willingness on the part of the state to accept
certain limitations on its power in order
that it may justify its claim to being democratic and evoke the willing allegiance of
the citizen. The moral rights, on the other
hand, express the aspirations of the citizens
to a better and richer social and cultural life;
their realisation depends on a certain stage
of socio-economic development having been
reached. To confuse the two would merely
undermine democracy and in the course of
time lead to the emergence of a totalitarian
state.
Much is being said of the need to remove
the right to pruperty from the list of fundamental rights. Socialists are no less responsible than Congressmen for the mischief to
which this demand has given rise during the
past few years. It is therefore reassuring that
the AICC was not misled into recommending
the removal of this right from part III of
the constitution. However, if its recommendation to give the directive principles a
superior position in relahon to the fundamental rights is accepted, it would in practice have the same effect .as the explicit
abrogation of this right. Since not only Congressmen but others who swear by socialism
betray a bad conscience as regards this
right, it is necessary to explain its importance
from the point of view of the citizen's freedom.
It may be recalled that the fonnulation
in the American Declaration of Independence which asserted the citizen's right to
'life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness'
is a paraphrase of the earlier formulation by.
Locke which read as 'life, liberty and property'. This was in an age when the citizen
could be deprived of his property by an
arbitrary govemment which brooked no
dissent. The fathers of the American constitution changed it to 'the pursuit of happiness' in a flush of rhetorical enthusiasm.
However, their mistake did not lead to
unde~irable results because there were a
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number of countervailing forces in the
Unf01tunately, the recommendation fails
American society that had emerged from its to 'clearly spell out' the concepts of secularwar of independence. In India such counter- ism and socialism. Nowhere in the report
vailing forces do not exist or ·are negligibly does one find any further reference to these
weak as recent events have shown . The concepts, and the only reference made to it
abolition of the right to property, as distinct by Mr D. K. Barooah, the president of the
from subjecting it to reasonable restrictions, ruling par,ty at the AICC session is less than
is likely to spell total loss of freedom for helpful. Mr Barooah said that 'the proposed
the citizen. For in the absence of economic inclusion of "secularism" in the preamble
independence, which is inconceivable with- would embody the Indian concept "Sarva
out the right to property, none but a hero Dharma Samatva" (equal respect for all recan stand up to the modern state. What a ligions)'. This is a strange conception of
democratic constitution has therefore to secularism. TI1roughout history secularism
guarantee to the citizen is not only the civil has meant the separation of religion from
liberties properly so called, but also the right the state and, as a logical corollary, the subto property in order that he may .be able to ordination of religion to the authority of
the state in matters which have a bearing
fight for the other rights.
This is not to suggest that the right to on the freedom and welfare of its citizens
property of the privileged few should be in this world. It is for this reason that article
allowed to deny to the under-privileged 25( 2) of the constitution clearly states that
many the chance of a life of freedom and the citizen's right to practise and propagate
dignity. On the contrary, in order to ensure his religion shall not prevent the state from
that the freedom of some does not prove enacting legislation in the interest of social
destructive of the similar freedom of others, welfare and reform. The Prime Minister's
it is necessary to subject all rights to reason- assertion at the AlCC session that religious
able restrictions. But this is altogether differ- or communal propaganda will not be allowent from the populist approach touted by ed to come in the way of implementing the
Congressmen and the self-styled progres- national policy on population, and the
sives who would take away 'the rights of Maharashtra Government's bill to restrict to
the few' on the ground that the majority, three the number of children that a citizen
having no property, cannot effectively exer- may have-failing which he will be subjectcise the rights that the constitution confers ed to the penalty of compulsory sterilisaon them. That way lies not freedom for the tion-go also to underline the conception of
seclj.larism as outlined above. For Mr
poor but slavery for all.
The right to property as interpreted above Barooah, therefore, to say that secularism
need not come in the way of promoting the , means 'equal respect for all religions' is
growth of a socialist economy within the either naive or an example of double-talk.
framework of democratic libetties. TI1e For under his formula, the state may equally
Swaran Singh Committee seems to have well extend patronage to all religions, say,
overlooked this aspect of the right to pro- in proportion to the numerical strength of
perty.
their adherents.
However, Mr Barooah is not the only
HE committee is also of the opinion eminent citizen of India to subscribe to this
that 'the concepts of secularism and conception of secularism. It is necessary
socialism should be clearly spelt out in the therefore that either the constitution should
constitution'. It therefore recommends that clearly define the kind of secularism it stands
the preamble should b e amended by sub- for or the word 'secularism' need be not
stituting the expression 'sovereign, demo- included in the preamble. For once it is so
cratic, secular, socialist republic' for the pre- included it would only perpetuate the intelsent expression 'sovereign democratic re- lectual confusion that has prevailed since
independence over the concept of secularism
public'.
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and lend this confusion official, indeed constitutional, sanction.
Similar criticism has to be levelled against
the proposal to include the word 'socialist'
in the preamble. Socialism has a certain
reasonably clear meaning that has evolved
over more than a century. For, whatever
else it may mean, socialism has come to
mean two things. In the realm of values it
stands for .equality between citizen and
citizen; and in the realm of policy it stands
for government ownership of th e means of
production. For those who are disillusioned
with the economic failure of nationalisation
all over the world and the eclipse of democratic liberties in socialist states which have
resorted to large-scale nationalisation, socialism essentially means equality in the sense
of the absence of gross inequalities of income or other opportunities between citizen
and citizen. The Swaran Singh Committee
gives no clear indication of which aspect of
socialism it has in view. If it has the value
aspect in mind there is no need to amend
the preamble since it clearly affirms the
values of equality and social justice. If, on
the other hand, it has in view the traditional
economic policies known as socialist, it may
as well recommend the deletion of the entire
Part III of the constitution.
recommendation of the comANOTtiER
mittee which may have unfortunate
consequences is its suggestion to curtail the
power of judicial review. All modern states,
whether they be democratic like the US and
UK or totalitarian like the USSR and its
satellites, have a tendency to concentrate
power in the hands of the executive. In the
parliamentary system this means, in effect,
that the prime minister and at best a few
of his senior colleagues would be in a position to exercise total power behind the
fas;ade of representative institutions. The
· only guarantee in such a situation would lie
in a truly independent judiciary and its
power to unrestricted judicial review. Even
this would not by itself ensure that the rights
of the citizen would be free from executive
and legislative encroachment. It is only in
a society in which the press is free, the intelQUEST
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lectual community has a sense of professional responsibility and the courage of its
convictions, economic power is decentralised among various groups, and the ruling
elite · themselves have a high degree of
moral sensitivity that the ordinary citizen
may expect to enjoy democratic liberties.
It would be futile to imagine that any ruling
class would be able to preserve for long its
idealism from the corruption of power without being subject to constant scrutiny and
challenge by the kind of independent agencies mentioned above. That such agencies
are yet in their infancy and have suffered
a severe set-back during the past year in
India would be contested only by those who
are blinded by the lust for power or ideological fanaticism. In such a situation to
curtail the power of judicial review can only
lead to a further erosion of the citizen's
rights.
This is not to suggest that the system
which prevailed before the past few years'
amendments did not need any change. No
one would find fault with the government's
decision to place land legislation in Schedule
IX and thus remove the legal hurdles in the
path of democratic land reforms. Nor would
anyone grudge the government's decision
similarly to exclude from judicial review certain measures of economic policy calculated
to promote the welfare of the vast majority
who have for centuries been subjected to
the degrading exploitation characteristic
of a traditional society which has taken to
modern industry and which has yet to develop the ethos of a free society. But to exclude
the power of judicial review from certain
clearly specified . measures of economic
policy is altogether different from taking
away from the courts the power to issue
writs against the depradations of executive
authority in a modem state.
The safeguard on judicial review is all the
more necessary in view of Art. 352 which
enables the Government to proclaim an
emergency and suspend the rights of the
citizen, including the right of habeas corpus.
Indeed, what is necessary is not only the
maintenance of judicial review but a drastic
curtaihnent of the Government's power to
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proclaim an emergency so that it may not
be misused for personal or party ends. The
Swaran Singh Committee does not even
touch this issue. Instead, it asserts parliament's unqualified power to amend the constitution and place the laws framed by it
beyond the reach of judicial review. In
other words, censorship, corrupt electoral
practices and the power to keep persons in
detention without trial for as long as two
years have all been put beyond the purview
of the courts . And this in spite of the fact
that Schedule IX was originally created with
the sole purpose of saving progressive land
legislation! This point is particularly important now in view of the fact that b y
recent amendments not only MISA but the
Representation of the People Act and the
Prevention of Publication of Objectionable Matter Act have been included in
Schedule IX.

BUT all is not uniformly bleak. There is
a lighter · side to the AICC's deliberations on how best to reform the constitution: it wants to include in the constitution
a list of the fundamental duties of the citizen. Under a proposal formally moved by
the Union Health Minister, Dr Karan Singh
these duties are to include 'sustenance of
the unity and integrity of the nation, action
in accordance with the constitution and laws
of the land, maintenance of discipline in
every sphere, perfom1ance of public duties
and safeguarding of public property'. The
Swaran Singh Committee is expected to suggest 'how these duties should be enforced
and what should be done in case the citizen
is accused of dereliction of duty'. There is
nothing outrageous in these duties, but one
would think that they were implicitly defined by. the civil and criminal codes. For
instance, no democratic constitution states
that a citizen ·should not steal; instead, the
penal code pr~scribes the punishment for
stealing. To include the duties o_f the citizen
in the constitution, as is now proposed by
the AICC, would only bring it down to the
level of the ordinary, instead of the basic
law of the land. Only those who cannot distinguish between constitution and statute
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law can think of performing this exercise.
It is a measure of the quality of thinking at
the highest political level in the land that
such proposals can even form the subject
of a serious discussion: But, then, we are
living in a Brave New World which the
Founding Fathers could not visualize. To
complain against it is only to betray one's
backwardness.

'Progr.essivesK and
Family Planning

·

QNE great advantage of being a Marxist
is that you can hunt with the hounds
and run with the hare. For instance, you
can swear by Panchsheel and launch a
milita1y attack against your neighbour, as
China did in 1962. If you are a citizen of
the country so attacked, you may deny the
fact of aggression on the grotmd that
according to the Marxist scripture, a communist country is never guilty of ;;tggression
and assert, as Mr Dange did, that in a
fight between a communist and a capitalist
country the latter can never hope to win.
You may claim to have established a workers' and peasants' state and send millions
of them to the concentration camps. You
may also call your state a peoples' democracy and rule the people by decree, while
berating representative democracy as merely 'formal'. Not only that; you may claim
the right to use the freedoms guaranteed by
this 'formal' democracy to infiltrate its vital
institutions and, at the same time, condemn
others who criticise you on the ground that
such criticism constitutes interference in the
internal affairs of your country.
Unlike their Westem mentors, the Marxists in India have an additional advantage.
Having frown up in the Hindu tradition,
they possess a highly developed faculty of
distinguishing between Reality and Maya
with the sophistication of a true Vedantin.
They are thus able to harness to their cause
the ignorance and prejudices of a traditional
society in a manner that would make Marx
and Engels, who claimed to be heirs to the
Enlightenment, turn in their graves.
An example of this Hindu Marxism is
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provided by the memorandum to the Select
Committee of the Maharashtra legislature
by about 25 'progressive' intellectuals of
Pune on the State government's Bill on compulsory sterilization .' Since the CPI has officially hitched its wagon to Mrs Indira
Gandhi's star, its representatives in the
legislative assembly could not vote against
the motion to introduce the Bill; at the
same time, the party did not wish to take
the risk of alienating the obscmantist leadership of the Muslims and the Roman Catholics. It therefore found a dialectical way out
of the dilem1i1a by abstaining from voting.
The Pune intellectuals, not being card-holding members of the CPI, had no such limitation and could oppose the Bill on rhetorical
as well as theoretical grounds.
To take the rhetorical argument first . The
memorandum opens with the earth-shaking
observation: 'Every century before oms has
associated the word "Sterile" with death.
The twentieth century is the first in which
we are being asked to associate it with lifethat some of us must be made sterile so
others can live.' This is precisely what
Acharya Vinoba Bhave and Cardinal Gracias
would say-the Cardinal has indeed said it,
though in a slightly different but equally
rhetorical language. That Marxists should
find themselves in agreement with religious
obscurantists is one more proof of the success of detente. We may expect fmther
evidence of their growing cooperation in the
days to come.
Having made their rhetorical point, the
memorialists list twelve theoretical arguments against the Bill, such as the danger
of female infanticide, the possibility of antagonizing the people and impeding 'the
creation of a scientific attitude' among
them, and the need to concentrate on 'o ther
problems that are even more pressing'-like,
for example, 'inequalities of income, unemployment and underutilization of resourc-
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es'. Besides, the memorialists add, (L la
Vinoba: 'the population is in a sense any
counh·y's greatest natural resou~Te!'
But the most interesting argument of the
progressive intellectuals is the opening one
in the list. According to them, 'to sterilize a
man or a woman without his or her consent
constitutes an unnecessary encroachment on
human rights and violates one of the basic
principles of democracy'. It is heartening to
find that the Marxist intellectuals of Pune are
concerned over the fate of democracy and
human rights in India. But they would have
sounded more credible had they shovvn a
similar conce1n on other occasions, on other
issues. As it is, like the Muslim League and
the Homan Catholics, they have forfeited
the right to talk in the name of democracy
and human rights even if the proposed law
were, as it is not, ·incompatible with them.
As a matter of fact, the word 'compulsory'
in the title of the Bill need not have b een
used at all. For, it does not seek to sterilize
anyone who is willing to limit the number
of children to hvo; only those who fail to do
so and produce a third child-and only if
all the children are not of one sex-will have
to undergo sterilization in order to prevent
the birth of a fourth child. Sterilization is
thus in the nature of a penalty for not
complying with the law on the regulation of
family size. If this is a violation of democracy and human rights, so would be any
other system of rewards and punishments,
including the proposal to raise the age of
marriage. Or is it that no m~asures should
be taken by a non-communist government
to check the runaway growth of population
regardless of its consequences? In that case
it would have been more logical for the
Marxists to demand that the situatiQn should
be allowed to deteriorate until there was
complete chaos-so that the Communists
might have an opportunity to create order
out of it.
S.
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Notes

1. BHIMSEN JOSHI
The Modernization of Kirana Gayaki

seven LPs and five EPs, Bhimsen
WITH
Joshi has supplied to the listening
public the largest number of records in the
realm of Indian vocal music. His popularity
on the discs runs parallel to his popularity in
the concerts. 'TI1e lay listener and the congnoscenti alike find in him a fascinating artiste.
Joshi in his turn has never believed in highbrow classicism. He sings Brahmanand's
Bhajan in Bhairavi with the same zest as a
Bada Khaval in Puriya-his favourite raga
in which l~e finds endless melodic fertility.
The main reason why Joshi is so popular
lies in the bet that he is an embodiment of
the true voice of feeling. He has combined
the romantic intensity of feeling with the
classical concern for form. Nowhere is this
better seen than in his rendering of Maru
Bihag. Here, both the khayals depict the
state of a forlorn lover with unusual poignancy. Joshi casts his heart into his feelings
embodwd in th G text, thereby creating an
interesting verbal-musical parallelism.
Joshi is gifted with a melodious voice
which reminds one of Abdul Karim Khan
and Sawai Gandharva who was his guru for
many years. The only difference is that his
teacber, Sawai Gandharava's voice did not
have that ease of expression because of a
certain sneech defect that he suffered in his
early ag~. While his teacher used to take
hours to warm up, Joshi grips his audience
even as he utters his initial sa. But it is not
only in voice culture that he is in direct
descent from the IGrana school. There is a
certain meditative, introspective touch
about his vocalism which is so characteristic

of the earlier masters like Abdul Waheed
Khan and Abdul Karim Khan.
I-Iis Shuddha Kalyan provides a fine
instance of that soothing, soft quality of
voice which gently unfolds itself. Joshi does
not raise the volume of his voice unless he
reaches tar sa. The prayer to the goddess of
com ( Lakshmi ) and the goddess of learning
( Saraswati) in Shuddha Kalyan ( ECLP
2264) is rendered in a remarkably meditative tone, as when at the very beginning of
the composition, Joshi allows his voice
to tarry on Pancharn with remarkable
effect. And yet the next interesting murki or
b1illiant mind lends enchantment to the
whole rendering.
Joshi believes in the systematic, note-hynote elaboration of a raga, which is so
characteristic of the Kirana school. He has
modernised his gharana by adapting it to the
demands of a new age. Unlike Waheecl
Khan, he does not take 45 minutes to illustrate the grandeur of the Gandhara of
Darabari. As a concession to popular taste
he usually sings in ek-tal-which is almost
two times as fast as the one employed by
Amir Khan. This difference becomes conspicuous when one compares the renderings
of Miyan-ki-Malhar b y the two masters.
Joshi appears to present a rather hurried
glimpse of a raga and for effect relies more
on taans than on alap.
Joshi rightly believes that gharana is a
matter of convenience only. What you Jearn
from your guru has to be supplemented by
individual genius; otherwise one cannot
have anything worthwhile to say. He is quite
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eclectic in his borrowings. For instance, he
has borrowed the composition 'Sakhi Shyam
Nahin Aye' from Bholanath Bhat .of Allahabad in his rendering of Chhaya Malhar
( EALP 1328). Many of his taan patterns in
Shuddha Kalyan have been borro\ved from
the Gwalior school. Joshi has borrowed
many of his patterns in bol-alap and boltaans from that great vocalist of Agra school,
Ustad Vilayat Husain Khan. But Joshi told
me once with a twinkle of the eye that he
had processed all these borrowed commodities in his Kirana factory. By which, he
meant that he had added to this borrowed
stuff a certain emotional aura and meditative touch. The only difference between
Vilayat Husain and Joshi is that while the
fonner sings in bold, full-throated voice, the
latter sings it in a subdued and soft way.
With all this catholic approach, the
Kirana school owes much to Joshi. Before his
arrival, there were many deficiencies in it.
Joshi has supplied the missing elements and
given his school a satisfying completeness.
He has added a new dimension by imparting the element of taiyari. Neither Waheed
Khan nor Abdul Karim Khan had that dazzling brilliance of taans which Joshi has. So
great is Joshi's fondness for taans that in this
sphere he has introduced a new commendable innovation. Towards the end of his
khayal, he starts a volley of brilliant taans
in slow ek-tal. This is unlike many other
artistes who sing their taans in fast teen-tal
only.
Joshi's fast figures have rare aesthetic
appeal. They }lave sustained tension which
is missing in the taans of other artistes. He
has specialised in 'ulihatti tam~'. These are
usually woven round three or four notes,
and then there is a sudden tetrachordal or
parallel octave jump. But they impress by
their duration and energy. Joshi has proved that mere taiyari is not a virtue in itself.
There are artistes of Agra and Patiala schools
who can turn out taans cheaper by the
dozen. But these fast figures lack grace
because they have neither form nor pattern.
On the other hand, Joshi's taans have a rare
sense of variety and continuity. Mter an
intricate, involved and sustained taan. he
QUEST
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utters the bandish of his khayal and arrives
at the 'sam' with subtle artistry. Unlike many
other artistes, Joshi knows that a good taan•
appeals only against the background of the
text of a composition, and that the relationship between the text and the taan is the
same as the relationship between figure and
ground in gestalt psychology. The reason
for Joshi's success is his remarkable breath
control, a sort of Yogic discipline, which
gives his fast figures their sustained
animation.
This quality has given Joshi an enormous
mass appeal. As a popular concert vocalist,
he usually chooses allied ragas which he has
mastered to enviable perfection. He renders with astonishing ease the related ragas
like Yaman, Eman Kalyan, Shuclclha Kalyan,
Puriya, Puriya Kalyan and Puriya Dhanashri
which he has mastered to perfection. For
his purposes, this has been an admirable
strategy, for he has attained the highest
possible complexity in certain ragas, and
these have served him as brilliant concert
items.
It is significant- that Joshi invariably
begins his recital with Eman Kalyan. He
builds his ht1ge edifice brick by brick. Particularly, his slow khayal 'Kahe Sakhi Kaise
Ki' shows brilliant mastery of tonal variations and rhythmic manipulation. His
recorded composition in ihaptal is a gem of
succinct presentation. Unlike other Kirana
vocalists, Joshi does rely on layakari as one
of the important elements in his vocalism.
In order to create an impact on the average
listener he chooses a drut composition 'Eri
Ali Piya Bin', which has been popularised
by Lata Mangeshkar. In this case, he
appeals by singing that which is already
familiar. But his matchless glides and scintillating figures that make an intricate use of
both Madhyams give one the impression of
a floating cloud.
Joshi has always preferred traditional
compositions to new-fangled ones. He
believes that a composition is just a peg to
hang one's improvisational coat on. The
traditional composition has the advantage
of familiarity and association which can be
made use of with subtle artistry. Thus,.Mult-
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ani is always associated with the boy from
Gokul, Lord Krishna, making love to a Gopi
from Barsana. Joshi's rendering has not only
the nostalgia of a summer afternoon but also
the pathos associated with that brilliant
Adarang composition which has been almost
synonymous with Multani. Incidentally,
most of Joshi's recorded compositions have
been bonowed either from Adarang or
Sadarang, the old composers of the eighteenth century.
The immense vogue which Joshi enjoys
is to be attributed to the fact that he treads
the beaten track with rare artistry. In spite
of the traditional compositions, his renderings of Todi, Malkauns, Puriya Kalyan and
Darbari have added a new dimension to
Indian music. In these ragas, he has shown
a rare intuitive perception of melody in the
best tradition of Abdul Karim Khan. What
impresses one is his typical romantic fondness for shnttis and quavers which add a
typical Joshi touch to some of his melodic
phrases.
Above all, Joshi has given a characteristic
semantic content to Indian music. He does
not like abstractions and always gives his
music a certain desirable verbal-musical
parallelism. No better instance of this aspect
of his music can be given than the recorded
rendering of Lalit. This provides a typical
instance of his romantic overflow of powerful feeling. He gives a pictorial rendering
in musical terms of the well-known composition 'Rain ka Sapna'. He succeeds in
bringing before the mind's eye the wellknown painting of a love-lorn maiden
because he does not sing the notes but he
tries to depict them musically. Few Indian
artistes care more for representation than
Joshi does. He has done this consciously in
his drut khayal in Myan-ki-Malhar. He tries
to create the sound-sense harmony by
imitating the falling of rain through the
word 'dhoom'.
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of the upper octave, creating a very loud
effect. He occasionally turns his head sideways and whispers a low trill or renders an
intricate pattern or notes. He is very fond
of using microtones and now tends to arrive
at the Kmnar Gandharva stage where liberty
tends to be licence.
In any case, Joshi is growing progressively fond of romantic deviations and
eccentricities. He has made the Pancham
of the middle octave his 'sam' in the slow
khayal of Darbari. In the same raga, he has
disproved the myth that it is not suitable
for intricate taans. He can do all this
because he has one stock device for creating the effect. He creates a rare stability in
flux by stretching the sonant of a raga.
Occasionally, he makes tar sa his point of
rest after rendering an intricate pattern of
notes. He has prolonged this note in
Malkauns with such artistry that he almost
creates the effect of a trance.
There is one more innovation in Joshi's
singing which deserves commendation. In
his recorded slow khayals, he always renders an antara and thereby changes his 'sam'
after fifteen minutes or so. By shifting his
point of rest to the upper octave, he elaborates the raga methodically, first in the lower
and middle octaves and later in the middle
and upper octaves . There is considerable
monotony in an Amir Khan recital because
he never shifts his 'sam' to another note.
Joshi, on the other hand, has greater animation and variety in his recital because of
this new device. He manages to say so
much in such short space.
In spite of these fine qualities, Joshi
remains an enigma to his admirers. The
pru:_adox is that he is a consummate artiste
with a very limited repertoire. The ragas
he has mastered can be counted on one's
finger tips. His repetition of stock concert
items often irritates his admirers. He has
sung Puriya alone half a dozen times in the
National Programme or the Radio Sangeet
N_the true romantic tradition, Joshi does Sammelan of AIR. Everytime, in his conthings which are beyond his powers. He certs he sings either Todi or Shuddha
makes frequent use of the romantic con- Kalyan or Darbari, and this gives the imtrast of crescendo and diminuendo. He often pression that he has specialised in these
makes the full-throated use of the Pancham modes only. He has not aspired to be either
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a Vilayat Husain Khan or a Mallikarjun
Mansoor who sings a new raga at every new
concert. Tile worst thing about Joshi's stock
items is that he has arrived at a stage where
he has ceased to create them. He merely
mechanically reproduces his set patterns
again and again.
Joshi is too great an artiste not to overcome this limitation but he does not bother
to do the extra bit. The result of this indolence is ·that he has degenerated into a
formula. His records of Abhogi, Marwa and
Asavari-Todi are instances of this conspicuous failure. He has emloyed the method of
his earlier ragas, ignoring the fact "that each
raga has its own genius. This is the reaso.Q
why Joshi is successful in Puriya but not in
Man'Ya, in spite of the fact that both the
ragas employ exactly the same hexatonic
scale. The taans that impress in Shudh
Kalyan go fiat when they are thoughtlessly
transplanted in Abhogi. 111e stylistic trick
that works in Todi need not succeed when it
is repeated in Suha. But Joshi is in too
great a hurry to bother about these basic
postulates of aesthetics.
The result of all this indifference is that
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Joshi's capital consists of a few specialised
items only. Hence, he gives the impression
of being casual and wayward. Every concert
includes one of his two well-lmown thumris
in Jogia or Ghara. Joshi has no genius for
thumri because he sings it in the khayal
style. But he insists on singing them for the
sake of popularity. It is for this reason that
every concert of his ends with a Bhairavi
Bhajan by Brahmanand. Joshi should not
forget that even in good things , the law of
diminishing returns starts operating sooner
or later. When he starts singing these
specialised items, be gives the impression of
;a tape-recorder coming alive. The worst
thing is that he has already got these compositions recorded and is not able to improve
upon his discs. It is surprising that an
artiste of Joshi's stature, who can serve us
better fare, should choose to treat us to the
same menu over and over again. It seems
that the popular concert singer has killed
the creative artiste in Joshi, ·which is a pity
because his fl exible voice and emotional
temperament are th e envy of many other
musicians. In spite of this, the fact remains
that Joshi's great musical moments are truly
great.
CHETAN KARNANI

2. TRANSFERS OF HIGH COURT JUDGES

THE corridors of the Bombay High Court
are agog ·with rumours of transfers of
High Court judges. These rumours have got
currency because two judges of the Gujarat
High Court have been recently transferred.
It is, therefore, desirable to study the provisions of the Constitution in regard to
the transfer of High Court judges.
The relevant provision regarding the
transfer of a judge from one High Court
to another is Art. 222 of the Constitution.
This article was proposed by the Drafting
Committee of the Constitutent Assembly in
November 1949, practically at the last stage
of drafting the Constitution. Naturally, the
article was not considered by the Conference
of the Judges of the Federal Court and the
QUE!!'f

Chief Justices of High Courts held sometime in March 1948 to discuss and consider
the various articles in the Draft Constitution relating to the judiciary. The opinion
of the judges of the Federal Court and of
the Chief Justices of High Courts was not,
therefore, available to members of the Constituent Assembly when the article was proposed and discussed in the Constituent
Assembly.
Dr B. R. Ambedkar in his speech on 16
November 1949 stated the reasons why
Art. 222 was being proposed even though
no such article existed in the Government
of India Act of 1935 or in the Draft Constitution. He stated:
We also took into account the fact that
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this power of transfer of judges from one
High Court to another may be abused.
A provincial Government might like to
transfer a particular judge from its High
Court because that judge had become
very inconvenient to the Provincial Government by the particular attitude that
he had taken with regard to certain
judicial matters, or that he had made a
nuisance of himself by giving decisions
which the Provincial Government did not
like. We have taken care that in effecting
these transfers no such considerations
ought to prevail. Transfers ought to take
place only on the ground of convenience
of the general adminish·ation. Consequently, we have introduced a provision
that such transfers shall take place in consultation with the Chief Justice of India
who can be trusted to advise the Government in a manner which is not affected
by local or personal prejudices.
Art. 222 as it was adopted at that time read
as follows:
222. Transfer of a Judge from one High
Court to another( 1) The President may, after consultation with the Chief Justice of India,
transfer a Judge from one High Court to
any other High Court within the territory
of India.
( 2) 'vVhen a judge is so transferred, he
shall, during the period he serves as a
Judge of the other Court, be entitled to
receive in addition to his salary such compensatory allowance as may be determined by Parliament by law, and, until so
determined, such compensatory allowance as the President may by order fix.
By the Constitution (7th Amendment) Act
1956, the words 'within the territory of
India' in clause 1 and the entire clause 2
were deleted with effect from 1 November
1956. When the Constitution (15th Amendment) Bill was introduced in the Lok Sabha
on 13 April 1963 one of the !lmendments
was the insertion of a new clause 2 in Art.
222 of the Constitution. At that time the
entire Art. 222 came in for scathing criticism
from several members of the Lok Sabha. It

was suggested that the provlSlon of the
transfer of High Court judges may generate
evil consequences and a suggestion was
made that some judges who wanted a trans- .
fer may try to curry favour with the party
in power, or independent-minded judges
may be punished because of their refusal
to toe the line of the party in power. The
then Law Minister, Mr A. K. Sen replied to
the debate on 30 Aprill963. He assured the
members of the Lok Sabha that the provision of the transfer of High Court judges
had not been misused and that no judge
would be transferred without his consent.
He stated that a convention had been evolved in the preceding 12 years that a judge
was not to be transferred without his consent. In view of the fact that a large number
of members had expressed concern in regard to transfers of judges, Mr Sen stated:
This plenary power of transfer has never
been exercised and transfers which have
been effected since the Constitution [came
into force] have always been made with the
consent of the transferee and in consultation
with the Chief Justice of India.' It was only
because of this -categorical assurance given
by the Law Minister that Clause 2 in Art.
:.:22 came to be inserted. With this amendment, which came into force with effect
from 5 October 1963, Art. 222 reads as
follows:
222. Transfer of a Judge from one High
Court to another( l ) The President may, after consultation with the Chief Justice of India,
transfer a Judge from one High Court to
any other High Court.
( 2) When a Judge has been or is so transferred, he shall, during the period he
serves, after commencement of the Constitution (Fifteenth Amendment) Act
1963, as a Judge of i:he other High Court,
be entitled to receive in addition to his
salary such compensatory allowance as
may be determined by Parliament by
law, and, until so determined, such compensatory allowance as the President may
by order fix.
The assurance given by the then Law
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Minister was not disregarded so far. He had
stated that a convention had been evolved
that a judge was not transferred ~ithout
his consent. This convention also was not
disregarded so far. It appears that for the
first time two judges of the Gujarat High
Court have been transferred disregarding
this convention and the assurance given by
the then Law Minister on the floor of the
Lok Sabha. One of the judges so transferred
has recently delivered a judgment in the

Bhoomiput1'a case quashing the order of the
censor. This has created a feeling amongst
lawyers and judges that Government proposes to transfer High Court judges as a
sort of punishment. In order to allay these
fears it would be desirable that Government
act in accordance with the assurance given
by the then Law Minister and does not disregard the convention of not transferring
a judge of a High Court without his consent.
C. R.

DALVI

LitemtU1'e and State Pat1'0nage The Sahitya Akademi spends more than its total budget in salaries to its staff and maintaining its office. The annual awards instead of being made on merit are hotly canvassed
for. As in other kinds of activity, the Panjabis take the lead in this matter as well. Seven
out of ten Panjabi award-winners were members of the Board constituted to recommend
authors . One even cast the decisive vote in her own favour. Members of the Sahitya
Akademi also gave contracts for translations to their own friends;. the selection of books
for translations were likewise motivated. Needless to say large stocks of the Akademi's
publications remain unsold to this day.
The Khosla Committee found .that the Akademi had published 400 titles directly
and 17 4 titles indirectly and noted 'in the store rooms of the Akademies are thousands of
unsold and unwanted books .. . , the Sahitya Akademi had 893,675 books in stock of
which 339,679 were unsold.' .. .
Some years ago I had the privilege to meet the Swedish Member of the board
which selects winners of the Nobel Prize for literature. He told me that every year they
received a large number of applications for the prize, the largest number came from
India. In recent years some Indians have even claimed to have won the award. Some
years ago the Hindi novelist Vatsyayana writing under the nom de plume 'Ageha' was the
subject of considerable correspondence in the columns o~ our n,ewspapers. It had been
announced he was the first Hindi writer to receive the Nobel Prize. And what a wonderful thing it was for Hindi. . . .
Some years later All India Radio in its 9 o'clock news announced that the Nobel
Prize had been awarded to the Panjabi writer, Dr Gopal Singh Dardi for his translation
of the Adi Granth. This was wonderful news since the prize had never before been awarded to a work of translation. The canard yielded dividends. Dr Dardi did not win the Nobel
Prize but he gained a nomination to the Rajya Sabha and is currently serving as India's
High Commissioner in British Guyana. I should have thought that the experience of
years of State patronage was enough to make us revise our decision. On the contrary,
the Khosla Commission, instead of advising the Government to scrap the Sahitya
Akademi or reduce its functions, has suggested a larger grant for it.
I need not labour the points too much. I have said it many times before and repeat
it again:prosperity and patronage can never produce good writers and poets; they only
produce literary pimps and parasites.
-Khushwant Singh in India International Centre Quarterly, Vol. 3, No. 2.
QUEST
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1. A CAMPAIGN OF HALF-TRUTHS

During recent months, a campaign of vilificat·ion seems to have been let loose by certain self-styled
progressive politicians and a section of the press against Mr ]ayaprakash Narayan and the institutions with which he has been associated. To this end all so1ts of tendentious rep01ts have been
circulated without giving the public an opportunity to know the full facts of the situation.
The Gandhi Peace Foundation is one of the institutions with u;hich ]P has been closely
associated from Us inception. Some weeks ago, reports appea·red i.n certain newspapers to th e
effect that the Foundation had 1·eceived foreign funds. While we see nothing wmng in ·receiving
funds from abroad provided it is done openly and fo r legitimate purposes, in view of the special
circumstances prevailing in the country for more than a year now we inoited Mr Radhakrishna,
Secretary of the Gmulhi Peace Foundat-ion to make a statement for publication i.n .QUEST. We
are grateful to him for the statement which follows together with the copy of the letter
that Mr R . R. Diwakar, Chairman of the Gandhi Peace Foundation wrote to Mr Om Mehta,
Minister of State for Home Affairs, Government of India, and the text of tmstarred question No .
350 asked ·in the Rajya Sabha together with the answer to it by Mr Mehta.

DURING the past few months, the forums
of the press and parliament have been
used to attack a few organisations with
which Mr Jayaprakash Narayan has been
connected. A section of the press obligingly
took up the suggestion and mounted a
vicious propaganda campaign of halftruths, untruths, insinuations and innuendos
to widen the scope of this attack to cover
some of JP's aides and attack JP himself
who is. seriously ill and is battling for his
very life. The press today would not publish
any rebuttals or clarification. The smear
campaign would therefore serve the purpose
of undermining the credibility of the victims
and sow the seeds of doubt even in honest
minds. With reference to this smear campaign, and especially the allegations and
insinuations in one of them, I would like to
clarify the issues raised so that all doubts
may be laid at rest.
The issues are:
(a) 'Several organisations were being
used as so many zonal commands for plan-

'

.

ned massive subversion in the country....
Some half a dozen of the.se organisations
were ranged ·behind the convenient banner
of Sarvodaya keeping the venerable Acharya
completely in the dark about the true purpose and functioning of these bodies whose
sole functionaries were trusted stormtroopers of the total revolution.'
(b) 'Most of the money which strengthened their functional sinews came from
abroad. The Gandhi Peace Foundation received Rs. ·9,375 given by a British Trust in
1973 for "agricultural development". It is
also supposed to be receiving foreign
monev.'
(c). 'Radhakrishna devoted more time to
useless agitational politics, ev ~n made the
Foundation subserve the interests of total
revolution, so much so that he was elected
convener of the National Coordinating Committee for a People's Struggle to promote
Bihar-type agitations in various parts of the
country.'
(d) 'The recent arrival of a number of
so-called research scholars from abroad on
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the invitation of the Foundation becomes
suspect-a Professor from UK.... Mr
Dharmapal, -etc.'
The facts of the matter are as follows:
(a ) It is true that some workers of the
GatJ.dhi Peace Foundation have been in
JP's movement for total revolution. There
were also some who rejected the movement.
The Bihar movement was the subject matter
of discussions in the meetings of the Governing Body and a policy was laid down. Till
the Emergency was declared, the movement
was looked upon by many intellectuals and
large masses of people and a significant section of the press and parliament as a muchneeded corrective to overhaul a system that
was becoming corrosive and redundant.
After the proclamation of Emergency, a
· propaganda campaign of dimensions unimaginable in a democracy has been mounted against the movement, bringing in issues
unconnected with and irrelevant to the
movement.
(b) The Gandhi Peace Foundation has
not received any rponcy for its activities from
abroad except in connection with the conference of World Religions and Peace in
Kyoto and Louvain. The letter sent by the
Chairman of the Gandhi Peace Foundation
to the Union Home Minister (reproduced
below-Ed. ) should suffice to set at rest any
doubts on this score. Further, the Gandhi
Peace Foundation never received the supposed 'grant of Rs. 9,375 for agricultural
development from a British Trust'. So the ·
question of strengthening the functional
sinews of the total revolution with money
received from abroad through the Gandhi
Peace Foundation does not arise at all. The
other organisations like AVARD, against
which too similar accusations have been
made, have circulated factual reports"' and
are capable of looking after themselves. It
is not necessary for me, therefore, to deal
with them in this note.
(c) To say that the Foundation is subserving the interests of the movement for
total revolution is an insult to the Governing
c

Not received by us -Ed.
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Body, which has discussed this matter and
adopted a non-agitational line of action. I
was elected in my individual capacity as
the Convenor of the National Coordinating
Committee for People's Movement-a committee which consisted of political parties,
independents and several Sarvodaya workers- which was created to see that activities
were carried on within a 'Gandhian framevvork'. TI1e Committee did not engage itself
in any particular struggle or agitation. The
purpose of the organization was to bring in
Gandhian criteria in all people's struggles
for justice.
(d) There certainlv is no 'arrival of number of so-called r~search scholars from
abroad at the invitation of the Foundation'.
The F oundation does not invite anybody.
'A professor from UK' obviously refers to
Geoffrey Ostergaard, Professor of Political
Science in Birmingham University in the
UK. He appears to have come for a few·
weeks, stayed for some time in the hostel,
gone round the country, met the Gandhian
workers and made his assessment of the
Gandhian movement. His primary purpose,
as I was informed, was to survey the Gandhian movement which he had studied eight
years ago, following which he had written
the book Gentle Anarchists published by
the Oxford University Press.
~Ir Dharampal did stay in the Gandhi
Peace Foundation h ostel some years ago
and, after painstaking research in India and
England, published two volumes-Indian
Science and Technolo gy in the 18th Century
and Civil Disobedience and Indian Tradition. He was supported by the Indian Council of Social Science Research and the A. N.
Sinha Institute. Both the books have received recogilition as having made original and
important contributions to the field of his
study. His activities now bear no relationship whatever to the Gandhi Peace Foundation no~· has be been in the Foundation
after 1973.
It is obvious how and why these totally
baseless and unfounded allegations and
insinuations are made. The present situation
is being cleverly used to spread one-sided
and diabolical stories about institutions
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which are pledged to peace and which are
striving to create a new society based on
Gandhian ideas. The objectives of the
Foundation and its programmes have been
deliberately d istorted in order to damage
the reputation of a great organization which
in some ways has made a name for itself
both in India and abi·oad and is functioning as a window on Gandhi. Simultaneous ly,
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the principal office-bearers are sought to be
debunked ·and defamed. W e function in an
open manner and there is nothing sinister
or clandestine about the organisation, its
activities, resources or use of funds. Fortunately, it is still a fellowship of workers who
may sometimes differ from one another but
are motivated by the same spirit which the
founders of the organization intended.
RADHAKRISHNA

Appendix 1
A Tendetious Question ....
RAJYA SABRA
Unstarred Question No. 3p()
( To be answered on the 18th March 1976 )

350. Shrirnqti Leela Damodara iVIenon
Shri Sardar Amjad Ali
Shri Harsh Deo Malaviya
Will the Minister of Home Affairs be
p leased to state:
(a) Whether it is a fact that the Office
of the Gandhi Peace Foundation has recently been raided by the police in New Delhi;
(b) Whether it is a fact that the officebearers and functionaries of the Gandhi
Peace Foundation were very active in the
so-called movement of total revolution;
(c ) Whether it is a fact that the General
Secretary of the Gandhi Peace Foundation
is still absconding;
(d) VVhether the Foundation was in receipt of foreign funds; and

(e) If so, what are th e details in this
i:egard?
T he Minister of State in the
Ministry of Home Affairs:
Shri Om Mehta
(a) No Sir.

(b) Government are aware that some
office bearers and functionaries of the
Gandhi Peace Foundation have been closely
connected with the so-called movement of
total revolution.
(c) No Sir.
(d) and (e) Government are aware that
Gandh i Peace Foundation has received
foreign funds, but under the existing law,
there is no legal obligation on the part of
a recipient of foreign money to intimate
d etails to any specified authority. It is, therefore, not possible to furnish precise details
in this regard.

.... And An Unpublished Reply
R. DIWAKAR
Chairman

R.

Gandhi Peace Foundation
24 March 1976
Dear Sri Om Mehta,
My attention has been drawn to the news
iteni, which has appeared in the newspapers
on the 19th March, relating to the Gandhi

Peace Foundation, in which you are reported to have started in the Rajya Sabha that
'th e Government is aware that the Gandhi
Peace Foundation has received foreign
funds.'
·In this connection, I would like to state
that as far as the activities of the Gandhi
Peace Foundation are concerned, we have
had no occasion in the past to request for
oi' receive any foreign funds at all. We
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have however collaborated with the organi- which we brought out in collaboration with
sation called World Conference of Religion Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan. Apart from this,
for Peace ( WCRP ), incorporated in New I do not think we had any opportunity to
York, UN Pl_aza. The idea and development receive money from foreign sources for the
of that organisation had its orientation in a Gandhi Peace Foundation work.
Symposium held in India in 1968, inaugurI regret to say that the answer given in
ated by Dr Zakir Hussain when he was the Parliament would give an adverse imthe 'President of the Republic.
pression in the present charged atmosphere.
Our collaboration consisted in selecting I am writing this to correct the impression
and sending Indian delegates belonging to and hope that on some suitable occasion
diverse religions to the two World Confer- you will in fairness take an opportunity to
ences held in Kyoto ( 1970 ) and in Lou vain make the necessary correction.
(Belgium) in 1974. The Foundation did the
secretarial work and the funds for the travel
Yours sincerely
of most of the delegates came from WCRP,
sd/ - R. R. Diwakar
New York. The Chairman of the WCRP
from the beginning is Rev. Angelo Fernand- Sri Om Mehta
es, Archbishop of Delhi. WCRP (India) Minister of State for Home Affairs
is now a registered body in its own right. Government of India
vVe have also received the cost of produc- North Block
tion of the Report of the Kyoto Conference, New Delhi

•

2. THE CAMPAIGN CONTINUES
Mr Jayaprakash Narayan's decision not to accept the cont1·ibution of Rs. 90,000 from the Prime
Minister's National Relief Fund to the fund raised for bu ying a dialysi.s machine for him has
evoked some snide comments from the General Secretary of the Alllndia Congress Committee
as well as fmm an unnamed official spokes1nan. Unfortunately, no publicity was given by the
press to JP's version of the incident. W e therefore reproduce pelow the full text of the
letter he sent to the Prime Minister on 11 June 1976.

JAYAPRAKASHNARAYAN
Camp: Bombay 5
June 11, 1976
Dear Indiraji,
I am writing about the ninety thousand
rupees which you have so kindly contributed from your Relief Fund for the purchase
of a Dialysis machine for my treatment.
Some weeks back when Shri Radhakrishna,
on Professor P. N. Dhar's advice, had sent
a friend here to enquire if I would accept
a contribution from you, I had given my
consent without knowing that the money
would be from the Prime Minister's Relief
Fund. I took it for granted that it would
be from your personal account, though a
little thought on my part should have shown
that it was not possible for you to contribute ·personally such a large atnou11t. Be
QUEST

that as it may, the position 1s that before
the contribution from your Fund was received, more than three lakhs of rupees had
already been collected from tlw public in
response to the appeal made by Shri Ravishankar Maharaj, Swami Anand (since
deceased ), Shri Kedarnathji and Dada
Dharmadhikari. Out of that money a dialysis machine and accessories and supplies for
a year had already been purchased; and
enough money is left to pay for monthly ex·
penses for a year or two.
There are two other relevant points that
I should mention here. One, the committee
had announced that only small contributions
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would be acceptable. Some friends had
offered large donations, but they were not
accepted and only small amounts were taken
from them. Two, before the contribution
from your Fund was received by Shri
Radhakrishna, the J ayaprakash Health
Fund Committee had closed the Fund
through a public announcement on the
ground that the Fund had already been
oversubscribed.
In these circumstances it is not right that

I should accept such a large donation from
your Relief Fund. There is so much of relief
to be rendered that every pice of a relief
fund should be used where it is needed
most. Therefore, I am advising Shri Radhakrishna to return the draft received by him.
I do fervently hope that you will not misunderstand me and think me ungrateful and
discourteous. There is no discourtesy meant
at all and I am grateful for the concern
shown by you for my health.
With my best wishes,

Smt. Indira Gandhi
Prime Minister of India
New Delhi.

Yours sincerely,
Sd. Jayaprakash Narayan
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New

from Oxford

Samskara
U. R. ANANTHA MURTHY
Translated by A. K. Ramanujan
Samskara or A Rite for the Dead is the most sign ificant
Kannada novel of the sixties. Immediately popular with the
critic and the common reader since its publication in 1965, it was
made into a powerful film in 1970. (Three Crowns) Rs 10

Anglo-Indian Education
A Study of its Origins and Growth in Bengal up to 1960
AUSTIN A. D'SOUZA
The Anglo-Indian school system in Bengal has made . a crucial
contribution to the growth of Indian school education . This
work examines in depth the motivations and compulsions that
brought it into being, the forces that shaped it and the features
that make the Anglo-Indian school one of the most effective
instruments for modern schooling in
India today. Rs 60
.
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Mission for Hammarskjold
The Congo Crisis
RAJESHWAR DAYAL
An account of the first crucial period in the Congo crisis, by the
man who was in 1960-61 Head of United Nations Operations in
the UN's most important peace-keeping undertaking so far. A
valuable contribution to modern African and UN history that
throws much light on UN motives as well as on Hammarskjold
himself and his death. Rs 60

Individuals and Worlds
Essays in Anthropological Rationalism
D. P. CHATTOPADHYAYA

Oxford
University
Press
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This book is largely a collection of essays centring round this
theme. Diverse essays involving fresh views on topics of
philosophical -Interest together with some essays resulting from
original research are skilfully knitted together to express this
theme. Rs 50

Murli Das Melwani

SUNDAY WITH MERCIA

THE

rapid slapping of clumsily-clad
slippers woke me up as usual at 5 a.m.
Mercia was hurrying to fill the water. Soon
after I heard the heavy drag of the same
slippers and I imagined her weighed down
by the buckets she carried. Up and down
she went until the transistor music woke
up everybody.
That was the £rst thing her husband,
Alphonso, did every morning. I had seen
him, twice or thrice, rising heavily from the
collapsible sofa and turning a knob with a
podgy hand.
I heard Mercia rushing to the living room,
the kitchen, sometimes running out at the
calls of neighbours, to pick up her bucket
which was overflowing. In between, she
attended to her three children. Eight-year
old Mark, her eldest child, whined 'Mammy,
mammy' for his books or breakfast, shoes
or satchel. The two small girls were already
up to mischief, fussing over their tea or
fighting over each other's toys.
'Make a cup of tea for Miss Bharucha,'
Mercia's mother called out, almost as part
of a ritual.
Kind, old Miss Bharucha owned the Rat,
and she had shared it with Mercia's mother,
her help over a lifetime, till Mercia and her
family had landed up on them . In spite -of
the spaciousness of old Bombay buildings,
a bedroom and a kitchen for as many as
seven people was insufficient accommodation. As it was, the neighbours-I being onecould hear all that was happening inside.
Besides, there was this inconvenience: the
four Rats on this floor shared three common
toilets and two taps, one reason why Mercia

rose early- to have the £rst use of the taps.
But there was no help for it. Alphonso was
unemployed, and they had to manage with
the two hundred and £fty rupees ·Mercia
brought in as a typist in a solicitor's office
and the charity of two hundred rupees Miss
Bharucha received from the Parsi Association.
'Mercia dear', her mother called out after
a while, 'Please make tea for Miss Bharucha.'
I heard Mercia grunt and I could imagine
how that simple job added to her burden.
'No nonsense, Julie, quick, get on, on . . .'.
Mercia's morning race was frantic .
'Here-your cup of tea.' This contemptuous tone was reserved for Alphonso who sat
through the morning beside the transistor,
hidden behind his newspaper, altogether
unconcerned, detached.
I could not think what help he could have
been even if he had tried. The morning was
totally .Mercia's and anyone who tried to
help would have been very much in the way.
i\IIercia served breakfast, cooked the lunch,
bathed the children, rushed through her
bath, packed a tiffin for herself and her son
Mark and, clutching !viark's hand, dropped
l~im at school before going on to office. All
before 9.15.
It was only after the swift clattering of
her heeled shoes had died down the steps
that th e bouse seemed to breathe freely.
Alphonso raised the volume of the transistor and began walk about the house. The
two little girls brought their toys into the
passage and played with the neighbours'
children. I heard snatches of mundane conversation as i\lfercia's mother, a bamboo-

to
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thin woman, calmly cleared the breakfast
table at which everyone except Alphonso
had sat.
As soon as the English programme of
Radio Ceylon went off the air, Alphonso had
a quick wash and changed into a fresh
sleeveless vest and shorts. Then he sat before the typewriter. Its slow irregular clack
suggested that he was learning to type. This
impression was confirmed when once, walking past his open door, I saw him picking
the letters laboriously-a huge, dark man
with a belly like an earthenware jar captive
in his sweat-wet vest.
Obviously he hoped that the ability to
type would be a passport to a job. In that
peculiar way neighbours have of accumulating fa cts, I learnt that Alphonso had worked
for a good many years in the Middle East
and had married Mercia on one of his trips
home. Suddenly things had changed, the
job was gone and Mercia with two children
and one due shortly, returned with her husband. That was over a year ago. Miss
Bharucha had opened her anns and her
purse to them.
Mercia's mother, meanwhile, attended to
Miss Bharucha's bath and lunch, and late
in the evening took her and the children to
the park. The love that Miss Bharucha and
Mercia's mother had for the three children
somehow relieved th e depressing atmosphere of that crowded room.
If you stood at our balcony at 6.30 p.m.
you would see Mercia returning home in a
slow, tired trudge, overweighed with bags,
having done the marketing on her way back.
If I happened to be at the balcony, she
would smile and say a cheerful 'Good evening, Mrs Mehboobhani,' and for a moment
her face would lighten. She had a lovely
face and soft black hair which fluffed round
her head and shoulders. Her black eyes were
hard and keen in sharp contrast to the gentle
lines of her face. Looking at her, I wondered
whether she had ahvays had that stony look.
After all, she was only twenty-eight years
old and didn't look any older.
Her evening moods were erratic. Sometimes she washed and changed and went
out with Alphonso. More often, she scolded
QUEST
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her daughters or shouted at Mark and
Alphonso. ·
'Can't you bitches put the water fpr tea.
Alphonso can't spare time from his newspaper.'
Once during a quarrel with Alphonso I
overheard her say:
'Well you can sit there and talk. It's I
who has to slog. Everybody seems to be
getting jobs but you.'
I can't imagine what Alphonso had said
to provoke Mercia because he seemed to
know his place-he had none. But then
Mercia needed no provoking where
Alphonso was concerned.
Her day didn't end there. After gulping
a quick cup of tea-complaining that she
had forgotten to add sugar or that the milk
was more watery than usual-and after
changing into a dress with a faded print,
she joined the queue at the tap. A chat with
the neighbours, usually a tirade against the
Municipality of Bombay, was her idea of
relaxation.
I gathered that her Sundays were even
more hectic but in a totally different way.
She insisted on going to Church for the
first Mass. She rose even earlier than usual.
I rarely heard the slapping of her rubber
slippers on a Sunday, because I would be
asleep. She completed her normal routine,
except perhaps the cooking of the lunch far
less noisily and was ready by 7 a.m. She
always dressed for Church. She had pretty
frocks preserved for such occasions. S~e
chose to wear long dangling earrings and
very high-heeled shoes, which showed her
workaday muscular calves to disadvantage.
But apart from this she actually looked very
pretty on Sundays, with the touch of makeup which was the only thing subtle about
her. The children looked neat and welldressed and even her husband with his suit
and narrow blue tie had the air of having
been washed, barbered and brushed for the
occasion.
Sunday mornings were the only time we
saw them together as a family, holding the
children's hands and walking side by side.
They returned by 9.30. I presumed the
Church was some distance away. Mercia's
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leisurely walk down the road assumed a
very business-like clip-clop as soon as she
entered the house. She changed into something old but pretty and ordered the children to change before they started to play,
then folded their clothes and put them
away. In bet\lveen cooking lunch she helped
Mark with his homework, later sat at the
sewing machme stitching cheap printed
cotton dresses for her daughters.
Then it would be lunch and clearing up.
After a short nap lVIercia would wash and
change the children, shouting out orders,
insisting 'Do it now', or 'I said wear your

socks at once', more often 'Shut up before
I slap you'. On Sundays i\IIiss Bhamcha and
Mercia's mother took the children out by
3 p.m. and returned late in the evening.
And then Alphonso and Mercia were alone
together, the only time during the week.
For some time quiet reigned. Then into this
quiet imperceptibly like a rainbow on a
rain-washed afternoon came the sound of
music, soft, gentle, coaxing, always Strauss
followed by Tchailkovsky. The curtains were
drawn and the door secured with slow deliberation. And by and by the music grew
louder.

Darius Cooper

FRATERNITY FORCED ON THE UNDER-PRIVILEGED

To reassure ourselves 1 that as teachers
we are human,
we allow the peon
to take the elevator,
while we walk up
the flight of stairs.
We pretend to ignore
the little cup of milk,
he has hidden
for his afternoon cup of tea,
and casually, very casually,
pick out the pebbles
he has not sifted,
from the rationed quantum
of sugar.
We donate five rupees
from our low salary
to his fund,
and sometimes sit on his stool,
watching him comb his hair
with the comb
we have kindly lent him.
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When he brings
his little daughter
to the staffroom,
we give her a pair of ribbons
that we tie
our corrected exam papers with;
And the shoes
that we wear
for only one monsoon,
we allow him
to take home
for the holidays.
When he gives us sweetmeats
for yet another daughter married,
we eat half,
and when he's not looking,
throw the other half away.
We go to wash our soiled hands,
and seeing
a shrunken soap on the dish, and
a dirty towel on the rack,
we come back and abuse him
before our lower level students
who naturally bunk our lectures,
for we have grown taller
than the platforms
we are given to teach.
The gurkh:/s smart salute,
balances for a while,
the ticking-off
given by our head of department.
If only, before us, he had shaken hands
with the peon
for some job well done, or
introduced him first
to the chief-guest, before us, or
given him a saucer of tea
from the same cup,
then we would understand
the meaning of fraternity,
that today hibernates,
ignorantly as a meaning,
in that huge Oxford dictionary
in the staffroom corner.

QU EST

BOOKS
Clive of India by Nirad C. Chaudhuri, (Barrie and
Jenkins, 411 pp. £7.50)

SINCE he has been in England, Nirad
Chaudhuri has been unusually prolific.
His first book appeared at the age of fifty
one; now, at eighty, he has completed nearly eight brilliant works. He recently wrote
to me that he was now busy with a monumental work on Hinduism. As time-fillers he
recently wrote articles on Jane Austen ~nd
Charlotte Bronte for the Times Literary
Supplement.
England has suited Chaudhuri's genius
so much that he completed his massive biography of Clive in four years . According to
the author, the book was subtitled an 'Essay
on the Rise of British Power in India.' Subsequently the publishers changed this to 'A
Psychological and Political Essay.' TI1e
change is significant because Chaudhuri
is as much interested in attacking Indians
as in presenting Clive. Chaudhuri agrees
with Macaulay and accuses the people of
the Lovier Ganges of 'large promises, smooth
excuses, elaborate tissues of circumstantial
falsehood, chicanery, perjury, forgery.' One
suspects that Chaudhuri uses Clive as a
peg to express his disillusionment with his
own countrymen.
Clive's meteoric rise from being a clerk
in the East India company to Governor of
Bengal and Commander-in-Chief of the
British forces provides interesting material
for Chaudhuri's musings on human nature.
Clive managed to have a remarkable continuity in his life in spite of his spectacular
rise. Chaudhuri says: 'Clive exhibited
nothing of the upstart's resentment against
his old life, nor even the successful but forgiving upstart's condescension to his modest
antecedents. On the contrary, he showed
unquestioning loyalty to his family and his
old friends: he merely pulled out the thread

from th e unwound reel to go f01ward to ,a
grander style of living.' Clive seems to pro- •
vide an interesting instance of the Englishman's attitude towards money. In A Passaae
to England, Chaudhuri leai:nt from his er~t
while rulers that 'the best use for money is
to spend it on the good things of life'. H~
says the same thing about Clive, that he '
h·eated money 'as a product or accompaniment of a larger self-assertion'. Indeed
Chaudhuri seems to be as much surprised
by his fabulous wealth and his flamboyant
way of living as by the fact that Clive overcame epilepsy and porphyria to become an
',
outstanding man of action.
Ever since Chaudhuri wrote his undergraduate essay on 'Objective Method in
History', he has been a champion of historical integrity. In the present work, he condemns all Indian historians as 'propagandists
in disguise'. This is rather unfair because
Chaudhuri's own work leans heavily on
secondary sources. The only new thing ]s
that he gives his hero a moral tone which'
is more elevated than the one given by his
earlier biographers. Chaudhuri does not
believe in the economic interpretation of
history, nor does. he believe that Englishmen were a nation of shopkeepers. As a
grateful Anglophile, he argues that the
motives behind Clive's actions were guided
by self-assertiveness rather than by acquisitiveness.
Chaudhuri has unu;uaHaith in the infhi~
ence of climate on human behaviour. In his
Autobiography, he believed that nothing
sensible can be done in India because it is
such a hot country. He maintained a similar
thesis in The . Continent, of Circe. The
Hindus failed to surmqunt the challenge of
their hostile environment, hence they lapsed
into a fatalistic acGeptance of dirt, squaler
and disorder. Chauphuri plays a variation
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of this theme in his life of Clive. His inveterate faith in climatology is expressed in the
following words: 'In India, no one can do
anything at all without the capqcity to
brush aside the lush tropical ramifications
of all problems.' Clive succeeded because l1e
could see his way through the tortuous maze
of the Indo-Gangetic plain - 'the Vampire
of Geography'.
Clive of India has to be read as much for
:.vhat Chaudhuri has to say as for the way
he says it. He remains a distinguished stylist in Indo-English literature. He can use
S,parkling metaphors from natural history
in such a way that ordinary facts look
brilliant. Thus the view that India raised
the stature of Clive, while England lowered
it, is put in the following words: 'Clive's
moral tone, like a snake's temperature, varied with the environment in which he had to
act.' He uses another apt analogy from wild
life to express the conflict between two
varieties of greedy Englishmen: 'Who was to
get the greater share of the loot from India
-those who had created power and brought
in the loot, or those who had bought East
India stocks. In other words, the issue was
between the tiger, which had killed the
sambur, and the hyena, skulking behind to
get a share of the meat which had become
carrion... '. The statement only shows that,
at eighty, Chaudhuri has a mind which is
as nimble and agile as that of a tiger.
CRETAN KARNANI

Peace-keeping
From Collective Security to Peace-Keeping by
Nand Lal (Minerva Associates, 248 pp. Rs. 42)

THIS study was made for a doctoral
degree of the Jawaharlal Nehru University. It begins with an analysis of the
mechanism of collective security as envisaged in the Charter of the United Nations and
then deals with the important determinants
and motivations of India's role in the peacekeeping efforts of the United Nations. The
second half of the book contains an analysis
of India's contribution to the United
Nations Emergency Force and its attitude
QUEST

towards arrangements for financing the
UNEF. The concluding chapter deals with
the prospects for UN peace-keeping operations and contains an evaluation of India's
contribution to them.
Though the principal theme of the book
is the contribution of India to the UNEF,
the chapters dealing with the reasons why
the collective security system envisaged in
the UN Charter could not work effectively
and the circumstances which led to a series
of peace-keeping operations being undertaken by the United Nations provide the
indispensable historical and political background. The material available on the subject is vast and many books have been
published on different aspects of it. Moreover, the analyses and assessments made
have been puwerflully influenced by the
ideological sympathies of the authors. Dr
Nand Lal has made an effort to deal with
his subject in an impartial and objective
manner. In this very difficult task, he has
been commendably successful.
From 1961 to 1968, I was associated with
the work relating to the United Nations,
first as Joint Secretary in the Ministry of
External Affairs and then as a member of
the Indian Delegations to the UN General
Assembly Sessions, 1964-67. On the basis of
the understanding I acquired during this
period, I can say without hesitation that the
author has made a very careful study of the
source materials for his subject and that
his views on the various issues he has
examined are characterised by realism and
maturity.
Dr Nand Lal's work might be criticised
by some as biased in favour of the Government of India on the ground that he has
tried to justify the stand taken by India in
the United Nations on the various issues
that came up before it. Such criticism, in
my opinion, would not be fair and just. The
author has listed quite clearly on page 209
of his book the arguments advanced by the
critics of India's foreign policy and refuted
them in a cogent and dispassionate manner.
After examining the views of the two sides,
it is difficult to disagree with Dr Nand Lal's
conclusion that 'India's policy towards inter-
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national problems and disputes was an
independent and constructive policy. Its
policy of co-operation with the United
Nations was actuated not merely by idealistic or moral considerations but also by
enlightened national interests. TI1e latter
were conceived and pursued within the
broad framework of the interests of other
nations and the overriding considerations
of international peace and co-operation'.
( p. 223 ) The author has also adduced
evidence to support his view that 'The working of the United Nations bears ample
testimony to the political pragmatism and
maturity of India's point of view on various
constitutional issues and proposals for
institutional arrangements or for modifications therein'. ( p. 216)
The reasons why the Collective Security
System proved ineffective, the effect of the
veto provision on it, the genesis and consequences of the 'Uniting for Peace' resolution,
India's contribution to the UN Peace-keeping operations and the reasons for India's
withdrawal from the UNEF at the request
of the UAR are some of the more important
problems on which Dr Nand Lal has thrown
a good deal of light. The treatment is welldocumented throughout and bears testimony
to his erudition and grasp of the complex
forces at work in tbe United Nations.
Dr Nand Lal's book is very useful f01
students of contemporary history. It correcb
many erroneous ideas regarding the contribution of the United Nations Security
Council to the maintenance of international
peace and the promotion of international
co-operation and provides a number of useful suggestions regarding the conditions to
be fulfilled if the UN is to prove more
effective in the future than it has during the
. last 30 years.
SHANT! SwARUP GuPTA

The Vocabulary of Politics in
South India
South India: Political Institutions and Political
Change 1880-1940 by C. J. Baker and D. A Wash brook, (Macmillans 238 pp. Rs. 50 .)

development of social institutions
THE
and their relation to national politics are

vividly portrayed in this work. RestriCting
their attention to certain specific institutions
in Madras Presidency, the authors have gone
into the details of institutional politics and
the political behaviour of individuals, institutions and interest groups in relation to
national political development.
Washbrook's illuminating chapter on
Tanjore district describes the way _the big
landlords, who were the socio-economic
leaders of traditional society, had extended
themselves into the business of politics.
Through their patronage of all kinds of
communal causes, and above all through
their say in the management of temples, the
landed gentry had established an unchallenged leadership in the district. Since provincial control over districts was loose and
weak until the beginning of this century,
local leadership was powerful, and it also
carried weight in newer areas like modern
education, clish·ict and taluk boards, the
new professions and political offices.
When the seat of power shifted from the
districts to provincial capitals, there was
competition among the local magnates for
political positions. The interplay of local
factions came to determine their role in
provincial politics. Thus even deep political
cleavages apparently based on ideological
differences such as Nationalist and Loyalist,
Brahmin and non-Brahmin, or Aryan and
Dravidian followed the exigencies of petty
local politics. Developing this thesis, the
author cites many interesting anecdotes of
the political actions and reactions of
individuals.
In South India, temples are centres of
social power and influence because of their
great wealth and command over economic
and social activities. But they were not competitors for political power and there never
arose any conflict even remotely akin to the
war between the Church and the State in
Europe. Baker's article on 'Temple and
Political Development' ascribes to temples
an important role in the making of political
leadership. Control of temples no doubt
became a means to further one's political
and social power, and struggles for places
in temple management accompanied politi-
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cal rivah·ies and electoral contests between
individuals. But the really significant feature
is the intrusion of the government in temple
administration referred to by the author.
Not only for the vast riches commanded by
them but also for undermining the religious
beliefs of the traditional society, government
extended its control over religious institutions since 182.0.
Writing on 'Non-cooperation in South
India,' Baker says that this movement took
the form of small and localised protests
against th e government on local issues such
as protests against Forest Laws, the in transigence of village officers against curbs on
their powers, tax refusals and protests
against government intrusion in urban
areas, resentment of administrative restrictions and temperance campaigns. The author
says that provincial leaders moulded these
local agitations into a campaign of noncooperation, though none of these was planned or guided by the Congress or by Gandhi.
Gandhi's influence was said to be little and
the specific campaigns prescribed by him,
like the boycott of schools and law courts,
the establishment of indigenous institutions,
the propagation of khadi and renunciation of
titles had little impact. What was therefore
significant about non-cooperation in South
India was the link between local agitations
and national politics. \Vhile agitations were
caused by local problems, they were dealt
with and repressed as though they were part
of a national movement against the British
Raj.
The author narrates numerous incidents
of protests and agitations with their background to show that the origin and course
of these agitations were governed by local
politics. The interpretation of anti-government protests is very well described in this
essay, but it should be added that the essential features of South Indian politics have
always b een its moderate and pragmatic
character, an absence of emotional attachment to ideologies among many of its political leaders , and the development of political
parties with different objectives and programmes. A regional tin ge was noticeable
even in the national politics of ~dadras
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Presidency, and the Congress was no exception.
In his article on the development of caste
organisations, Washbrook describes the cooperation of castes for various objects such
as the promotion of commercial or professional interests and the defence of status
and positions. He refers to the ahsence of
any mass movement for caste consolidation
or any violent caste confrontations, and concludes that caste was not at all an independent basis for alliance. The rise of numerous
caste associations is attributed to the rise of
the publicist politician and government recognition of caste categories for according
places and assessing results in educational
institutions, government service and representation in legislatures.
It is relevant to note here the importance
of numbers in a representative system of
democracy. Although castes were readymade groups, no caste was large enough to
form even a noticeable minority. Interested
political leaders stressed th e identity of
interests of castes of similar social positions
and forged alliances among th em to form
majorities and minorities for political advantage. This development did not depend on
mass support for its effectiveness.
In the last chapter relating to government
statisti<.:s on revenue, educational progress,
government jobs, etc. Baker finds that the
categories-particularly caste-adopted in
these statistics became the vocabulary of
politics. Administrative suitability and not
concern ·about accuracy or scientific analysis
governed the enumeration and classification
of castes. His finding that these statistics
showed the relationship of government to
the society and not a true picture of the_
society is partly true of many statistics produced by governmei]t S even today.

s.

SARASWATHI

The Poet as Moppet
Lonesong Street by Pritish Nandy (The Poet's
Press, Arnold Heinemann , 28 pp. Rs. 15.)

is an expensive, slickly produced,
T HIS
illustrated mini-edition of twenty lovepoems in a publicity-brochure format. The
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photographs, the layout and the printing
are first-rate and show up rather embarrassingly the deficiencies of the poetry. The
advertising copy on the dust-jacket is meant
to perpetuate a media-fabricated half-lie
that the poetry never quite matches:
were th ere any witnesses?
the storm the friday & I alone ...
who is your counsel?
this tapestry of lust & agony ...
how did it all happen?
the gypsy daybreak screamed . ..
Every poet who has fallen in love and
decides to tell it all has turned to nature to
find analogues that will define the emotion
of love. Nandy wallows in it :
when on the other shore of never
grows your sealine & the sky
you are forever
I love you
when phantom wings of sunset
hustle the river in your eyes
you are the winter
I love you
Once you get going in this strain, it is the
easiest thing to do badly. The best poets use
nature to analyse and refine, to clarify and
to deepen an experience that is so inner and
yet so universal. Unless this essence is conveyed in a manner that will touch and enlarge what is common knowledge, the
poetry is likely to remain shallow and sterile.
Nothing is as boring as the narcissistic complaint of another's love-affair. At best, some
of the poems like 'Absence', 'Goodbye',
'Tonight', have the chewing~gum taste of
pop-song poeb:y that happens to adolescents
all the time. They not only respond to it,
they also write it.
There are stray images ('I touched your
sleeping breasts & they opened like the sails
of . faraway boats') . that startle by their
freshness, and genuine reflection ('but why
did you destroy her? / because she was all
that I loved ... ) that is squandered away in
a flood of trivia. Somewhere beneath it all
is a poet who has never given himself a
chance to be real:
you are all that I have known & felt
in a lifetime of unknowing and unfeeling.

The lady to whom the book is dedicated
surely deserves a better deal!
SALEEM PEERADINA

An Early Tourist
The Wonders of Ellora by John B. Seely (B. R.
Publishing Corporation, first published in 1!325,
594 pp. Rs. 90.)

THE

recent fashion for collecting old
Anglo-Indian books and pictures has
had the desirable result of encouraging
publishers to produce reprints of those classics which could, until now, have been procured only with much outlay of money and
energy from second-hand book shops. As a
publishing project, the reprinting of these
books is an attractive proposition. Some
years ago the Pmtak Kendra of Lucknow
started bringing out a series called Rare
India, a few of which are reviewed below.
Now the B. R. Publishing Corporation of
Delhi has, as it were, recalled to life some
of the best works of those professional
Englishmen of the last century ·w ho found
time to study and write about India.
Th e energy and curiosity of the young
19th century Englishmen sent th em adventuring into any hazardous voyage of discovery which seemed to hold an interesting
promise. Their excellent and liberal education in the humanities enabled th em to
understand, analyse,' describe and often
illustrate accurately- whatever they found,
whether it was only for their family at home
or for the world at large. A wide ranging
and enquiring mind was always stimulated
to almost fever pitch by the amazing sights
and sounds of this sub-continent. Many
young men, sent out for commercial ventures, hired artists to make pictures of the
plants and animals here, that their parents
might share their wonder. It was those
young Britishers who came out to join the
police, the nrmy, the civil service, the commercial houses, who firs t started the scientific studies of those subjects which later
taught us to take a pride in our own
heritage.

The Wonders of Elora was first published
in 1825, the main part of the book being an
account of a journey made in 1807, from
Bombay ( Versova) to see the caves of Ellora
of which, at that time, 'not one man in twenty
had ever heard the name'. The author was
a young ensign in the army, but he seems
to have had a taste for every kind of learning and information togeth~r with a capacity for discovering facts at first hand by
observation, and connecting and arranging
them by careful study. From the appendix
it is clear that he was in the habit of making
maps of whatever terrain he covered, and
those of the more uncharted regions were
taken over and found very useful by the
Government. He admits that he never travelled without his surveyors' instruments,
measuring and mapping the areas he passed through. His careful plans of the Ellora
Caves could easily be the first really reliable
plans ever drawn.
When Lt. Seely mounted his expedition
to the Ellora Caves in 1807, there was no
road between Bombay and Poona. He hired
a dhow to take him from the harbour and
up the creek to Panvel, a voyage of some
twenty four hours. There he hired a train
of coolies, tattoos and ox-carts and set off
for the next big junction, which was Poona.
'In the rainy season, with the execrable state
of the roads, of nullahs running impetuously
and large rivers witho~t bridges, the miseries of travelling, regulated by a heavily
laden ox's pace, are almost intolerable. An
Englishman, accustomed to the celerity of
mail coaches. . . would lament a little his
hard fate.' Travelling was hard and dangerous, and often the countryside itself was
depressing, 'the country not yet having recovered from the long and desolating wars
of Holkar, Scindia and other princes, so
late as 1803.' But though the condition of
the land and its people' was abject, the
author's knowledge of and comments on its
history make his account fascinating.
It seems that there was no 'proper' road
beyond 'Capooly', and the only way to get
to the top of the Ghat to 'Cundalla' was to

.
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scramble up the steep path, between rocks
and undergrowth which we:ce well known
as the hiding places of dacoits. Nevertheless
the exertions of the climb were continuously
rewarded by the wonderful vie'.-vs of mountains and vegetation. 'No spot in India can
be better calculated to contemplate
nature . . . than the top of the Ghats.' The
vegetation in the Ghats is no longer what it
used to be, but during the monsoon one
can still feel about those mountains that no
spot in India can be better calculated to
contemplate nature . .. .
Finally, the arrival at Ellora Caves. 'It
is totally impossible to describe the feelings
of admiration and awe excited in the mind
upon first beholding these stupendous excavations.' Here, the young ensign camped
at the mouth of the Kailash cave for several
weeks, while he studied and described,
'feeding on a vegetable diet and drinking
only the limpid springs of Ellora', studying
each cave with the help of the Brahmins he
had employed to instruct him, but yet taking
the precaution of not believing everything
his Brahmins said unless it could be checked
against other references. The care and
thoroughness with which every cave and
each piece of sculpture is examined and
interpreted against an extensive and
thorough familiarity with Hindu mythology
is amazing. This part of the book might
have been tedious for the reader, except
that the writing is so lively, and the discursive and wide ranging reflections so
interesting and stimulating.
Indeed, it may be argued that the real
interest in the book for present-day readers
lies not in the straight descriptions, however
fascinating, of the Ellora caves, whichhave
not changed arid which most people have
now seen for themselves, anyway. The real
interest lies in the many digressions, where
the author describes people, and manners,
or where he discusses the larger problems
of administering this country. The pros and
cons, mainly cons, of the proselityzing work
of the Christian Missions is discussed at
length. The author is articulate, not to say
vehement, about the irrelevance of spend-
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ing large sums of money in the effort of
tuming a few low-caste Hindus into uncomprehending Christians. His reasoning is
logical; but today, a century and a half
later, it is possible to see that the missions
did, in fact, do a great deal of good in India.
Another problem on which the author had
strong views was the inadvisability of allowing a free press to function in India. 'In a
community where the majority are utterly
dependent upon the Govemment, or are its
own servants, freedom of discussion can
only tend to injure the former and dissatisfy
the latter-no party is benefited: the Government is reviled and condemned by its own
immediate servants, and they are led to
believe and to fancy themselves aggrieved
and injured and are told they have a presscriptive right, not only to enquire into, but
to direct, the conduct and movements of the
State.
The wide interests, the wish and capacity
to internalize so much and such precise
knowledge, and the elegant style of writing
are all a tribute to the old style classical
education as much as to an unusual individual. It is difficult to imagine a present-day
doctor of philosophy writing on general
topics with the same kind of knowledge as
this young man, who left school to join the
army and whose notes for the present book
were ready when he was twenty-three years
old.
LAEEQ FUTEHALLY

Rare India Books
The Private Memoirs of Emperor Humayun, Tr. by
Major Charles Stewart, (1.36 pp., Rs 35.)
The History of the Reign of Shah Alum, the Present Emperor of Hindustan by W. Franklin, (138 pp.
Rs. 35.)
European Travellers in India during 15th, 16th and
17th centuries by E. F. Oaten (160 pp., Rs 35.)
Of the Government and People of lndostan by
Robert Orme, (94 pp. Rs. 35.) (Published in the
Rare India Series by Pustak Kendra, Lucknow).

JTwritings
is a luxury to possess and read these
which are old and important
enough to be called documents. They are
all written, or translated, in an age when
even an ordina1y soldier or merchant could

write graceful English, so that they are easy
and pleasant to read, always interesting,
and often exciting, and allow one to indulge
in the agreeable illusion that one is perusing
a scholarly work.
Considering the marvellous contents, the
physical appearance of the books is unfortunate. The dust jackets are drab and
poorly designed, and always a shade bigger
than the volume, so that they curl and tear
at the edges. The binding is shoddy; the
paQer, printing and layout are, again, · just
plain bad. This is in strange contrast to
Lonesong Street by Pritish Nandy, also reviewed here, in which a few rather ordinary
poems are superbly presented. The one wise
decision which the publishers have taken
here is not to change th e spellings of the
originals. Had these books been better produced, even if it meant a higher price,
they could easily have sold as collectors'
items. As it is, they succeed in looking
cheap, but being expensive. And the
reader is deprived of the pleasure of possessing something which is beautiful in form
as ·well as content. vVhy do we have no
good book designers in this counhy? What
happl;)ns to all those graduates who pour
out of our art schools?
The Private Memo-irs of Emperor
Humayun are, actually, memoirs about
Humayun, written by his personal aftabchy
or ewer-bearer, Jouher. They are a rather
bald record of events of the period between
the death of Babar and the death of
Humayun. Obviously the memoirs have no
claim to literary merit, being the work of a
man who had little education beyond the
three Rs; although because of their very
artlessness and lack .of analysis and judgement, they are reliable source material for
the history of Humayun's reign. Major
Charles Stewart translated the Persian mss.
into English in 1830, and the English version
is clear and pleasant, helped by the good
major's notes.
The book has been reprinted exactly as
it first appeared in 1832, without the addition
of any extra foot-notes, any special editing
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and, above all, without a good introduction sun, the book is divided into two parts, the
by some specialist on that period. Perhaps first about the people and Government of
it was the deliberate intention of the editors Indostan and the second about the English
to reproduce the volume exactly as it first at Surat. These sections are again divided
appeared a century and a half back, and into extremely short chapters with large
this would have been laudable if, in appear- titles like 'Nature of the People', 'Nature of
ance and 'feel', too, the volume compared the War', etc. The chapter, 'Nature of Manuwell with the original edition. As it is, one facturers' begins thus: 'Spim1ing and weavcannot help thinking that some hard work ing are the slightest tasks which a man can
put in by an able historian would have im- be set to; and the numbers that do nothing
mensely raised the value of the book.
else in this country are exceeding.'
The next volume, Th e History of the
Mr Robert Orme is like Mr Oaten, by no
Reign of Shah Alum does have a short means an uncritical admirer of Indostan.
Foreword by the editors (Dr Hiralal Singh And yet of the four books reviewed here,
Ram Gopal, Hamdi Bey and Dr K. C. Sri- his book is perhaps the most fascinating.
vastava) . They point out that the later After everything is said and clone, perhaps
Mughals have been generally ignored by we ought to muster a modest vote of thanks
historians, and that this eye witness account to the Pustak Kendra for making available
by Capt. W. Franklin of the Honourable to us these classics of long ago. The list of
East India Company, being unprejudiced forthcoming titles on the back cover proand first-hand is excellent source material. mises us more of the same. Let us hope the
As indeed it is. It was published in London future volumes will be better produced, and
in 1798.
with fewer misprints.
L. F.
The next two volumes are not so much
about history, as about historical social comment, some of which was thoroughly lively, Traditional Folk Media in India by Shyam Parmar
unreliable, and biased. In 1909 E.F. Oaten (Geka Books, 176pp. Rs. 45)
studied and wrote about all those European
SHYAM PARMAR is Head of the
travellers who visited India between the
Department of Traditional Media at
15th and 17th centuries. The later, and the Indian Institute of Mass Communication,
better known travellers were conspicuously New Delhi. H e has been the Producer of
better informed and less prejudiced than Rural and Folk Programmes for All India
the earlier ones. While this is not a source Hadio, and has already published a great
book in the sense that the original travel· deal on his subject, in which he is a pioneerlers do not speak for themselves, but are ing research. The subject is both original and
only written about, yet Mr Oaten's com- exciting-i.e. the age-old methods by which
ments and descriptions are scholarly and rural and tribal folk communicate-drama,
valuable, placing in perspective the ideas story-telling,
ImmiCry,
glove-puppets,
and impressions of the 'tourists'. And while shadow-puppets, kirtan-singing, drum-beatthe author himself is by no means flatter- ing, and several colourful variations.
Having said this much, the revie'<ver must
ing to 'Hindostan', his comments are not
nervously
whisper that the book is not a
unfair.
Robert Orme's book, Of the Govemment success. Dr Parmar has a scholarly scorn for
and People of Inclostan was written in about mere clarity, and has thus succeeded in be1750. It is a kind of guide-book for that time, ing grossly unfair to his own knowledge and
describing the form of Government, the resources. His field is such that had he mereadministration, the people, the customs, the ly described the various media forms clearly,
'Brachmans', the 'Gentoos', and evmything in detail, and accurately indicated where
else that went on in Indostan. A hold-all and among which peoples they prevailed,
crammed with everything under the Indian the book would have been a grateful invest-
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ment for anyone with a stirring of interest
in anthropology or the arts. Instead, we have
the most haphazard and scrappy descriptions of the different forms following each
other at random, with large and obvious
gaps in the formation provided. For the layman, (and who is not?) it is frustrating, for
instance, to be given a list of the different
styles of Indian folk music ( p. 53) and to
be told that 'their features are so chiselled
that they appear to be more stable than the
spoken languages to which they belong',
without being provided with any notion as
to what the styles, or the features, or the
spoken languages are. On the other hand,
we would have willingly foregone this piece
of discussion: 'For rural communication, the
fund of this folklore material is worthy of
use. It brings a communicator closer to local
audience.' .
The above sentence is representative of
the level of analysis in the book. And in any
case the discussion should have limited itself
to the Indian rural context and concentrated
on placing and assessing the various forms
within that context. It is unfair of the author
more or less to ignore this frame of reference
and instead expend his paragraphs on
banalities about art in general.
Having worked in mass media, Dr Parmar
is well aware that several rural media forms
can and should be adapted to disseminate
twentieth-century messages such as family
planning. Had the question been coherently
discussed in reference to the different forms,
a most relevant document would have
emerged, and one which hardly anyone else
would be capable of preparing (to judge
from the author's qualifications). But he has
merely paid tribute, as it were, to the issue
by providing on every third page a string
of anecdotes about occasions when a rural
form was thus used 'bv Government.'
.
For all these grumblings, it is clear that
the author does, as they say, know his stuff.
The reader who is anxious for a few more
facts in this too little researched field, and
is willing to glean them for himself as he
goes , along, is recommended to make the
bumpy journey.
SHAMA FUTEHALLY

Assertion and Imagery
Black Poets In South Africa Edited by Robert
Royston (Heinemann, 90 pp. 50 p.)
Looking In Looking Out by Siddharth Kak (Writers'
Workshop, 45 pp. Rs. 1 0.)
The Conductor of the Dead and Other Poems by
Subhas Kak (Writers' Workshop, 36 pp . Rs. 10')
Liquid Sapphire by Tejaswini Niranjana (Tejaswini Niranjana, Bangalore, 40 pp. Rs. 15)

ALL the black poets represented in this

anthology of Black Poets in South Africa
(with the exception of one) started publishing from 1968 onwards, and they exhibit a
tremendous vitality. The peculiar circumstances of these poets (there are 97 definitions of what is officially 'undesirable' in
literature in South Africa) have spurred
their imagination rather than inhibited it.
The poems are a direct response to a pal'ticular situation, and the poets are consciouslv concerned to establish their black identitv.
There is a certain assertiveness, a desire to
free themselves from the overwhelming
white domination. Stanley Motjuwadi states
it most clearly in his White Lies where he
mocks the traditional concept of white
signifying purity, virtue, goodness, peace.
He is proud to be black, and wants to get
rid of 'white' lies:
Let me teach black truth.
That dark clouds aren't a sign of doom,
but hope. Rain. Life.
Let me unleash a volty bolt of black
So all around may know black right.
Wally Serote in his Hell, Well, Haven is
quite prophetic when he claims:
I do not know where I have been,
But Brother,
I know I'm coming.
The new confidence is evident in Sm·ote's
What's In This Black 'Shit' where he tells
how he could say 'Shit' to the white employment officer to his face, a thing which his
father would not have ever dared to do. It
is this self-assurance and the emergence of
a definite identity which gives force and
power to the poems.
There is a sense of awakening, of promise,
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of hope in some poems. But the majority of
And the heated sun licks every shrub dry
the poets are also aware of the reality and
While we who burrow the earth
present it in direct terms without becoming
Tame the dust with our lungs.
sentimental. Sydney Sepamla's To Whom It
May Concern sums up in a nutshell the
The language in most of the poems is
oppressive existence of a black South Afri- .concrete and colloquial:
can who has to live subject to the various
I have tasted, ever so often,
regulations, and is no more than a mere
Hunger
like sand on my tongue
number in a register. It reminds one of
I Will Wait
Auden's The Unknown Citizen. It makes
use of the same kind of bureaucratic jargon
and cliches to expose the mindless anony- In fact it would have been a good idea to
mity and impersonality of human beings. give a glossary of the local words used in the
poems. The poets also make frequent use
Basil Somhlahlo portrays the inevitability of
of native mythology and folklore.
the process which will lead them to such a
Black Poets in South Africa is in a class
life:
apart. The other three volumes are by
Indians writing in English. There are seveTheir lives insured,
ral ways in which one can define poetry,
Yes, unquestionably safe,
yet underlying every definition is the
For soon they will join
assumption that poetry must communicate
To work on the mines;
a depth of feeling or emotion, a certain
To work on the farms,
And soon more will come,
meaning, or a view-point to make it worthwhile. Many of our Indian poets writing in
For naked they come.
Naked They Come English seem to fall into two traps-either
thev become over-emotional and sentimenOswald M. Mtshli expresses powerfully tal: or they attempt to become so brief and
the hopelessness and despair which is the esoteric, trying to follow the so-called
result of centuries of bondage:
modern trend in poetry thal they become
difficult
to comprehend. Siddharth Kak's
I peered through the frosty window,
Looking
In Looking Out belongs to the
and saw six men:
latter
category.
The overriding impression
men shorn
is one of failure of connection between the
of all human honour
thought or idea and the image which autolike sheep after shearing,
matically
leads to a failure in communicableating at the blistering wind,
It
is
difficult to grasp the meaning.
tion.
'Go away! Cold wind! Go away!
is
an
example picked at random:
Here
Can't you see we are naked?'
Men In Chains
Odd ... because,
boy
and girl, cities apart, love genuine,
A
There is a preoccupation with images of
the
night, a telephone
nakedness because these poets want to bare
To
join
them,
could well be happy
reality sans all trappings. Their poetry shows
in the velvet clark.
a strong desire to be honest to themselves as
Lifeline
well as to the truth as they perceive it. In
this sense, then, most of the poems here are There is also a tendency to use cliches.
intensely personal even when they reveal There are some exceptions, for example
social facts. Mafika Mbuli's The Miners Midindia, Nostalgia for Another City, and
illustrates how these two modes are comA Gift of Flowers. Here the images and
bined in a significant way:
ideas combine to produce a totality, and
moments of deep feeling are conveyed well.
Day and night are one,
Subhas Kak's The Conductor of the Dead,
But I know each day dawns
QUEST
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on the other hand, sets down quite honestly
and simply what the poet sees and feels,
and also shows that the poet has some command over his craft. Subhas Kak's main
subject is himself, and in many of the poems
there is an exploration of his body, mind
and psyche. The images are quite sharp and
have a certain impact. Dragon-Feet reveals
his concern with his body, while The Flea
through a combination of fantasy and reality
gives a glimpse of the inner recesses of his
mind. I quote a couple of stanzas:
I had a dream
the flea's soul and mine
had exchanged places.
I woke up in a sweat
there had been a metamorphosis
I was a half-burnt, dead flea.
It has an echo of Kafka's Metamorphosis.
Some poems have an ironic touch at the
close which is telling in its unexpectedness.
For example, Pigs. Here the irony depends
on the reversal of roles: pigs behave as
human beings should whereas the human
beings have lost their rationality, and behave
no better than anin1als. Pigs make love and
raise their children like men,
But pigs don't drink
pig-blood.
The poet doesn't entirely avoid the snare
of meaningless mumbo jumbo, and some
poems do ramble on. There is a sh·eak of
morbidity and preoccupation with death in
poems like Dissolution, Despair, One
Narcissist. Sometimes Kak uses rather startling similies: 'Time hangs like meat-balls in
soup'. The unexpected juxtaposition does
create an immediate effect, though one may
question its validity later on.
Tejaswini Niranjana (b. 1958) shows a
fair grasp of the surrounding reality, and
projects it with a maturity far beyond her
16 years. In A Warrior Dies she juxtaposes
the death of a three-legged dog in a city
corporation gutter with that of a 'battlescarred' warrior and suggests perhaps the
futility of heroism-death; reduces everybody to the same level.

Her nature poems show a strong Wordsworthian influence. Encounter is inspired
by T.he Prelude, especially where Wordsworth confronts nature in its stark, awesome
aspects. Miss Niranjana exhibits a fairly
keen observation of nature in poems like
Thunderhead, The Storm Breaks, etc.
There is a freshness in her choice of language and metaphor. Here is a short poem as
an illustration:
don't tmst
the climbing vine
when it grows inside
the trellis work
stuffing itself with sunbeams
and bloating
like a malevolent
rotten orange
I can't hear the raindrops
when are they going to melt
the sun?
Shabari Waits
An unevenness, though, iis noticeable in
her work. Poems like The Thaw, The
Bogeyman appear confused. They seem
more like an exercise in juggling with words
rather than an expression of any meaningful statement. But ~tiiss Niranjana does show
promise. She would do well to use language as a tool to order and express her experiences, and not to be bogged down by
mere verbiage.
SHASHI lYER

Indiscernible Changes
Caste, Class and Politics by Anil Bhatt (Manohar
Book Service 200 pp. Rs. 40.)

its kind, this is an excellent book.
OFWritten
by a sociologist for sociologists, it is a carefully analysed study of social
stratification in modern India compared
with the traditional hierarchy of caste.
Dr Bhatt's central theme is summed up
as follows in the last paragraph of his
penultimate chapter: 'Democratic political
structures and processes in India have
created the possibility of reducing the posi-
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tive relationship between ascriptive (caste)
status and achieved (education, occupation, income) status and thus .creating the
possibility of changing the 'status summation' characteristic of Indian Society and of
increasing the incidence of status incongruence'. The book sets out, with the aiel of an
exemplary set of statistical tables ( 70 in
all), to prove a corollary of the above hypothesis: the 'characteristics of social stratification in modern India that do not fit a
caste model are no longer latent, deviant
and in minority, they have increasingly
become manifest, common and predominant.' The argument of the study is therefore
that India no longer exemplifies the caste
model.
On the whole, we must concede that the
author succeeds in making his point but,
curiously enough, he seems to do it in spite
of rather than because of the elaborate statistical data provided. The tab les themselves
do not, we suggest, do more than show some
potentiality for the change which Dr Bhatt
postulates, and as the reader draws near
the end of the book it becomes increasingly
hard to see how the author is going to be
:o_hle to -justify his contention. However, in
Chapter V -the final one except for a brief
summary conclusion-his arguments are
well-documented and convincing. This
chapter, though, contains no tables at all,
and one cannot help feeling that the satistics so painstakingly collected and analysed,
while extremely interesting in themselves,
have no direct bearing on the argument.
That is, Dr Bhatt could probably have convinced us equally well without th e inclusion
of any tables at all.
Nevertheless this is a valuable book for
students of Indian sociology. It is also a
fairly readable one, though here we are led
to a small criticism. The author clearly has
an excellent command of the E nglish langt:age and of (American) sociological tenninology. It is a pity therefore that what can
only be careless proof-reading has led to a

neglect throughout the book of both the
definite and the indefinite article so essential to English usage. Without 'a' and 'the'
in their proper places this most scholarly
document gives at first glance an impression
of the amateur which is otherwise quite
undeserved.
MoNICA JACKSON

Indian Studies
The Hindu At Home by J . E. Padfield (First published in 1896. Reprinted by B. R. Publishing Corporation 280 pp. Rs. 75.)

THIS book is the work of a former C.VIS
Missionary at Masulipatam, written
after twentv-seven vears in India.
The Gu~rdia.n <;f- 1896 apostrophises it
thus: 'From an anthropological point of
view one could not wish for a more interesting and complete set of notes on Hindus,
their manners, cus toms and religion ... .' In
1976 this tells us more about the state of
anthropology in 1896 than about the information contained in the book, which should
more properly be called 'The Brahmins'. It
is the manners, etc. of that caste which are
portrayed to the virtu al exclusion of all
others, who are lumped together into a kind
of ethnographic lucky dip, out of which odd
'customs' are dragged at random and displayed as representative, the whole being
branded as 'pagan' in contrast to the reluctant respect accorded to the Brahmin alone
as the follower of a genuine religion.
This being said, it must he admitted that
the author's knowledge of Brahmin mores
is remarkably detailed, and that the trans lations from original texts, many o£ them
palm-leaf manuscripts, are interesting and
an indication of considerable scholarship.
Since the author was a missionary, the variation of his attitudes between that of neutral
observation and of pitying comparison with
the enlightened ideals of Christianity are to
be expected in a 19th-century sh1dy of this
sort.
M.J.
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Changes in technology reflecting changes in industri.al
patterns. Nothing remains static behind this symbo ~.
The thinking process goes on generating vast resources
of technical know-how and manufacturing skill. .

.,--

It started in 1938 when two engineers applied their minds
to manufacturing dairy equipment. Today we are about
10,000 people involved in manufacturing plant and equipment for every major industry from dairy to nuclear. Much
of the equipment was never manufactured in India before .
Tomorrow we'll be vastly different from what we are today.
Because things are never static behind this symbol.
The thinking process goes on. The pool of technical resources
grows, lending new dimensions to our capability of manu facturing equ ipment for every vital industry.
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